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ABSTRACT

In two series of experiments 277 experimental animals, including 66 dogs, 52 rabbits,
52 gainea pigs, 63 rats, and 44 mice, were exposed under selected conditions in six different
general types of instrumented above- and below-ground shelters to blast produced by nuclear
explosions. The distance of the several structures from Ground Zero ranged from 1050 to
5500 ft. The most severe alterations in the pressure environment occurring inside the
structures followed the detonation of a nuclear device with a yield approximately 50 per cent
greater than nominal. The highest overpressure to which animals were exposed was 85.8 psi,
the rise time of which was 4 msec. The overpressure endured for about 570 msec. Over-
pressures ranged from this maximum downward in 15 other exposure situations to a minimum
of 1.3 psi enduring for nearly 1346 msec but rising to a maximum in about 420 msec. The
latter pressure occurred inside a reir forced concrete bathroom shelter, which was the only
surviving part of a house otherwise totally destroyed, at 4700 ft where the outside incident
pressure was about 5 psi. Following the nuclear explosions, all animals were recovered,
examined, sacrificed, and subjected to gross and microscopic pathological study. All lesions
were tabulated and described. rhe results of pressure time data, documenting the variations
on the pressure environment, are presented and analyzed, and an exploratory attempt is made
to relate the alterations in the pressure environment to the associated pathology observed. A
crilical review of selected material from the blast and related literature is presented. All
data are discussed, and the several problems related to the design and construction of pro-
tective shelft rs are noted and briefly, but aralyticasly. assessed. The most outstanding con-
tributuon of tne field experiments and the related study of the literature was the unequivocal

-. demonstration that the provision of adequate protective structures can indeed be an effective
means of sharply reducing casualties which would otherwise be associated with the detonation
of modern large-scale explosive devices.
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CHAPTER 1

SUMMARY

In two series of experiments a total of 277 experimental anlmials, including CS dogs, 62
rabbits, 52 guinea pigs, 63 rats, and 44 mice, located inside 15 separate, instrumented suauc-
tures comprising six different types of above- and below-ground construction, were exposed
to the environmental variations associated with nuclear-produced blast.

The distance of the several structures from Ground Zero ranged from 1050 to 5500 ft, and
the most severe alterations in the presnure environment inside the structures followed the
detonation of a nuclear device with a yield approximately 50 per cent greater than nominal (a
nominal atomic bomb has an energy release equivalent to 20 kilo' ns of TNT).

The small animals were housed in individual cages constructed of large-mesh wire
screen. The dogs were kept in position using harnesses fabricated from cotton webbing and
custom-fitted to each animal.

Recovery of all animals was accomplished within about 10 hr after the detonation in each
of the two series of experiments.

Variations in the overpressure-time phenomena metered inside the structures with wall-
mounted pressure gauges ranged from maximal pressures of 1.3 psi enduring for 1346 msec
to 85.8 psi lasting for 570 msec. The times of pressure rise (time to Pmax) ranged from 4.0
tc 420 msec. The underpressure figures were not considered very reliable, and varied from
none (no crossover) to a maximal underpressure of -6.4 psi. The total range of pressure
fall varied frnm 2.1 to 89.1 psi with times of total pressre fall from 1919 and 1127 msec,
respectively. The shortest time of total pressure fall recorded was 303 msec for a 29.1 -psl
drop in pressure. However, the shortest time of pressure fall from P... to ambient was
260 msec for a 36.9-psi drop in pressure (see Tables 6.1 and 6.2).

Dynamic pressure-time meaurements were taken on two occasions. 71e curves were
very complex and variable, and the peak reading* showed pressures of 12.3 and 12.1 psi.

The geometry and design of the several structur s nmarkedly influenced the magnitude
and character of the Internal, compared with the exlernal, pressure-time phenomena. For
example, in some instances, the internal Pmox was near one-fourth of the external Pmx In
others the internal Pna was more than double the eziernal peak overpressure.

Overpressure-time curves representing environmental variations inside the structures
varied considerably in contour from relatively "slow"-rtsing and -falling tracings for the
"closed" structures located at greater ranges, to quite complex curves for the *%pen," "half-
open," and "closed" structures located at the nearer ran&e,. In cams of the latter, multiple
"saw-tooth and stepwise variations In pressure occurred which, for the most part, were due
to multiple pressure reflections from the we'ls, ceillugs, and floors and to the turbulence of
high and variahle winds.

In spite of the rather marked environmental pressure variations tn the yield-dista&ce
relation, which in the most severe case involved local static ground pressures in the order

15
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of two- to threefold those estimated to exist near the epicenters of the nominal yield ex-
plosions at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the shelters functioned reasonably well, but far from
perfectly, as blast-protective structures.

Among the 66 large animals (dogs), there was no immediate mortality attributable to
primary blast effects. SiU animals were displaced from their preshot positions. Two animals
immediately expired; one of these died as the consequence of violent displacement caused by
the high-velocity winds, and the other died as a result of events secondary to a 2700 rotation
of one of the aboveground utility shelters. One other animal, among nine on which tw autop-
sies were deliberately delayed, succumbed on the 14th postshot day as a result of radiation

injury. The others were then sacrificed.
Among the 211 small animals, blast-produced mortality was limited to mice (17 of 20 and

one of four located inside structures, the wall gauges of which averaged a Pmax of 22 and
67 psi, respectively) and guinea pigs (one of 22 placed in a structure, the wall gauges of which
averaged 22 psi).

Lung damage in the dogs consisted of one pneumothorax and spotty areas of lung hemor-
rhage in 11 animals which were judged minor, moderate, or severe in seven, two, and two
animals, respectively. In four of the animals 'he findings were complicated by the occur-
rence of displacement, which in two instances at least no doubt contributed to the cause of
pulmonary pathology. Other thoracic findings involved one instance each of pericardial
petechlae and petechiae of the ps.ricardial fat, four instances of subendocardial petechiae, and |
one animal each with tracheitis, bronchitis, and tracheobronchitis, apparently associated with
inhalation of dust.

Abdominal pathology noted among the large animals included nine hemorrhagic spleens,
seven mucosal teart; of the urinary bladder, and two instances of omental or mesenteric
petechise.

Other signs of tra'am'tic internal and external injury in surviving large animals included
one fracture (femur), one mediastinal hemorrhage, crne bracheal plexis injury with limb
paralysis, one extradvral hemorrhage, seven animals with hemorrhagic frontai sinuses, and
rupture of 45 of i9 usable tympanic membranes among 00 of 66 animals in which examina-
tions were adequate.

Of the 52 rabbits exposed, five and one ex.ibited minor and severe Intrapulmonary
hemorrhages, respectively. In the case of 52 guinea pigs, lung hemorrhages were judged
minor in nine animals, moderate in five animals, and severe in one animal. Only six of 63
rats showed any lung lesions, and these were all minor Mice exhibited the most lung

pathology, consisting of one case of congestion and 6, 10, and 5 instances of minor, moderate,
and severe lung hemorrhages, respectively. Other blast-related findings were minimal ex-
cept for tympanic msmbra" rupture in rabbits, guinea pigs, and rats, totaling 34 of 74, 49 of
67, and nine of 16 usable eardrums, res•Aectively; a subcapsular hemorrhage of the liver, in
one mouse; and periorbital hemorrhage, bilaterally, in another mouse. Two rabbits wre not
Immediately sacrificed; these died on the kh and 11th postahot days of radiation injury.
Likewise, two of three guinea pigs and three rabbtts (one of which died in 5 days) not examined
immediately, but subsequently sacrificed, showed signs of radiation damage.

The eyeballs of all animals were fixed, sectioned, and examined micrI&c.41cally. In spite
of the high range ol the overpressures existing in the several structures, the findings were
entirely negative excpt$ for superficial injury associated with flying dust and particulate

material, i.e., eight dogs, ont rabbit, and two guinea pigs showed corneal pitting and
abrasions. hyperemic conjunctivitis, and, in one instance, superficial fc~al hemorrhage
beneath the conjunctiva' epithelium.

Rather surprisingly. thermal effects were noted In the large and small animals located
in eight of the nine forward shelters even though the animals were shielded from direct ther-
mal radiation by virtue of their underground locations. In 39 of 54 dogs the fur and vibrlssao
were si•ted to a varying degree, and 23 of 39 singed animals also exhibited associated bumns
of the skin. One -abblt was slightly singed, in were nine guina pip (one moderately severe)
and 36 rats. Umanasl necrotic leions of the frost feeto were observed in 21 rats, and these
were limited to animals boued in close-flittirg cylindrical rather thUe square cages. 1No
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cause for the lesionr was found, but it seemed likely that the animals gnawed their owr feet
and that ther -ml injdry may have been an initiating factor.

The case for the thermal effects was not understexod, but because the animals most
severely affected were those located in positions most exposed to the wind, it seemed likely
that hot gases and hot duet carried into the structures during the period of shelter pres-
surization were important factors. :4

The association of the observed pathology with the variations in the environmental pres-
sure-time phenomena was tabulated, and an attempt was made to relate the meager biologica).
data with a variety of blast parameters.

In the case of pulmonary pathology, since the findings were minimal, it was only possible
to search for an analytical procedure which might tentatively define environmental conditions
associated with threshold damage. Tle work was limited to data referable to the dogs.

There seemed to be no reliable association between canine pulmonary findings and peak
overpressure alone, although there was a tendency for damage to be associated with the higher
overpressures. A similar statement can be made regarding the fractional pressure differential
(Pf - Pj)/Pf (the final pressure minus the initial pressure divided by the final pressure in
absolute units) and the pressure ratio (Pf - Pi)/Pt. However, the over-all rate of pressure
rise alone and the average rate of rise of the fractional pressure differential alone both
showed a somewlat better relation with threshold conditions for pulmonary damage thin did
the overpresiure b- itsIf. There appeared to be ,no corroiattion with the total arca Jb±Ur Uw
pressure-time curve (I P dt), the first differential of the pressure-time curve (dp/d), the
total range of pressure fall, and the average rate of pressure fall. Combination of the peak
oarerpressure with the time to Pmax for damaged and undamaged animals was likewise ct
little help.

The most promising analytical approach which has been eqlored to date concerned
incremental analysis of the individual pressure-time curves, a procedure which regarded each
increment of the rising portion of each curve as a separate phenomenon "loading" the animal.
Each segmental pressure rise was treated indivdually, provided that (1) there was a 5 or
more msec pause between the stepwise rises in pressure and (2) a rising pressure occurred
after a pressure fall that was one-third or more of the previous pressure rise. The pres-
sure ratios for each increment of the curves were calculated (AP/Pt, AP'/P[, ... , APi/Pf)
and plotted against the rise time in msee for each segment of the curve (t, t',..., t0. When
such a plot was made on log-log paper for conditions ezxiting in the nine forward belters, it
was possible to draw a sloping line which denoted the region in whkh pulmonary damasc
occurred in dogs; I.e., for 10 cases of damage 90 per cen of the pressure-time curvee had at
least one of the Incremental points above the line, and for 44 cases showing no pathltogy
82 per cev# of the appropriate prensure-time curves h@d no points above the line. Thsu the
analytical approach wam 90 per cent accurate and 10 per cent Isaccurate in predcting pathology,
and 82 per cent accurate and 18 per cent inace,.tate in predictin no pm pthlo.

The equation A• the sloping line was

&Px t -CX PC

where AP - the incremental pressure differenttal
t - the tim, for incremental pressure rise

C - a constant (10 in the case at hand)
P, m the Initial pressure in absolute units which exisied for each Increamnta rise is

pressure

Bioce the expression AP x t, or force per unit area times time, eswsseeo incremental
momentum, the equalion siggests tat incremental momentum Is proportional to the Iital-.
pressure P1 and that pulmonary blast damage may be associated with a critical magamids
of the product P1 x C, a somehat meaningful physical concep.

The analysis also suggested that there wa a relation betwes the ocrume"a pressure
ratio and the related time df pr-esure iese euch that, as the tncremsea rise tUnm lacreased,
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! the ticremental pressure ratios required for damage decreased. Although the minima.

magnitude of the pressure ratio and related rise time critical for damage could not be fixed
definitely bec ausae the data were insufficient, the association of minimal incremental pressure

ratios producing pulmonary damage with an incremental rise time of about 20 msec suggested
that resonance phenomena were a factor in biological damage and that, for the dog, the critical
frequency might be close to £2 to 13 cycles/sec.

Data relating blast-produced, environmental variations to rupture of the tympanic mem-
brane were meager. However, the percentage rupture of the eardrums seemed to correlate
with maximal overpressure as well as with any of cne other blast parameters, and the maxi-
mal pressure required to rupture 50 per cent of the drums (P60) was estimated at 28, 15, and
8 psi for the dog, rabbit, and guinea pig, respectively. Regression analysis on the dog data
indicated a standard error of J It per cent. Thus, for the dog, the P10 would be 28 ± It per cent
in 68 per cent of the cases.

The data relating the variations in the pressure environment to biological response were
discussed at length, and, in so doing, a rev!ew of selected material from the blast and related
literature was presented. With regard to the review:

1. The necessity for distinguishing between environmental variations involving single-
and multiple-pulse phenomena and iast- and slow-rising overpressures was pointed out.

2. Evidence was cited to show that the almost "instantaneously" rising maximal static
overpro'amires p, odu4ed by cnventtnnal high explosives (HE) detonated in air cannot be used
alone as a criterion for predicting biological damage except under very closely defined
circumstances, i.e., those involving single pressure pulses and those in which the duration of
the overpressure is relatively constant.

3. For HE air blast, approximately a sevenfold increase in the duration of the overpres-
sure has produced nearly a threefold decrease in the maximal static pressure associated with
fatality in exposed dogs. The ',llowing data apply to just fatal conditions for dogs:

Maximal static Duration of the
pressure, psi overpressure, msec

216 1.6
219 1.6
125 4.1

85 8.6
79 10.3
76 11.8

4. The association of relatively low fatal overpressures with overpressure durations of
about 12 mw evidenced by the data above suggest that there is something important con-
cernig singtle-pul•se HE-produced overpressures which endure for 10 to 15 msec, namely.
the existence of biological structures which may rasonate with a natural frequency of be-
tween 10 to 25 cycles/sec.

S. Confirmatory data obtained using mice exposed to single-pulse fast-rising phenomena
in a saock tube show a variation in mortality with the duratiun of the overpressure. An ex-
ample follows:

Maximal static Duration of the Mortality,
overpressure, psi overpressure msec

18.5 4.6 100
18.5 1.9 50
18.S 0.15 (* 20w) t0

6. No data were found concerning the dog or say otber animal which indicated what the
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minimal peak static overpressure for fatality or injury might be when the duration of a single
fast-rising positive pulse was longer than about 12 meec.

7. Experiments were cited which, for HE-produced pressure phenomena, show that the
pressure-time relation for fatality in dogs and guinea pigs parallels a similar relation for
failure of physical objects exposed to HE blast; i.e., for pulses of short duration (small
charges) the destruction curves are nearly parallel with isomomentum lines -momentum is
the definitive factor -and for pulses of longer duration (large charges) the destruction curves
are nearly parallel to ibopressure lines -pressure is the definitive parameter.

8. The dearth of empirical biological data concerning tolerance to HE blast under con-
ditions in which the initial or ambient pressure varied widely was pointed out; e.g., for a
given single fast-rising overpressure, what is biological tolerance when the overpressure is
applied starting (1) at an initial or ambient pressure equivalent to 40,000 ft (2.7 psia) or sea
level (14.7 psia) or (2) in caissons or under water at higher initial pressures?

9. Similarly, the lack of data to prove that the falling phase of the overpressure and the
underpressure associated with single HE pulses was definitely not a factor of biological
significance was mentioned.

10. Also. for single-pulse overpressures there were no data noted in the literature to
define biological tolerance to slow rather than instantaneously rising pressure phenomena.

it. For the most part the above remarks were intended to apply to a single-pulse
phenomenon having either fast or slow rise times, a situation in which some clear-cut
biological data do exist.

12. In contrast, the Lack of reliable Iniormation concerning biological response to double-
or multiple-pulse phenomena -whether the pressure rises were rapid as with HE or slow
as was the case in some of the shelters investigated -was strongly emphasized.

13. Examples of pressure-time curves showing double or multiple rises in pressure were
cited for air and underwater blast produced with HE and for a variety of open and closed
blab'-protective shelters exposed to atomic blast.

14. Ab a case in point, the most reliable data known to the writers relevant to an estimate
of human blast tolerance were cited. Eight men were exposed in an open-topped concrete
revetment to blast from fn HE charge of known weight. Two men were killed and six survived.
although four suffered considerable lung damage. The local static overpressure near the
survivors was estimated to be about 57 psi. The maximal overpressure existing near the
fatally injured men, who were located in a corner of the revetment, was about 235 pal owing
to reflections from the walls and floor. The number of reflections and the total duration of
the overpressures were not known.

15. Consequently, emphasis was placed on the tnadvisabl"ity of biologically extrapolating
HE blast figures to situations which involve (1) very long pulse durations, (2) multiple rather
than single pressure pulses such as do occur from reflections in closed places and sometimes
in the range of underwater detonations, and (31 slow- rather than fast-rising pressure phe-
nomena involving both single and multiple overpressure phenomena.

16. The view that protective shelters suitably designed and located, whether open or
closed, could be used to minimize the exposure of occupants to ionlzing and thermal radiation
was cited 'o emphasize the fact that the current and important problem in blast biology con-
cerns the need for data to understand and define biological response to double- and multiple-
pulse c•.erpressures having slow or fast rise times aseociated with overpreoswres of relatively
very long duration.

17. From previtus field experience at the Nevada Test Site, data obtained using dogs placed
in long, tubular undergrounod structures and exposed to naclear-produacd blast pbenmenm
were cited to show that significant pulmonary damage does occur at maximal overpreswures
as low as from 12 to 20 psi under conditions in which multiple londing of the biological target
was associated with stepwise rises in the long-duration overpressures due to reflections
from the far end of the structure.

18. The complix nature of the analytical problems involved in correlating biological
reosonse to saw-tooth or stepwise pressure-time phenomena was pointed out. The wee"ity
of learning how to handle the factors at initial pressure (PI, Pj, .. i, 15) tn terms of maglntide,
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rise time, and time between incremental pressure rises, along with the duration of overpres-

sure, the character and time of the falling pressure, '...cludtng the underpressure, was
emphasized.

19. An increased importance for the falling phase of pressure pulses was predicted for

those overpressures which existed long enough to allow the lungs of the target to 'fill," i.e.,
to come into equilibrium with the overpressure existing outside the animal. It seems clear
that "decompressionlike" pathology will be encountered -if it has not already and has not
been recognized -depending on the magnitude and time of pressure fall.

20. Information relevant to biological tolerance to a variety of pressure phenomena was
cited from the basic literature to aid if. understanding the etiology of Wiological blast damage.

21. Statically raising the intratracheal pressures in a variety of animals, from the mouse
to the steer, has produced lung rupture, hemorrhage, and arterial air emboli at pressures of
about 50, 80, and 160 mm Hg (0.98, 1.6, and 3.1 psi) for the open, closed, and bandaged chest,
respectively.

22. The lowest increase in intratracheal pressure associated with emphysema in an
anesthetized human was reported to be 60 mm Hg (1.2 psi).

23. Pressure differentials associated with human fatality were stated to be 6.5 and 6.4 psi
for circumstances involving submarine escape training and indoctrination in explosive de-
comprtssion, respectively.

24. Ballistic data referablt to penetrating missiles were cited to show that damage to the
air-containing organs can occur at considerable distance from the track of the missile. In this
regard the significance of the negative pressure pulse associated with cavitation was pointed
out.

25. The occurrence of bilateral lung damage following unilateral trauma to the chest was
mentioned, and the similarity to blast-produced pathology was noted.

26. The desirabilfty of knowing the pressure-time phenomena which occur inside an animal
in relation to the loading factors, whether blast or more !ocalized trauma, was emphasized.

27. The dearth of reliabie data relevant to the tolerance of the tympanic membranes of
&animals and man to dynamic pressure variations was mentioned.

28. However, for somewhat static conditions the literature contained data showing that the
human eardrum (of cadavers) on the average would rupture at 23.4 p4i with a range from 5.4
w, 44.1 psi. For 10 dogs the average pressure for drum failure was 14.9 psi, although the
range was stated to be from 9.1 to 22.8 psi.

29. For humans, suddenly applied underpressures of 19 tc 3.8 psi have been associated
with failure of the eardrum.

30. From the blast literature. inormation was cited which showed that rapidly fatal ex-
posurt to blast (air or water) was frequently due to the consequences of arterial air
emboli in the vessels of the heart and centra.1 nervous system (brain).

31. 7U causes of prtmary blast death were considered to be due to (1) heart failure
(comniotlo cordis and/or air embull), (2) suffocation (lung hemorrhage and edema), and (3)
central nervous system damage from arterial a~r emooll and possibly from trauma (com-

motto cerebri).
33. 1 was pointed out that biological damage from e~xpoure to blast, except for the

"distant" effects of air emboll, was characteristically localized In tlose areas where the
greatest contrast in tissue density exists. i.e., the air-containing orpa*, the union of bones
or cartilaginous tiSfaS with oft times, and the areas of union between sof tissaes and
adjacent air-containing tismes, such as the iung tissue over!yinag the heart.

33. Uperimental baltistic and blast dafta were described which supported the conclusion
that the exposure of the trunk of the animal to the static and dynamic pressure pulses of a
blast wave was critical for biological dange. This seems clear for the rapid phenomena
produced by 91 at least but may or may not apply for slower rising, multiple-pulse pros-
sure variations of "I.41" duration.

34. The several possible mechanlems by which a biologica target uiaig be listurbed a•t
damaaged by envi. j*meataI chags produced by bka. pbenooaens were considered. Internal
pressure chnges and odter stress" associated with a soug-duratioa sqetze or to deformity
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of the body, the transfer of momentum to tissues of different masses resulting in differential
movement of tissues of different density and natural frequencies of oscillation (inertia ef-
fects), implosion phenomena, and the spalling effect were all thought to be important.

35. As a tentative hypothesis fast-, intermediate-, and slow-acting mechanisms were
suggested. The first could well be associated with implosion and spalling effects contingent
upon a sufficiently dynamic environmental variation to assure the transmission of shock
waves from tne fluid into the air-containing organs of the body. The second or intermediate-
acting mode of damage could be associated more with momentum and inertia effects, and the
third or slow mechanism might involve the transmission of blood and fluid into the chest and
hence into the air-containing portions of the lung, a possibility which is somewhat analogous
to the "squeeze" syndrome described in divers.

The results and implications of the present study in relation to the potential value of
protective shelters were discussed.

Although the structures utilized, with a few exceptions, served to prevent immediate
mortality in the largest experimental animals, the conclusion that any of the shelters under
the conditions tested would be adequate for human occupancy must not be drawn. There was
violent dispiacement of constrained animals, and there were serious immedvite thermal
effects and delayed ,-•, 4 tton effects which were later fatal to some animals. MA1O, con-
siderable dust existed, a factor known to be iAtal fur humans in some bomb sa.elte,'s during
World War 11.

These facts supported the suggestlons that the design of a structure to serve as protection
against modern large-scale explosions is not a simple task, that a smuid perspective relevant
to the total problem needs to be developed and maintained, and that an approach to design must
be functional as well as structural in order that environmental variations will be optimized.
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CH!APTER 2

INTRODUCTION

In the past, considerable effort has been expended in investigating tVe pathophysiologlcal
effects of blast from HE detonated in air.I-IT In contrast, biological blast damage produced by
atomic explosions has not been studied int naively primarily because ciata were not available
to appreciate fully and realistically the interrelation between blast effects and those associated
with ionizing and thermal radiation. When it was realized that under appropriate circumstances
the employment of relatively simple and inexpensive shelters might very well minimize or
eliminate irradiation and thermal damage, it became obvious that the influence of 1 kaat phe-
nomena on the internal environment of the structure must be determined and assessed b.ioiogi-
cally. With regard to the latter it was desirable to expose experimental animAs to metered
variations in pressures produced by a nuclear explosion.

Two series of such experiments were carried out at the Nevada Test Site in the spring of
1955. The purpose of this report is to give data obtained using five species of animals which
were placed in a variety of instrumented above- and below-ground structures and which were
subjected to environmental pressure variations created by the tower detonat~oas of two nuclear
devices Further objectizes are to review selected material from the blast literpture, alorg
with applicable data from related disciplines, and to present the problem of assessing biclogi-
cal response to variations in environmental static and dynamic pressures, particularly as the
latter are related to biological effects In blast-protective shelters.

The work was made possible through the common interests of the Atomic Xnergy Commis-
sion and the Federal Civil Defense Administration, who cooperatively arranged the mutual
participation of people trained in both physics and biology to prosecute a program that could
not have been accomplished by personnel trained in either discipline alone.
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CHAPTER 3

MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1 STFUCTURAL SHELTERS

"In the combined work of the several eaperiments during two shots (designated Series I
and Series U for purposea of this report), six different general types of structural shelters
were utilized, each type varying in ulre, shape, and, to some extent, method of construction.
The shelters were located at measured intervals from Ground Zero (potnt of detonation) along
a "blast line," or straight line outward from Ground Zero. In Table 3.1 the types of shelters
are indicated in order of relative proximity to Ground Zero, the large partitioned group shelter
being the nearest. The approximate interior dlmenslons, the number of such shelters used in

Table 3.1 -SHELTERS IN WHICH EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS WERE EXPOSED
(Se Figs. 3.1 to 3.24 for Cross-sectlonal Diagrams and Photographs)

khtrlorInension, No. of shelters ,jueddimensions,

Typovf shelter ft Serih Series II Remarks

Group shelter, parti- 12 by 26 b y I 1 Below ground; partition divided room
tioned (concrete) into equal halves, 12 by 12 by 8 ft

Basement exit shelter 3 by 12.66 by 5 3 4 Below ground
(concrets)

Reinforced concrete 6 by 6 by 7 0 3 Aboveground
utility shelter

Concrete bathroom 7 by 5 by 7.33 0 1 Ahoveground
shelter

Basement lean-to 6 by 4 by 5 0 1 Below ground, in basement of dwelling
shelter (wood)

Baement corner 6 by 6 by 6 0 1 Below ground, in basemesat sf dwelling
shelter (wood)

each series of experiments, and the reiative position above or below ground are also speci-
fled. Cross-sectional diagranm and photographs are presented in Figs. 3.1 to 3.24. All the
shelters, except the basemant lean-to and basement corner room types (Figs. 3.21 to 3.24),
were constructed of reinforced concrete. Each she%ter was instrumekted to measure varia-
tions In the Internal pressures, and one type (the forward large group shelter) was further
equipped for measuring tempt.;rure changes, nolse levels, "windage" (dynamic pressure),
and displacement (by photographic means) as described In the following :-aragraphs. Because
of the unusual conditions of the experiment, i't was necessary to provide heat and ventilation
to soma of the shelters to ward off the effects of cold weather on small aimals individually
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isolated in cages. The following paragraphs describe the shelters briefly in relation to con-
struction and to point of detonation.

3.1.1 Group Shelter, Partitioned

Of the several ctructures employed, the underground group shelters were the most com-
pietely instrumented. The shelter consisted of a large room, interior dimensions 12 by 25 by
8 ft, and was modified from the original design by the installation of a reinforced concrete
wall in which was mounted a heavy steel iulkhead type door. The wall was placed to divide
the shelter into two rooms of equal size, each 12 cy 2• by 8 ft {see Fig. 3.1). This type of

shelter was nearest to Ground Zero. The structure wao entered by an L-shaped flight of
stairs, shown in Fig. 3.2, 3 It in width, the s•lrfacc opening of which ordinarily would have
been covered by a large, rolling, concz.te and steel slab. The latter, however, was not wed
in the biological experiments, and the entry was thns "fully opet?" in each experiment. The
surface opening of the group shelter faced Ground Zero, and the axis of the entry stairs
pointed directly toward the source cf det3nation. The concrete roof of the shelter was cov-
ered by about 5 ft of earth. The ceiling of each room was pierced by a 6-in. vertical venU-
lating pipe, which extended to the surface and was capped with a T, one side of which faced
Ground Zero. Internally, the pipe was connected to a vaive which could be tripped wlih a
solenoid just prior to zero time. The outer room with stair-well access was termed a 'fast-
fill" ebamber (see Fig. 3.3) since, by virture of its position and opening to the surface, it
would be subjected to the greatest and most rapid pressure change folowing the detonation.

S-V -0 ,,1-9

-0-

4..~ M~7IDYNAMIC PRESSURE 4WE

25•'-O" { .. T - TEMPERATURIE "4 ! _W0 " W F LOV • t - ri g- A IR P R ES S U R E A G

Fig. 3.1 -Diagram of the partitioned underground group shelter.

Beneath the letters and numerals are 1/4-in. sheets of spongellke rubber affixed to the wall

with linoleum cement. This pad was used to separate the animals from contact with the cold

concrete waills and to minimize loss of body heat by radiation to the cold wall siuface.
The inner room, entered through a partition door, was termed the "slow-fill" chamber

and is shown in Fig. 3.4. This room was not completely sealed and contained a 3-ft-square
escape hatch in the ceiling of one far corner. The surface opening of the escape hatch was

covered by a heavy steel plate, I in. in thickness. For one group of experiments a centrally

located 19.5-in.-diameter hole was cut. For another group of experimentl the opening ws

enlarged to 36 in. Through the cooperative efforts of personnel of the Ballistic Research

Laboratories and the Sandia Corporation, the dimensions of these openings were determined,

by scaling calculations, from preliminary model tests of the shelter, usii data relative to
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Fi. 2 J- Entry stairs of the underprund grap selter.

the pressures expected from the actual detonation. Because of the different conditions wbhch
existed in each experiment, a certain limited control of expected Internal pressure-time

phenomena could be exercised by adjusting ýhe diameters of the escape-hatch openings.
The interiors of the rooms were equipped along the sides with heavy steel benches, 16 in.

high and 14 in. wide, which were bolted to the concrete floor (see Figs. 3.3 and 3.4). Each
of the benches had a top platform of wooden planking secured to the steel frame, excepting
those benches near the entrance. 7U latter were covered by a heavy-gauge steel screen.
Upon these wall benches the largest animals were positioned at specified Intervals. In the

inner chamber, as shown In Fig. 3.5, the prefabricated benches were removed from one side.

On one occasion a large reinforced aluminum box, 35 by 36.5 by 40 in., was installed and used
to protect and house electrocardiographic amplifiers. Immediately adjacent to this was a

smaller box, approximately 22 in. cube, which contained electronic apparatus for noise-level
measurements, as indicated in Figs. 3.5 and 3.6. All equipmet was rigidly fastened to the
floor or braced to the walls.

A specially designed motion-picture-n'amera mount was constructed of channel steel with

brace supports, the ends of which were cast rigidly into the concrete wall In one corner of
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Fig. 3.3 - Past-f ill compartment of the group whelter vtewbd from the entryway. Nob .w
steel door which communicated with the slow-fill compartment.

each room. Upon this frame, as shown In the right central portion of Fig. 3.5 and the upper
right portion of Fig. 3.6, was suspended in adjustable, cylindrical steel housing which served
to protect an enclosed high-speed motion-picture camra from the effects of bLast and flying
debris. The front of the housing was sealed by a thick glass plate. Bolted firmly to the wall
of each room, adjacent to the camera mount, was a large steel channel frame for holding IS
blastproo( lamp housing@ (note the upper parts of Figs. 3.5 and 3.7).

On one occasion, as shown in Figs. 3.4, 3.8, and 3.9, the ceiling of the inner or slow-fill
chamber was rigged with a crosshatch not of steel aircraft cable, '/1 In. In diameter, drawn
taut by large turnbuckle* at points of attachment to the corners and sides at the room. Faom
this cable many small animal cages of varying size were suspended. On the other occasion this
cable suspension system was replaced by prefabricated steel bracktes with lock fasteners for
the cages. Ithe brackets extended appronlmately 10 in. below the ceiling and were secured to
the latter by studs pneumatically driven into the concrete (mote Fig. 3.10). AddItiosaI smalla
animal cages were positioned on a central table in the liner chamber. The tamle was Com- A
structed of three standard wall benchee placed side by side and secured to the floor. Figure
3.11 shows the table with the animals In place.
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Fig. 3.4-13ow-fi II cmpartmeat of the group shelter viewed from the partition door. Note
the 9*cWp batch in the upe right-hand corner and the ventilkting pipe om the loft witich
commumuicated with the boater located beneath f"!! beach.

T1hese underground shelters, FIrs. 3.12 to 3.16. were of muach smaller capacity, oblong lIn

shap, and Jocated some distaoce, bebin the large group helte r . Construacted ot reinforced

were equ4pped at one end with a sbort, steep ace~s sutamy, It ft wide (shown In Fig. 3.13),
which faced the direction df Ground Zero. Thbey were not compo.etely burled in the ground. &;W
the ezpwse portinox of the sides and root *pro covered with mounde earth. As originally
doepsied, the sairway opeting of each could be closed by four Iwavy wooden hatches and
fastemed, as shown to ]Figs. 3.13 and 3.14. Tbe root of each abetter was pierced by a sma.11
ve Mcal vestilMag pgpe. 3Sin. In diameter, which e ds&d exteriorly In a T'. the open ends of
vwhch vare perpemdticlaW to the ad. aLMt ocxk tront.
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TVg. Si4-Cent rView menlo-fWl OOMPUWtau. UInbtrhaqo caners protnfive boating to
uppr rlgt. cyIois~r-mmoetS mlcropom. sand afteant eleIfctronlc apparntus tn oestral
porn ttn. amd (Mt the left pert of the electrocard~qrapblc amplifier houaing.
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ViU. 3.8-asIl snimal cogo sereandd from the cabk not to the fa-tfill onag rtuWO at
oa at the group ubeltvre.

ln one group of experiments three of these ahefters were used, all of hich were the *am*
distance from Ground Zero The stairway opening of one oa the" shelters was left entirely

open (the large doore were removed, FIg. 3.15); the opening of the wcod was psrtly cowered

by the hatches (Fig. 3.16); 4nd the openbg of the third was completely cowered (Fig. 3.14). In

this manner, it Yme hoped that some control over the interoal presure following dsmJ•lao

could be exercised. Two of the shelters (the fully open wad the closed) each contained a large

misaUe trip fastened at the dialt blind end. ,.ly the largost animals ere placed Li thea

shelter$.
In a seond group of experiments four s"b sbelters were used. Two of those wore lo-

cated at one distance from Ground Zero, awi the other two w•re koated farther away asd

behind the first two but paraIlel to e#Ah otber. Two of the shelters at separate dUstaces were

left completely open. aM the cpV&ap into Wh stairways of the other two were fuly closed by

the hatches.

3.1.3 Reinforced Ccncrte Utility elter

"7he three utility shelters, located behind the bawement exJt sheltere AM at Incres•

distances from Gr'und Zero, were the only types uhieb were left in an meposed costlio.

abovegromd. They werf fa4ricated of rinforced cotcrrte. laadulu• the floor, a,, wore

nearly cudtcal tn shape, measmrtng 6 by 6 by 7 ft in uternal dimensioes (sate Ftp. 3.17 and
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Fig. 3.11 ---Small animal cape. located on the table in the slow-f ill compartment of one of the
group shelters, Note the ceiling-mounted animal cages, the restraints used for the large ex-
pcrimental animals, the tufted vertical wires, and the small Styrofoam spheres, suspended by
strings whose motion was to be followed photographic sdly.
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Fig. 3.14 - Entryway of basement exit shelter tested closed.

3.18). The shelters were entered through a doorway, the opening of which was located at
right angles to the blast front. The doorway could be sealed by an inner lightweight plywood
door and an outer heavy wooden door. As in the previous shelters, the roof contained a T-
capped ventilation pipe, 3 in. in diamete . Only the largest type of animal was placed in these
shelters.

3.1.4 Concrete Bathroom Shelter

The bathroom shelter, shown in Figs. 3.19 and 3.20, was one of the three remaining types
of shelters which were located within a building (dwelling type). It was constructed of con-
crete, in imitation of an ordinary small bathroom, on the ground floor of a one-story ranch
type residence and was located at the rear near the center of the building. It contained an
access doorway and a small rear window. The doorway was closed by an inner ordinary light
door and by an outer heavy wooden door (see Fig. 3.20). The window contained a standard
frame with glass panes and an outer protective wooden shutter. No ventilation pipe was pro-
vided in this shelter. Two dogs were positioned against one side wall of the shelter.

3.1.5 Basement Lean-to Shelter

Simple in design, the lean-to shelter, shown in Figs. 3.21 and 3.22, was fabricated of
nothing more than a platform of closely spaced wooden beams, covered with boards which
were slanted against the concrete wall of a resident basement and fastened in place. The
triangular openings at each end were uncovered. Two dogs were positioned against the
vertical basement wall.
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Fig. 3.15-• Entryway of buement exit shelter tesd fully open.

3.1.6 Basement Corner Shelter

This type of shelter as cubical in shape and somewht more elaborate than the lean-to

type (see Figs. 3.23 and 3.24). The walls and ceiling were conbtructed of closely placed

wooden beams, covered with boards, and the entire unit was located in a basement corner of

a standard dwelling. Access was by means of a 2-ft-wide doorway. Along one wall was placed

a wooden seat upon which two dos were positioned. Both the lean-to and corner shelters

were constructed with sufficient strength to withstand the weight of building debris which would

accompany a failure of the floor joists.
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m Air pressure gage

Animal (Dog)

Fig. 3.1'-Reinforcod councrete utility shelter.
Interual dimmencsio- are shoWn.

Fig. 3.1 a- ReInforoed ceuc rate util ity abetter.

s~r...LAnima l -D9
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Air pressure gage

18" above bench

0 Anianal (Dog)
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Fig. 3.23 -Basement cormer room shelter (inside measurements are shown).

Yig. 3.24 - 9soemad conrw roma selir.
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3.2 INSTRUMENTATION

The problems of proper instrumentation of the shelters, including the Installation and
supervision of detecting devices, amplifiers, and recording instruments, were worked out by
personnel of the Sandia Corporation. The details and results of this work are the subject of
separate reports.* Only summary data which pertain to the results of this investigation are
included here. Most of the recording equipment was located in a special underground instru- $
ment vault at considerable distance from the shelters. The following paragraphs will serve
as a brief description of the instruments, their related use, and their approximate location
within the shelters.

3.2.1 Pressure-Time Gauges

Four Wiancko pressure-time gauges were flush mounted (see Fig. 3.25) in the wails of
each slow-fill chamber of the two large group shelters. The instruments were located in the
center of each wall 4 ft above the floor with one exception. The exception involved the parti-
tion wall in w .ch the gauge was placed 4.5 ft from the corner formed by the adjoining wall
(see Figs. 3.1 i.otd 3.26). In such positions the gpupes were located above and fairly close to,
but free of, the large animals.

Similarly, eight Wiancko gauges were flush mounted in the walls of the fast-fill cham-
ber of the group shelters except that the gauges were placed as shown in the right-hand sides
of Figs. 3.1 and 3.26.

Three of the seven basement exit shelters were equipped with two Wiancko gauges flush
mounted in the wails nearest Ground Zero. These were located 3 ft above the floor, as shown
in Fig. 3.12. The ,ther four shelters were each Instrumented with only one gpage placed in
the wall near the end of the shelter, e.g., the left-hand gapug noted in Fig. 3.12.

One pressure gauge was installed in each of all the other shelters and was placed in the
approximate center of the wall against which the animals were positioned (see FTis. 3.i7,
3.19, 3.21, and 3.23).

Also, Wiancko pressure gauges were mounted in ground baffles located near each shelter
to re(ord the local static pressure produrled outside the structures by the detonation.

3.2.2 Drag (Q) Gauge

A T-shaped tubular drag gauge, for meamaremeu of windage effect, w" InstAlled in the
fast-fmll chamber of each large group shelter. The gaue was located near a wall bench, 6 ft
from the center partition, directly facing the access opening of the stair well and bolted
securely to the concrete floor. The gauge Is shown In Fig. 3.21, and the reader is referred
to Figs. 3.1, 3.3, and 3.26 for further details,

3.2.3 Temperature-measuring Devices

Temperature ga##e were flush mounted, as Mhown in Fig. 3.26, beside the Wixacko
pressure gauge In one wall of both chambers of the group shelters. In the fast-fill chamber
the gauge was located in the wall nearest Ground Zero. In the slow-fill chamber the gauge
was located in one wall at rigW angles to Ground Zero and farthest from the open ceiling
eseape hatch (see Figs. 3.1 and 3.26).

3.2.4 Noise Measurement

A Massa model M-141D microphone was mounted on a cylindrical stand, 3in5. high, in *
the slow-fill sides of each group shelter. ThI Wcmopbome stand ms located near the cestrsl

*Personnel from Proje'ts 34.2 and 39.2 were involved, &A the readr may commtlt WT-
1161 and ITR-1192 (to be superseded by WT-1192).
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Fig. 3.27-Sandia COrpoUio dynamic prcuure (drag) gauge located in the
faat-fill $ides Of the group zhelters.
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partition and approximately 32 in. from each wall. The amplifying equipment was housed in a
protective metal box on the floor nearby, as previously described (see Figs. 3.5, 3.6, and 3.26).

3 2.5 Electrocardiographic Measurements

On one occasion a modilfed Sanborn type electrocardiographic amplifier was suspended
within the large reinforced aluminum protective box located on the floor against one wall of the
slow-fill chamber of the group shelter (Figs. 3.5 and 3.26). On a second occasion the ampli-
fiers were housed in an underground structure with the recording devices mentioned below.

Continuous electrocardiographic tracings were undertaken on four dogs in the group
shelter of each series of experiments. Two of these animals were located in the fast-fill
chamber, and the other two were In the slow-fill chamber. The recording instrwmnents were

mounted at a distance from the shelter in another underground structure. The electrodes were
placed upon the partly shaved legs of the animals and were held in place by gauze bandages,
soaked In saline solution, with an outer wrapping of cellophane and plastic friction tape. The
flexible wiz) leads from the animal to the amplifier were, of course, shielded. The entire
technical procedure has been described elsewhere," but Figs. 3.29 and 3.30 show two of the
"EKG" (electrocardiogram) dogs.

3.2.6 Radiation Detectors

Film dosimeters were provided by other projects* for use in the group shelters and
basement exit shelters. Twenty-seven such dosimeters were placed at various locations in
the group shelter (six in the stair well, nine in the fast-fill chamber, and 12 in the slow-fill
chamber). Gold and suifur neutron detectors were also placed in the ramp at the foot of the
stairs (see Fig. 3.31). Twelve film dosimeters were placed in each basement exit shelter;
these, a. shown in Fig. 3.32, were fixed in a line along the far wall near the roof.

Telemetering radiation detectors were located near the entrance of the group shelters
and one basement exit shelter in each series of experiments. These devices were housed in
aluminum spheres at ground level and were provided under another program.t

Within the fast-fill chamber of the large group shelter, a canister containing an automatic
air-sampling Instrument was located above the camera mount in one corner (see Fig. 3.33).
By this method eight consecutive 1-hr air samples of dust were obtained for assay of radio-
activity and analysis of particles. All studies concerning radiation were conducted by per-
sonnel of other projects, and the results are contained in separate reports.$

3.3 VENTILATION AND HEATING

Under the rather harsh, wintry environmental conditions the maintenance of proper
ventilation and heat in the closed shelters, over a prolonged period of Isolation, was a prob-
lem of no mean proportions. Large numbers of animals of many sizes were to be kept in the
group shelters, and, although only two dogs were positioned in each of the othei shelters, the
small cubic volumes of these shelters hiade It necessary to provide at, adequate air supply
when the access doors were closed. Most of the largest animals were well conditioned to the

low temperatures, but small animals, such as mice and rats, were subject to freezing If the
structures were not adequately heated. Electric power from portable generators was avail-
able at the group shelters up to the time of detonation but not thereafter. Consequently, in
the preshot Period, motor-driven fans insta~led ;ri connection with ventilator-shaft and elec-
tric beaters provided adequate heat and air supply. For the postshot period other means had
to be devised for supplying air.

*Provided by Project 39.1 (see ITR-1174, to be superseded by W'r-1174) and installed

by personnel of Program 34.

tProject 30.2 (see WT-1182).
tProject 39.1; see ITR-1174 (to be superseded by WT-1174).
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Fig. 3.29-Haneused dog in the group shelter with electrocardiographic leads in place.

Fig. 3.30-liamnesed dog ir !he group shelter, showing the mirtature preampUfiwr usd an four animals
attached to the hamess.
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partition a-d approximately 32 in. from each wall. The amplifying equipment was housed in a
protective metal box on the floor nearby, as previously described (see Figs. 3.5, 3.6. and 3.26).

3.2.5 Electrocardiographic Measurements

On one occasion a modified Sanborn type electrocardiographic amplifier was suspended
within the large reinforced aluminum protective box located on the floor against one wall of the
slow-fill chamber of the group shelter (Figs. 3.5 and 3.26). On a second occasion the ampli-
fiers were housed in an underground structure with the recording devices mentioned below.

Continuous electrocardiographic tracings were undertaken on four dogs in the group
shelter of each series of experiments. Two of these animals were located in the fast-fill
chamber, and the other two were in the slow-fill chamber. The recording instruments were
mounted at a distance from the shelter in another underground structure. The electrodes were
placed upon the partly shaved legs of the animals and were held in place by gauze bandages,
soaked in saline solution, with an outer wrapping of cellophane and plastic friction tape. The

flexible wire leads from the animal to the amplifier were, of course, shielded. The entire
technical procedure has been described elsewhere,"' but Figs. 3.29 and 3.30 show two of the

"EKG" (electrocardiogram) dogs.

3.2.6 Radiation Detectors

Film dosimeters were provided by other projects* for use in the group shelters and
basement exit shelters. Twenty-seven such dosimeters were placed at various locations in
the group shelter (six in the stair well, nine in the fast-fill chamber, and 12 in the slow-fill
chamber). Gold and sulfur neutron detectors were also placed in the ramp at the foot of the
stairs (see Fig. 3.31). Twelve film dosimeters were placed in each basement exit shelter;
these, as shown in Fig. 3.32, were fixed in a line along the far wall near the roof.

Telemetering radiation detectors were located near the entrance of the group shelters
and one basement exit shelter In each series of experiments. These devices were housed in
aluminum spheres at ground level and were irovided under another program.t

Within the fast-fill chamber of the large group shelter, a canister containing an automatic
air-sampling Instrument was located above the camera mount in one corner (see Fig. 3.33).
By this method eight consecutive 1-hr air samples of dust were obtained for assay of radio-
activity and analysis of particles. All studies concerning radiation were conducted by per-
sonnel of other projects, and the results are contained in separate reports.t

3.3 VENTILATION AND HEATING

Under the rather harsh, wintry environmental conditions the maintenance of proper
ventilation and heat in the closed shelters, over a prolonged period of Isolation, was a prob-
lem of no mean proportions. Large numbers of animals of many sizes were to be kept in the
group shelters, and, although only two dogs were positioned in each of the other shelters, the
small cubic volumes of these shelters made It necessary to provide an adequate air supply
when the access doors were closed. Most of the largest animals were well conditioned to the
low temperatures, but small animals, such as mice and rats, were subject to freezing if the
structures were not adequately heated. Electric power from portable generators was avail-
able at the group shelters up to the time of detonation but not thereafter. Consequently, in

the preshot period, motor-driven fans installed in connection with ventilator-shaft and elec-
tric heaters provided adequate heat and air supply. For the postshot period other means had
to be devised for supplying air.

*Provided by Project 39.1 (see JTR-i174, to be superseded by WT-1174) and installed

by personnel of Program 34.

tProject 30.2 (see WT-1i82).
tProject 39.1; see ITR-II74 (to be superseded by WT-1174).
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Fig. 3.31 -Film dosimeter locations for group shelters.
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Fig. 3.32 - Film dosimetier& located In basement exit shelters.
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Fig. 3.33 -Air saemler u*d in the fust-fill elde of the group slielkr.

The large group shelters, containing the maximum number of animals, posed the greatest
problem, especially In the slow-fill chambers. Ventilation and heating in the preehot period
was supplied by connecting a motor-driven squirrel-cage blower sam electric heater to the
6-In. -diameter ventilating pipe which pierced the ceiling anid extended downward nearly to
floor level. The ventilating duct was equipped with a housing containing a gravity-activated
valve held open by a solenoid pin. Five seconds before detonation the Solenoid was autozaati-
cally activated, and the ventilator valve closed. Such mechanisms were adt employed to an~y
other type of shelter. Although the electric heat supply was cut off at the time of detonation,
it was empirically found that sufficient heat was stored in the warmed concrete walls, during
the preshot periods, to maintain adequate temperature levels for the smaill animals for UmaW
hours thereafter, and it was, therefore, unnecessary to provide other sources of heat.

Adequate air supply during the prolonged postahot period prior to recovery was provided
when needed from large, 220 cu ft, tanks of compressed air stored beaeath the waUl benches
in the group shelter (ate Fig. 3.26) or other convenient locations to the other shehetrv. These
tanks -six located In the fast-fill and two in the slow-fill sides of the grou shelt~ers-pre-
tested at 2200 ps, were connected by two high-pressure ani~folds, each leading to a rediucing
valve. Using the raducing valves and small needle valves, the systemxs were se to reease a
steady air flow into the slow-fill side of the shelters at the rafte of 70 to 60 Uiteri/ala. Vie
low-pressure side of each system was connected with copper tubing to a solenood-ActIvated
valve which was opened by signal 5 sec before the detonation. The total cylinder capaclty was



calculated to give adequate air supply to the animals for a period of 10 hr or more. No forced
presbot or postshot air flow was provided for the fast-fill chamber since the influx or diffu-
sion of air from the open stair well was judged sufficient for the room. Analysis of gas in both
preshot and postshot periods proved this assumption to be correct.

Two compressed-air takls (220-cu ft size) were installed on the floor of the closed base-
ment exit shelters (see Fig. 3.12) and were connected by a manifold to a reducing valve set to
deliver air at approximately 10 liters/min. These tanks were not equipped with a solenoid-
activated valve but were manually turned on prior to leaving the test site a few hours before

detonation and allowed to run continuously until turned off. A sin ilar arrangement was pro-
vided for the concrete bathroom shelter. All tanks were secured to the floor and walls by

chains to prevent their displacement.
The three aboveground utility shelters were provided with two sandbag-covered com-

pressed-air tanks which were buried in the ground outside the shelter. The tanks, mounting
appropriately set reducing and needle valves, were connected by '/4 -in, pressure tubing to tie

interior of th8 dlosed shelters by passing the tubing u rough a small conduit in the wrll near
the floor. The conduit was sealed with plaster of ?aris impregnated gauze.

3.4 PHOTOGRAPHY

In both chambers of the large group shelter, Bell & Howell high-speed cinematic cameras,
operating with a shutter speed of 200 frames/sec, were installed. The cameras were mounted
and sealed in blastproof steel housings, as shown in Fig. 3.6. By electrical means the cam-
eras were started 5 sec before detonation, and they continued running for 20 sec thereafter.

Documentary still photographs were taken of all installations and animal positions before

detonation and as moon afterward as possible to permanently record the physical afterations
resulting from the blast. Such means were also used to document the subsequent clinLcal and

pathological studies. All photographic studies were conducted by personnel of a separate
project, and their operations have been reported separately.*

3.5 AIR-FLOW STUDIS

An attempt was made to study the pattern of air flow and turbulence within the rooms of
the large group shelter by photographic means (cinematic). Five wires, to which wool tufts

(see Fig. 3.9) were attached at intervals, were stretched at predetermined Intervals in each
chamber from the floor to the ceiling and tightened by small turnbuckles. In addition, small
colored and striped Styrofoam spheres, IA, in. in diameter, were fastened, as shown in Fig.
3.11, at intervals along a black cotton thread hanging from the ceiling. In the fast-fill cham-
ber six strings holding five spheres were used, and in the slow-fill chamber three strings
holding five spheres were used. It was thought that the movement of the woolen tufts and dis-
placement of the marked spheres in the camera field would provide a possible index of the
pattern of wind flow within the confines of the room.

3.6 EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS

3.6.1 Species, Location, and Number

One hundred and twenty experimental animals were placed in the large group shelter and

the basement exit shelters for on. series of experiments. In a second group of experiments

957 animals were placed in the shelters. In Table 3.2 the specias of animal, the average weight
range, and the number of each used in each series are indicated. In Table 3.3 the numbers
and types of animals utilised in each shelter are Indicated. The relative positions of the dogs

*Project 3B.4b; see WT-ii97.
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in the shelters are indicated in Figs. 3.12, 3.17, 3.19, 3.21, 3.23, and 3.26. The positions of
the individually caged small animals on the ceiling are diagrammatically shown In Fig. 3.34.
Figures 3.26 and 3.35 indicate the relative positions of small animals on the center tables of
the slow-fill chambers and also show the positions of small animals located beneath benches
in the fast-fill chamber for one series of experiments. All the animals were numbered sepa-
rately, according to the diagram, such that their positions in the shelter could be correlated,
if possible, with the pathological changes found.

3.6.2 Mounting

For each of the guinea pigs, rats, and mice a cylindrical cage of appropriate size was
fabricated of %/3-in.-mesh heavy wire screen, as can be seen in Figs. 3.9 and 3.10. The diam-
eter of the cage was adjusted to such size as to permit forward motion of the animal but to
prevent it from turning around. The open ends of the cages were capped by ordinary screw

Table 3.2 -SPECIES OF ANIMALS USED IN SERIES I AND U1

Species Number of animals used
of Weight

animal range Series I Series II

Dogs 15-25 kg 26 40
Rabbits 1 -2 kg 23 29
Guinea pigs 550-700 g 24 28
Rats iiO-190 g 27 36
Mice 20-25 g 20 24

Total 120 157

Table 3.3-LOCATION OF ANIMALS

Shelter and species Number of animals

of animal Series I Series 9

Slow-fill Fast-fill Slow-4i,1 la-fill
Group @holters chamber charnber chamber chamber

Dogs t0 10 10 10
Rabbits 23 0 23 4
Gulna pip 24 0 22 4
Rats 27 0 30 4
Mice 20 0 20 4

Basement exit shelters
Dogs 2 dogs each (w 3) 2 dap eac% (f4)
Rabbits 0 2
Guinea pigs 0 2
Rats 0 2

Concrete utility shelters
Dogs 2d qech A 3)

Bathroom shelter
Dogs 2

Basement lean-to elter
Dogs 2

Basement corner shelter
Dogs 2
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Animal species Rack No. No. of animals

Mice 1, 3,6, 9,10 20

Rats 4, 7, 11 20

Guinea pigs 2, 5. 8, 12 20

Rabbits 1, 3, 6, 9, 10 20

Fig. 3.34--Location of small animali cags• suspended near the ceiling of the slow-fill

sides of the group shelters.
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* Rats - 26 (Project 33.2) E] Rats - 4
(! Rats - 10 (1 animal in each of 3 left Guinea pip - 4

Project 33.2 cages) (Project 33.1)
[] Guinea pigs - 2 j] Rabbits - 4; mice - 4.
SRabbits - 3

Fig. 3.35--- Location of small animal cages placed on the table in the slow-fill
sides of the group shelter and, for one series of experiments, those placed be-
neath the benches in the fast-fill side of one shelter.

type metal jar lids held in place by strong springs connecting the caps on each side of the
cage. This type of cage had the advantages of permitting easy insertion and removal of the
animal, allowing separate exposure of each animal, but permitting pressure effects through
the open screen and convenience in spatially orienting all the animals in one direction. As
many of the cages as possible were fastened to 6-ft iron bars by means of large machine bolts
with wing nuts. A thin steel strap of appropriate length was inserted in each cage and served
as a fastening point for the machine bolt. Thus any expected loading would be distributed more
uniformly along the entire length of the cage. By this method each cage could be loosened and
swiveled sideways on the bar (for purposes of animal removal and cleaning). The rabbits
were placed in standard i/ 4-In.-mesh wire cages, 9 by 9 by 15 in. in size, with closed ends and
bottoms. Several of these cages were similarly mounted on the 6-ft Iron bars, but were rigidly
fastened, since a hinged door permitted ready access to the cages when property spaced. In
Series I these bars with their attached cages were fastened to tho -able nMt near the ceiling,
,it sl,,wn in 1,gs. 3.8 and 3.9, according to the pattern indicated in Fig. 3.34. In Series U the
special ceiling brackets (two to a bar) were used to support the cage bars (note Figs. 3.10 and
3.11). The cages located on the central table of the slow-fill chamber were held In place by
steel airplane cable drawn taut and fastened to the steel supports of the table (see Fig. 3.11).

Each of the dogs was equipped with a leather collar, a muzzle, and a custom-made harness,
constructed of sturdy %/8-in. and 1-in. cotton webbing, which enveloped the neck and trunk and
embraced the hindquarters such that the animal could be completely and comfortably re-
strained. All harnesses were equipped with seven snaps located at the shoulders and midriff
bilaterally, at the pelvis (tall) region, and on the ventral surface, except in the case of one
animal for which the number of snaps was Increased to It to reinforce the shoulders, midriff,
and tail supports. These snaps served to fasten the animal to restraining chains from the
ceiling, wall, and bench tops which held the animal erect at each station and permitted rela-
tively little movement in any direction. In the fast-fill chamber of the large group shelter,
where windage displacement was to be expected, the ceiling restraining chains were further
reinforced with steel airplane cable. All the dogs in the fast-fill chamber were loosely con-
nected by a cable that was threaded lengthwise through the collar and harness of each, the
terminal ends being secured to the steel benches.
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3.6.3 Training of Animals

Several weeks before each series of experiments, all the dogs were harnessed and
muzzled daily for considerable periods of time, during which they were restrained as though
In thr actual shelters. By this means they were gradually accustomed to the procedure. This
was supplemented by numerous dry runs, during which the animals were herded into heated
trucks, transported to the test site, and abandoned for several hours in the shelter positions
before being transported back to the laboratory and kennels. In like manner the smaller ani-
mals were periodically placed in their cages and left for varying intervals of time, in addi-
tion to participating In some of the dry runs.

3.6.4 X-ray Studies

Two control X-ray films of the thorax were made on each animal prior to the series of
experiments. This procedure was most easily performed by holding the animal upside down
on a V-shaped plastic trough beneath which a large film cassette was placed.

3.6.5 Electrocardiographic Studies

Coi.trol electrocardiographic tracings were made on each dog prior to the experimental
series for comparison with those made in the postshot examinations. Several methods of
attaching leads were triers, out the most reliable and dependable tracings were obtained when

the animal's feet were placed in a metal container filled with salt solution and the leads were
f~stened directly to the metal container.

3.6.6 Eardrums and Ear Blocks

The eardrums and auditory canal of each of the animals, excepting the mice, were exam-
ined with an otoscope to record the condition of the drum and associated tissues. The right
auditory canal of each was packed with cotton and sealed with liquid rubber latex which
rapidly hardened and provided a firm but temporary plug for the canal. However, this was a

timp-consuming procedure, and occasional checks were necessary to renew the plugs that
became loosened with time. Unfortunately, because of the many unexpected delays in detona-
tion, many of the plugs were loosened, and insufficient time prevented their renewal. Since
the eardrum does not tolerate large sudden overpressures, the procedure was introduced to
determine whether such a simple plug would protect the auditory membrane from rupture.

3.6.7 General Clinical Examination

The general health ot each animal was thoroughly checked before use. Such examinations
included stethoscopic examination ot heart and lungb, opthalmoscopic examination, and
neurological assessment of reflexes, reactions, gait, and habits.

3.6.8 Drugs

Five drugs were available for general use on the animals: Serpasil,* Nembutal, ether,
chloroform, and probanthine. During a laboratory trial, -erpasil was found to have a quieting
effect on the excitable dogs with only a slight diarrhea as a side effect. which was controlled
somewhat by the administration of probanthine. Its use %as limited to those few animals
which appeared unusually disturbed In the dry runs. However, the animals became so ac-
customed to the procedure that ultimately these drugs were rarely employed. Chloroform
was kept for the induction of rapid anesthesia in the field, if conditions of animal injury so
warranted its use, Intravenous Nembutal was used for anesthesia prior to pathological exami-
natlos. on dogs and rabbits. Ether was used to anesthetize all other small animals.

*Furnished through the courtesy ol Dr. Alfred E. Earl of the Clba Pharmaceutical

Corporation, Summit, N. J.
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3.6.9 Postshot Activities

Four to 5 hr elapsed between final installation of the ainmals in the shelters and the
actual detonatmn. Several more hours passed before admittance into the blast zone was per-
mitted. Recovery of the animals was effected by teams of men with trucks and radiation
survey meters, and the animals were r',turrned t' the lacoratory and kennels as soon as
possible. There they were subjected to a clinical appralsal of injury, including examination
of eyes, ears, skin, heart, lungs, and the neurological system. X-rays of the thorax and
electrocardiographic tracings were taken on all living dogs. lbginning with those which were
most severely damaged, the animals were anesthetized and au'opsied as soon after the clinical
appraisal as possible. In the first series of experiments, only one of the dogs in the slow-fill

chamber was autopsied immediately, since the resulting pressures were too low to restlt in
blast damage. In this same room all the mice, but only a sampling of five each of the other
animals, were examined. The remaining animals were sacrificed 10 to 14 days later. In the
second experimental series, where much higher pressure values were obtained, all the ani-
mals were sacrificed and examined as soon as possible after exposure.

Prior to removal of the animals from their respective positions, documentary still photo-
graphs were taken of the shelters and of each dog in position. This served as a valuable aid in
assessing over-all damage, which could not properly be appraised during the rapid recovery
process.

3.7 PATHOLOGICAL EXAMINATION

Each animal was thoroughly examined for evidence of blast damage, using conventional
autopsy techniques. The dogs and rabbits were anesthetized by sufficient intravenous doses of

Nemoutai solution (W0 mg/cc). The femoral artery was then cannulated, and the animal was
exsanguinated. To avoid the entry of air into the venous circulation, the examination was not
stacted until cardiac arrest had be n achieved. The body and its contained organs were then

systematically examined, and a piutocol of findings wat, compiled for each autiial. Sautpit
sections were taken for histological study, and color photographs were made of all lesions
seen. The autopsy included examination of the brain and meninges, ears, eyes, nasal sinuses,
pharynx, neck organs, soft tissues, skeletal system, thoracic and abdominal cavities, and

contained viscera and genitals. Before the thorax was opened, the trachea was clamped at the
base of the neck. The lungs were then removed, together with the heart, in an inflated state
and examined superficially. The tracheal clamp was removed, and each lung was dissected

from the attached tissue. They were then reinflated to approximately normal size by gentle
perfuslon with fixative solution, and the bronchi were clamped off. Sometime later the fixed
lungs were sectioned and examined internally.

Tissue samples were generally fixed in both Helly's solution and buffered 10 per cen.
formalin solution. The lungs, brains, and internal ears, however, were fixed only in buffered
formalin. The eyes were fixed in loto in Helly's solution; penetration of the fixative solution
was effected by slicing off a thin portion of the globe on either side with a rar.or. This pro-
cedure did not appreciably disturb the retina, and later the globe was properly trimmed and

blocked for processing.
The internal auditory apparatus was removed in toto by sawing a block of bone from the

mastoid region in such a way as to include the attached external auditory canal. The internal

roef of the tympanic cavity was removed, exposing the ossicles and the rear of the tympanic
membrane. By gently introducing water with a pipette into the external auditory canal and
watching for the appearance of water on the opposite side of the tympanic membrane, pres-
ence or absence of membrane defects could be ascertained. The entire block was then fixed
in buffered formalin and preserved for later examination with a dissection microscope.

Fixed tissue specimens were later processed according to customary histological tech-

niques, and slides were examined with hematoxylin-eoain and Masson trlcbrome stains.
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3.8 GAS ANALYSIM

Air samples obtained from the slow-fill chamber of the group shelter and from the
closed basement exit shelters were analyzed with a standard Pauling oximeter using an
absorber for water vapor and carbon dioxide after the technique of Behrmann and Hartmants

and Lundgren, White, and Boothby. 20 In the first experimental series such analyses were
conducted during the dry-run period and during recovery of animals following detonation.
The air sampling was performed by the first man of the recovery team to enter the shelters
in order to nminimze disturbance of the atmospheric conditions. The results of one of these
analyses are given in Table 3.1.

Table 3.4-GAS ANALYSIS DATA, PARTITIONED GROUP SHELTER
(Barometer from Air Weather Service, 26.248 In. Hg 666.7 inm;

666.7 x 0.209 = 139.34 mm Oý pp)

Total CO2

Room air Quonset hut

143 143 Pauling meter reading. 143 mm O2 pp
CO2 not calculable

Slow-fill chamber

143 142 Collecc.d a. about 2:30 p.m.
Analyzed 9:00 a.m. next day
Pauling reading, 143 mm O2 pp
CO not calculable

Fast-fill chamber

143 143 Collected at about 12:30 p.m.
Analyzed 9:15 a.m. next day
Pauling reading, 143 mm O2 pp
CO. not calculable

Alveolar air

108 114 105.2 mm Og pp
f08 114 CO, content, 5.3%
108 114

3.9 RECOVERY

The recovery of animals from the radiation-contaminated areas was accomplished by
trained teams of men transported in military type amphibious trucks (DJKW s-see Fig.
3.36) containing sandbags in the bilges. Entry into the contaminated area was not permitted
until radiation readings, determined by monitors, had fallen below an agreed-upon figure.
Usually, one team in a single DUKW entered the contaminated sone for recovery of animals,
and a second team and DUKW remained on stand-by call at the perimeter of the zone. Radio
communication was maintained between teams. The w.e of the LAUJW provided the team
members with a certain degree of radiation protection by virtue of the high metal sides and
sandbags In the bilges. Thus the accumulated exposure to radiation could be kept at minimal
levels. The team members were thoroughly trained by time and motion studies in many
practice trials in order that the entire recovery operation could be effected with the neces-
sary speed and a minimum of contusion.

The degree of expected protection by the shielded vehicles (DUKW's) was previously
determined by probing contaminated areas of varying radiation strengths and comparing by
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tabu.ation tht ext,'rna radiation levels with levels found in various positiono and h ,.ghts

within the vehirle.
All personnel %ere eq'uiped with dust-protective iuits, including Lhoea, gloves, hats.

goggles, a&.- respirators. Each team carried an assortnment of tools, including heavy chain
and cable cutters, sledges, pry rods. block and tackle, eiectric torches, and anesthetic agents.
In one instance it was necessary to retreat temporaril) from the ret'overy operation in order
to obtain oxyac?tylene cutting torches to 'move the buckled partition door ,f the group
shelter.

In the first series of experime•ts the recovery time •aa delayed by unforeseen hazards,
and recovery was not completed undLi 10 hr after detonation. In the second series the re-
covery operations were delayed about, the same length of time, although no ; nexpected iazards

-were encountered. The increased radiation levels on the second series were largely responsi-
ble fo,' delayed accesb to the forward shelters.

Because of the radioactlve-contamination problem, rapid trai°sport of atnimalf out of the
contaminated area occupied the first phase of recovery operations. When this was accom-
plished, the animals were transferred to "clean" vehicles and transported bac. to the

laboratory base by cieaix personnel.

3.10 GENERAL REMARKS

From previous experience in the field It was found that, for optimal photographic ad-
vantage, it would be necessary to maintain the shelters ii- as tidy condition as possible. The
ground shock, plus enormous windage, created a very difficult dast problem. Accordkngly,
the walls, ceiling, and floor were painted white to minimize spalling of the walls and to aid
photography, and the rooms were carefully vacuumed to minimize dust. All excessive debris
was trimmed away and removed. Considerable effort was expended to see that all equipment
and fixtures were rigidly secured to the walls and floor to prevent displacement by the high-
velocity winds that were expected. Pipe and conduit openings were sealed with gauze wadding
and plaster of Paris. rhe lMter proceduree was accomplished using standard orthopedic pre-
pared plaster rolls that had been prevlo'ily shown to withstand considerable pressure
changes.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS: SERIES I

4.1 GENERAL POSTSHOT FIELD OBSERVATIONS

4.1.1 Shelter Conditions

The forward underground group shelter, when first entered after the explosion, appeared
to have suffered no material structural damage to the walls, ceiling, floor, or staircase.
Miscellaneous debris in the forri of dust, sand small stones, and two pieces of twisted angle
iron littered the staircase. The steel bulkhead door of the central partition was buckled in-
wardly ýtoward the slow-fill chamber) sach that it could not be opened manually or by the use
of prying irons, and it was necessary to employ an acetylene torch to remove the door. Both
compartments of the sheltt., were contaminated with fine dust which was particularly noticeable
during the recovery operation. The anchcrr-d wall benches were not disturbed, and the heavy
equipment was found in the original position.

Figures 4.1 arid 4.2 show the preshot and postshot conditions of three of the dogs in the
fast-fill chamber, respectively, and Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 stmilar'y illustrate the preshot and
postshot conditions for the slow-fill chamber of the group sheltei. For orientation the reader
ip ;eferred to the numerals painted on the shelter wills; these numerals correspond to those
used in Fig. 3.26.

The three basement exit shelters reflected some, effects of the blast. The concrele walls
ard facings of the entry portal w, ct badly pitted and trodd by the flying sand, rocks, etc.
Figures 4.5 ýo 4.7 are postshot views of tie closed, hall-open, and open basement exit
Shelters, respectively. Figures 3.14 to J.16 are tWe preshoa photographs. The ceiling-will
junction points were cracked and qeparated. Large amounts of s,%nd. rocks, and dust were
found in all shelters, especially marked in the haU-open and fully ob*n structures. One of
the four wooden hatch covers on the closed shelter was missing, and the inner plywood door
at the foot of the stairs wan spltrered and driven inward. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 present pre-
shot and poshot views of the interior of the closed basement exlt shelter.

4.1.2 Instruments

The cameras and illuminating system had functioned, as indicated by pilot lights. The
valves in the ventilation pipes were closed, and air was still escaping from 'be manifolds.
The Q-tube. electrocardiograph, and microphone amplifier housinar were undamaged. The
sir-flow wires from the floor to the ceiling were severed or loosend in the fast-fill chamber
but were intact in the slow-fill side. The electrocardiograph cables and leIads were intact,
except for one in the fast-fill chamber opposite the entry. This lead had bees severed,
presumably by a flying missile, and a fragment of wire was partly embedded in the skin of
the animal (A-5). The air-sampling device had functioned. ilthough the filter ports were
filled with dust &nd amd. (Text corttimes on page 71.)
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4.1.3 Animals

Figure 4.10 is a preshot view of dog A-i, which was positioned immediately facing the
stair-well entrance of the group shelter. The animal, shown postshot in Fig. 4.11, was found
alive on the floor in the corner just downstream of the drag gauge. The web harness in part
had been torn away, and the ventral and forward snaps used to hook the harness to the re-
straining chains had failed. It was immediately noted that the left forelimb was completely
paralyzed, although no fractures could be palpated. All the other dogs and smaller animals
were in the original placement positions and were alive and in good condition, although
covered with considerable dust. The dogs were quiet, although not lethargic, and were easily
led from the shelters.

4.1.4 Gas Analysis

From the analysis of air samples collected postshot in the two compartments of the group
shelter and in the closed basement exit shelter, it was apparent that the oxygen content was
normal and that no excess carbon dioxide had accumulated. Table 3.4 shows examples of the
data obtained.

4.2 PATHOLOGY

4.2.1 Mortality

There was no immediate mortality among any of the animals. Following clinical ap-
praisal, X-ray examination of the chest, and electrocardiographic procedures, all dogs in the
basement exit shelters in the fast-fill chamber of the group shelter, and one dog in the slow-
fill chamber, were sacrificed. The remaining nine dogs were kept for study of possible ra-
diation effects. One of these (A-Il-A), which had been located nearest the ceiling escape
hatch in the slow-fill chamber, became sick and expired on the 14th day after exposure as a
result of radiation injury. See the photomicrograph shown in Fig. 4.12. The remaining eight
animals were then sacrificed and examined. One other dog (A-10-B), also located near the
escape hatch, showed gross evidence of radiation injury. Rare fresh petechiae on the serous
membranes of four dogs (A-9-A, A-10-A, A-12, and A-12-A) were noted, but so other changes
were seen. None of these latter animals showed effects attributable to primary blast injury.

4.2.2 Displacement

As described above, the first dog (A-I) nearest the entrance of the fast-fill chamber of
the group shelter was displaced to the rear of the room. All other animals were restrained
in their original positions.

4.2.3 Anatomical Findings

(a) Dogs. There was exceptionally meager evidence of internal injury due to primary
blast in any of the animals. The animal (A-I) facing the main entrance of the group shelter
sustained considerable injury due to violent displacement. The paralyAed left forelimb wa
devoid of sensation, apparently due to brachial plexm injury. There was extensive soft-tissue
hemor'hage over the left side. at the base of the neck, and in the msperior mediastinum, in-
cluding the periesophageal and paravertebral spaces. The mediastinal hemorrhage was in
the form of a large hematoma. There was a small peribronchial hemorrhage in the hilar
region of the left lung. No other intrapulmonary lesions were observed.

Small subcapsular hemorrhage*s in the spleen were seen in three instamces, two of which
occurred in animals (A-I and A-3) in the fast-fill chamber of the group shelter and one
(B-2-A) in the half-open basement exit shelter. No evidence of interstitial emphysema (lungs
and mediastinum), pmeumothorax, or air emboli in coronary or cerebral circulation was seen,
nor were there signs of myocardial or cerebral injury, either grossly or on microscopic
examination of tissues. A summary of parenchymal and nmaparenchymal lesions is presested
Li Tables 4.1 and 4.2.
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Table 4.1 -INTERNAL PARENCHYMAL LESIONS IN DOGS. SERIESI

oia Peak wall
S over- Lung hemorrhage

Weight, pressure, Spleen
location No. lb psi Right Left hemorrhage Other

Group shelter A-it 5 6 26.6 4 (See teXt)

last-fill A-t•, 39
chamber A-2t 34

A-3t 35 35.0 Omentai petech!ae
A-il 44 J6.3 Petechia ,.i pert-

cardial fat
A-57 37
A-6T 37 36.9
A-71 40
A-8-Att 12 34.4 Pericardial
A-8- 3t 41 petechiae

6roup shelter A-9-A 3767
,slow-ftt! A-9-B 48)"

chamber A-t0-A 43
A-10-B 38
A-ti k 55
A-1i 45
A-Il-B? 38
A-12-A 57
A-12 56
A-12-BI 52

Basement exit
shelter

Closed B-I-At 48 11.5
'•B-1-Bt 48 13.ý

Half-open B-2-At 35 38.6
B-2-Bt 34 47.0

Open B-3-At 42 3r.6
B-3-1B? 45 43.1

* The animal number corresponds to the similarly numbered adjacent presmire gauge in the group
shelter. The suffix letters A and B are used to indicate that the animals were prired on either side of the
gauge (Fig. 3.26). In th 3 basement exit shelter the paired animals are suffixed with the letters A and B
according to front or rear position, respectively, on either side of the gauge.

t Animals sacrificed immediately; A-1-A and other dogs were sacrificed 14 to 16 days postshot.
I EKG.

Thermal singeing of the hair was observed on seven of the 10 animals (A-t, A- 1t 2 , A-2,
A-3, A-4, A-5, and A-7) in the fast-fill chamber, and this effect was relatively mild. There
were no actual skin burns, although an occasional harness abrasion in the groin resembled
thermal injury. However, in the basement exit shelters, all except one animal (B-I-B) in the
closed shelter exhibited thermal singeing, which was quite extensive on the two dogs (B-2-A
and B-3-A) nearest the entrance of the hall-open and open shelters, respectively. In the latter
cases, there were associated thermal injuries to the skin.

Several of the animals sustained injury to the auditory apparatus in the form of either

Sperforation of the tympanic membrane or focal hemorrhAge within nr about the membrane or
in the inner ear structures, or both. As can be seen from Table 4.2, six of the dogs in the
fast-fill chamber of the group shelter had perforated eardrums, four of which were bilateral.
The forward dog in the fully open basement exit shelter also sustained bilateral eardrum
perforations, and the forward animal in the hAlf-open shelter had unilateral drum perforation.
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Tatle 4,2 -- NONI'ARZNCHHYMAL 1.E"CN9 IN DOG5, SiEIES I

Intact
Earst

Animal Pair Skin rioht ear

Location No.' singeing burns Right Left plug Other

Group shelter A-I + Lh #..h M;dlautinal and lung hemor-

fast-fill rhages; bracheal plexis

chamber Injury; bilateral con-
junctivitis

SJA + hi

A-2 + h +

"A-3 . +,h +

A-4 + i,h +,h
A-5 + ., +,h
A-6 + +

A-7 + h

A-B-A +

A-8-B h +

Group shelter A-9-A +

slow-filu A-9-9
chamber A-10-A +

A-t0-B +

A-I1-A +

A-11 +

A-ti-B
A- 22-A
A-12
A-I2-B +

Basement exit
shelter

Closed B-I-A +
B-I-B (?)

Half-open B-Z-A +++ •+,h

B-2-B + + Hemorrhage, right frontal
sinus

Open B-3-A ++_+ + + +

B-3-B +

•See the first footnote in Table 4.1.
t +, perforation of tympanic membrare; h, focal hemorrhage.

The artificial ear plugs were still intact in most of the animals, but, as the table indicates,

this seemed to have little or no protective effect against membrane rupture. There were no

ear injuries in animals located in the slow-fill chamber of the group shelter.

In spite of the flying sand and dust, no ocular injuries were found, with the exception of

bilateral conjunctivitis in the first animal (A-I) of the group shelter. In this instance there

were associated small hemorrhages in the periorbital fat. Histological examination of the
sectioned eyes showed essentially negative findings with the exception of A-I, which revealed

superficial focal hemorrhage beneath the conjunctival epithelium, a few scattered polymorpho-

nuclear leucocytes in the same region, and shallow pitting of corneal epithelium, probably the
result of rapidly moving dust particles. The latter finding was also observed in three other
dogs (A-8-B, A-9-B, and B-2-A) and in guinea pig 24.

(b) Small Animals (Rabbits, Guinea Pigs, Rats, and Mice). Since the placement of small

animals was confined to the slow-fill chamber of the large group shelter and the pressure

environment was quite low, only a sample of five of each animal species was examined Im-
mediately, with the exception of mice, all of which were examined at once. The remainder of
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Fig. 4.13 - A-P pus~hot radiograph of animal A-i1.
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I i
the animals were examined during the interval of 7 to 10 day* following the test. Blast in-
juries to the small animals were lim ted to the finding of occasional petechiae in soft tissues
and the lungs (rabbit 26; guinea pig 10; rat 4-c; and mice i-f, 1-g, and 3-e). Guinea pig 24
showed a superficial corneal abrasion. Of the animals examined in the 7- to 10-day period, a
few fresh petechiae were observed (I-a, 9-b, and 6-b), but no significant effects of blast in-
jury were noted. Thermal injury was not observed in these animals.

Tympanic membrane rupture or focal hemorrhage, or both, was frequently found in this
group. Of the 23 rabbits, there were It instances of eardrum perforation, including onej
bilateral case, and 12 instances of focal hemorrhage In the auditory apparatus. Seven of the
latter were Pssociated with hemorrhage. Thirteen eardrums of guinea pigs were perforated
(one case was bilateral), but there were only six records of hemorrhage, four of which were
associated with eardrum injury. Data regarding auditory injury in rats were confused by the
high incidence of otitis media. As a result, only eight ears were readable; three ears showed

perforation, two exhibited focal hemorrhage, and three appeared normal.

4.2.4 Radiography

Abnormalities were noted in postshot radiographs of only one dog (A-i). As shown in
Fig. 4.13, narrowing of the trachea was seen (see arrows). This was an accidental finding in
that it would not have been visualized except for a fortuitous rotation of the animal during the
postshot X-ray procedure. The presence of a large, ftrrn hematoma, noted during the post-
mortem examination, no doubt accounted for the tracheal compression documented in the
radiograph.

4.2.5 Electrocardiography*

Electrocardiographic procedures were carried out on all dogs preshot and postshot in the
laboratory at base camp. Tracings were attempted on four dogs that were exposed in the
underground :roup shelter. See Fig. 3.26 for location of the animals. Recordings were tried
on these animals at "button-up" of the shelters the night before the shot and for I hr con-
tinuously, beginning 5 min before the explosion.

Only one (A-8-A) of the four recordings attempted postshot in the group shelter was
successful. The other three records were lost -one (A-5) because one of the electrical leads
was severed by flying debris, another due to blowout of a power transformer caused by the
zero-time transient, and the third involved a blown fuse.

The postshot electrocardiogram of dog A-8-A was within normal limits, and for further
information concerning the immediate preshot and postshot tracings the reader is referred
to the section on EKG's appearing later in the report describing the results of the Series 11
experiments.

* The technical details relevant to the rather difficult task of obtaining electroco rdio-

graphic data under field conditions have been reported by Sander and Birdsong in a Sandia
Corporation Technical Memorandum.'$ The authors are indebted to Dr. F. G. Hirsch, Sandia
Corporation, for his supervision of all the electrocardiographic work and to Dr. Richard B.
Streeper, Lovelace Clinic, who lent his experience as a cardiologist in interpreting the
tracings obtained.
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CHAPTER 5

RESULTS: SERIES II

5.1 GENERAL FIELD OBSERVATIONS

5.1.1 Shelter Conditions

As in the previous aeries of experiments, the stairway of the group shelter was littered
with stones and dust (see Fig. 5.1). The rooms were contaminated with dirt and debris. Fig-
ure 5.2 is a postshot view of the fast-fill chamber taken from near the entryway. Note that

two animals were not at their preshot stations on the right-hand bench, and note the animal's

nose protruding from under the bench. Figure 5.3, a view of Lhe floor to the left of that de-
picted in Fig. 5.2, shows the dead animal, Z-1, as it was found.

Figures 5.4 and 5.5, respectively, show preshot and postshot views of those animals
positioned against the partition wall, and Figs. 5.6 and 5.7 similarly show preshot and post-
shot positions, respectively, cf the small animals under the benches and the large animals
stationed against the wall opposite the partition side of the shelter. It can be seen that animal
Z-8-B was missing from its station.

The wall benches and the camera and light housing were intact, as was the air supply
system. The front grill of the heater, seen prehtA udc.- the bench in Fig. 5.8, was displaced

to the postshot position shown in Fig. 5.3. Figure 5.9 depicts the condition of the ventilating
equipment after the detonation.

The partition door, which, based on previous experience, had been heavily reinforced as

shown in Fig. 5. 10, sustained no dam&.ge and was opened during recovery procedures without
difficulty.

Inside the slow-fill chamber major damage was minimal, but the effects of the winds
caused by the explosion can be illustrated by comparing the preshot view in Fig. 3.11 with
that shown in Fig. 5.11. The small animal cages were displaced, and some were turned over;

two of the large animals, positioned preshot just to the right of the table, were displaced owing
to failure of their ventral restraints.

The small animal cages mounted on the ceiling and previously shown presho" in Figs.
3.10 and 3.11 are shown postshot for comparison in Fig. 5.12. The latter shows that two of
the large cages were somewhat twisted on their mounts and that the spring-supported lids

of two intermedtate-sized cylindrical cages were displaced. Note the close-up view In Fig.
5.13. The overstretched springs can be seen by a careful inspection of Fig. 5.11. The reader
will note that one spring is entangled in the restraints of the animal farthest to the right (Z-
10-B) This animal no doubt gyrated wildly about like a pendulum, and in this proc.. the
restraints became entangled with the springs of one of the small animal cages.

The overpressure that existed in the slow-fill chamber was sufficient to damage one of
the metal boxes housing electronic equipment (see Fig. 5.14).

(Tx coanm o as pop 4.)
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The open basement exit shelter nearest Ground Zero was heavily damaged, as shown in
Figs. 5.15 and 5.16. Not only was the earth cover blown away but also part of the roof over-
hanging the access stairs was gone, and a large slab of concrete hung danglirg from the rein-
foroAng rods Uito the shelter, wedging the forward dog between it and the wall (see Fig. 5.16).
A large amount of debris was present in the shelter, such as to half bWry the forward dog in
sand. The animal's ventrul restraints had failed. However, except for tht, hazard of the
dangling concrete slab, this animal was easily extracted.

The wooden hatches of the forward closed basement exit shelter wire gone, and, as Yith
the open shelter, the top had been denuded of earth, as shown in Fig. 5.1ti. iL",•e nt•t•-•r o thWs
shelter was intact, although wall and ceiling junction lines were separated.

The open basement exit shelter farther back was littered with debris. The exposed cn-
crete facings were badly pitted and eroded (see Fig. 5.18). Ceiling joints were separated., but
otherwise the interior was not remarkable. The adjacent closed shelter was in ,imilar coin-
dition, although the hatches were missing; one of them was found at the foot of the stairs (note
Figs. 5.19 and 5.20). The earth cover over both shelters was almost entirely blown away.

The forward aboveground boxlike utility shelter, shown in its preshot condition in Fig.
3.18, was displaced several feet from its original location, apparently having undergone a
270-aeg rotation in the vertical plane. The up-ended base thus faced away from Ground Zero
(note Fig. 5.21). The outer door opened easily, but the lightweight inside door had been blown
inward and was lying on the bottom of the shelter. The other two utility shelters located
farther from the explosion were not overturned, and there was no detectable external damage.
However, the inner door failed in each structure and was blown inward from its mocrings.

Much of the house surrounding the bathroom shelter had collapsed (see Figs. 5.22 to
5.24) and made the original access quite hazardous. Hence entry was made by way of the back

window which was undamaged, including the glass panes. The outer wooden blast shutter was
found open but intact, as shown in Fig. 5.25. The bolt latch became unfastened during the
blast. The animals were recov-ered through the window. The inner door to this shelter had
not failed.

The basement lean-to shelter was undamaged, although the house above the shelter was
nearly demolished. Figure 5.26 is a preshot rear view of the two-story brick house in the
basement of which was located the lean-to shelter, Figures 5.27 and 5.28 show the same house,

postshot. Entry to the basement was made through the stairway shown in Fig. 5.29. Many of
the floor joists had failed (see Fig. 5.30), but the animals, viewed postshot in Fig. 5.31, were
unhurt

There was nothing remarkable about the postshot condition of the basement corner room

shelter, which was undamaged. The house over the basement, shown postshot in the background
of Fig 5.24, lost its roof and windows and was scorched by the detonation. The animals were
unharmed.

5.1.2 Instruments

That the high-speed cameras and the illuminating system had functioned was indicated by
the pilot lights. The air-flow wires in the fast-fill chamber were all broken, except one which
was loosened (see Fig. 5.2), and no Styrofoam sphere was still suspended from the ceiling. In
the slow-fill chamber some of the air-flow wires were intact, and some of the spheres were
still hanging from the ceiling (see Figs. 5.11 and 5.12). Styrofoam spheres were recovered
poetshot, and the least- and most-damaged spheres are shown in Figs. 5.13 sad 5.33 for the
fast- and slow-fill chambers, respectively.

The electrocardiograph leads were intact on all four dogs. The ventilating duct valves
were closed. Air mw still escaping from the manifolds. The microphone appeared un-
disturbed. (Text coalloves on page 114.)
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All animals were alive except two dogs, one guinea pig, and 18 mice. One of the dogs
IZ-1) (see the. p-eshot view in Fig. 5.34) presumably died almost instantly in the fast-fll
chamber of the group shelter as a result of having been violently wrenched from the harness
and restraining cables and hurled against the opposite wall near the ceiling. The impact was
of sufficient magnitude to have left an imprint of the body on the wall. Note the upper portion
of Fig. 5.35,

The second dog (U-22-B) was found dangling wa its harness in the overturned utility shelter
and had apparently strangled. A preliminary survey party had found the animal alive some-
time prior to recovery.

Two other dogs in the fast-.ill chamber of the group s.telter were torn from their re-
straints. One (Z-8-B), located just to the left of the entryway (see Fig. 5.6), was found alive
beneath the bench (see Fig. 5.36), although the left femur was fractured. The second dog (Z-
V/Z) waG still tethered by cable but was lying down on the floor beside the bench. Preshot and
postshot views are shown In Fig A. 6i.37 and 5.2 ;note the animal lying )n the floor), respectively.
All the animals were quite' dusty. In the group shelter and the basement exit shelters most of
the animals were singed to varying degrees.

Some appreciation of the forc,,s aj~plied by the winds that existed inside the shelter can beI •ined from a shtdy of Figs. 5.36 and 5.38, which show the postshot remains of some of the
restraining harnesses. As shown in Figs. 5,38 to 5.41, failure was due to breakage and bend-
ing of harness snaps, tearing of the harness, and, at least in the case of the Z-I harness
shown in Figs. 5.38 and 5.39, thermal damage caubed by the high-temperature air that entered
the shelter during the filling phase.

Four of the small animals (two guinez. pigs and two rats) in the group shelter escaped
from their cylindr:cal wire cages, which were opened during the blast when the spring-held
metal lids were displaced (see Figs. 5.?, 5.12, and 5.13). In the open basement exit shelter
the small animals were in their cages except for two rats. The ground shock had apparently
loosened the ceiling hangers, nri 'he cages were found on top of the debris on the floor.

"5.2 PATHOLOGY

5.2,1 Mortality

The immediate mortality rate among all animals was relatively low. Two dogs were dead:
one, in the large group shelter, died as a result of violent displacement against a wall; the
second dog died of strangulation in its harness in the overturned aboveground utility shelter.
The companion animal in this same shelter was uninjured.

S~Seventeen of a total of 20 mice and one of four mice exposed in the slow- and fast-fill

compartments, respectively, were dead upon recovery, as was one of 22 guinea pigs located
in the slow-fill chamber of the shelter.

5.2.2 Displacement

The three dogs that were significantly displaced in the fast-fill chamber of the group
shelter have already been mentioned. Of the small animals in the fast-fill chamber located
beneath the benches, two rats and two guinea pigs had escaped when the metal lids of the
cylindrical cages had blown off. These, however, were retrieved alive.

Displacement in the slow-fill chamber of the group shelter has already been described.
This involved two dogs (Z-10-A and Z-10-B) as shown in Fig. 5.11, disturbance of table and
ceiling animal cages (Figs. 5.1I to b.13), and the escape of one rat and two guinea pigs which
were retrieved alive.

In the basement exit shelters, in spite of the near disintegration of one, the dogs were

all found in their original positions, although some of the restraints had failed.
There was no animal displacement in any of the other shelters except for those in the

overturned forward utility shelter already mentioned, one of which died as a secondary result

of displacement. (Text continues on page 123.)
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•; Fig. 5.39-Close-up showing shear failure of i-I harness snap.
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ia, (,, ?i# Pal the sgmifwcant lesions were the occurrence of thermal burns, harness
abrasions. intrapulmnnarý and cardiac hemorrhages, subcapsular splenic hemorrhages, tears
in the mucosa of the urinary bladd-r, soft-tissue hemorrhages, and skeletal fractures. In a
few ca.ies there were mild superficial conjunctival injuries. Rupture of the tympanic mem-
brane was present in a large number of cases. Among the dogs, thermal injury was the most
severe effect, excepting the animal which was killed by displacement. Two of these animals
also suffered iractures of the lower extremity (Z-8-B and Z-t). Primary blast injury was of
signifi nce ir, only four dogs (Z-7. D-2-0, C-2, and C-2-0). The fatally injured guinea pigs
and all the mice that expired were killed by primary intrapulmoaary blast effects, but such
damage was only patchy in the remaining animals. The principal pathological findings of the
diUcub•,wl, that fuiiows are summarized ir T.bles 5.1 to 5.5.

(b) Dogs (See Tab',cs 5.7 and 5.2.for Tabular Summary). As a result of displacement, the
lead animal (Z-1) sufferc:d extensive soft-tissue contusion and hemorrhage to the entire left
side, associated with traumatic rupture of the thoracic and abdominal wails, partial evisera-
tion of the cavity contents into the defects, and skeletal fractures (see Table 5.7 for X-ray
findings). The liver, spleen, and ui mlary bladder were also ruptured. Moderately severe
hemorrhages were present in the contused left lung and to a lesser degree in the right lung.
There was considerable hemorrh•ge in the left periorbital fat.

Thermal effects were noted in both chambers of the group shelter and in three of the
basement exit shelterF Nineteen out of 20 dogs in the group shelter were s4-iged, and only
one dog in the slow-fill chamber escaped this effect (Z-9-B). The most severe singeing was
seen in animals in the basement exit shelters, but no thermal effects were detected beyond
this range.

Thirteen dogs exhibited varying degrees of skin burns, most prominent about the nose,
mouth, and ventral surfaces, especially the groin and external genitals. In the fast-fill
chamber of the group shelter, five dogs exhibited skin burns (Z-i, Z-'/2, Z-2, Z-7, and Z-8-B).
The first three animals were located along the wall leading directly to the stair-well opening.
Odilv Poncrh nr•e of the animals along thp -'irtition wall ,!tiblted *y eI.n bur.s. In nl•.

slow-fill chambei, however, only three dogs showed thermal skin burns. One of these (Z-10-
B) was located near the escape hatch. Another (Z-12-51, was located in the ck.rner near the
partition door. In the basement exit shelters the following dogs suffered skin burns: C-2,
C-2-0, C-1, D-2, and D-2-0.

Intrathoracic injury wat generally minimal In the large group 0,elter with the exception
of Z-i and Z-7. Four of the other 10 dogs in the fast-fill chamber showed patchy small
hemorrhagic lung lesions. In one instance (Z-6) the lerions were b lateral. One dog (Z-8-B)
h'd hemorrhages in the right lung, and two dogs 'Z-1/ and Z-3) had hemorrhages In the left
lung. In the case of Z-1, effects of primary blast were completely obscured by the extensive
contusions and lacerations resulting from displacement.

Only one animal (Z-i1) in the slow-fill ch.anber showed any sign of intrapulmonary
hemorrhage. The most severe kang damage was observed in animals in the open basement
exit shelters (C-2, C-2-0, D-2, 0,.nd D-2-0). As an example of the mo-'* severe lung lesions
encountered, the reader is referred to Figs. b.42 and 5.43, which show posterior and anterior
views, respectively, of the lungs of anilrual D-2-0. Figures 5.44 and 5.45 are views of the
moderate lung hemorrhages noted in animals C-2 and C-2-0, respectively. Figure 5.46 is a
photomicrograph of a section of the lungs of animal D-2-0, showing extensive hemorrhage 'nto
the alveolar spaces. Dogs in the clc ied basement exit shelters had no lung lesions. A small
hemorrhage was noted In the right lung of the living dog (U-22-A) located In the utility shelter.

Intraabdominal injury was, of course, most striking in the lead dog (Z-1) of the large
group shelter. As noted previously, this animal sustained partial traumatic rupture of the left
thoracic and abdominal walls, as well as lacerations and crushing of the left lung, liver, spleen,
and urinary bladder. Two other dogs in the group shelter (Z- t /, and Z-9-B) exhibited scattered
small subcapsular hemorrhages in the spleen and in the mucosal lining of the urinary bladder.
Three animals (C-2, C-1, and D-2) in the basement exit shelters showed small mncosal tears

(lext continues on page 131.)
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Fig. 5.43-Repo ctiocw of roAt~ p"Oltrap of lung, of 4" D-2-0. antrior vew.
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Fig. 5.44 -Reproductionl of color photograph of lungs of dog C-2. posterior view.
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Fig. 5.i5-Reproduction of color photograph of lungs of dog C-2-0. anterior view.
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of the urinary bladder, but no splenic lesions were demonstrable. See Fig. 5.47 exemplifying
hemorrhagic disruption of the bladder mucosa of dog C-2.

Ocular injury in the form of hyperemic conjunctivitis was noted in four dogs (Z-1, Z-¼/2,

C-2, and J- 2 ). Microscopic sections, however, showed minimal inflammatory change, although
occasional "pitting" of the corneal epithelium was noted. Dust particles were also found on the
conjunctival and corneal surfaces. The eyes of the animal (U-22-B) that suffered accidental
strangulation showed marked vascular stasis associated with fresh hemorrhages in the
periorbital fat. No ocular lesions were observed in any of the small animals except for a

corneal abrasion and conjunctivitis in one guinea pig and one rabbit, respectively.
Ten out of 10 dogs in the fast-fill caamber of the large group shelter sustained eardrum

perforation, as noted in the original examination; eight of these cases (16 eardrums) had bi-

lateral injury, and three of the 16 eardrums involved were associated with hemorrhage. How-
ever, many months later, examination of specimens available in the laboratory allowed veri-
fication of the rupture of 10 among 12 eardrums or 83 per tent, compared with the original
estimate of 18 of 20 eardrums perforated or 90 per cent. The discrepancy was due to loss of
material and accidental damage during removal or in transit. Four of the animals had intact

artr•icial ear plugs in the right auditory meatus, but these provided no protection as can be
seen in Table 5.1, which shows tlat all eardrums behind intact ear plugs were perforated.

In the slow-fill chamber, six animals had perforated eardrums, but only two of these

were bilateral (eight of 20 eardrums or 40 per cent); hemorrhage in the middle ear cavity
was present in four irstances. Postshot examination of the material at hand in the laboratories
confirmed six of 18 eardrum perforations or 33 per cent.

Eight dogs in the basement exit shelters sustained eardrum perforation, as tabulated

initially and noted in Table 5.1. Most of these were associated with focal hemorrhage. Bi-
lateral tympanic membrane rupture was noted in two animals, however. Ear plugs were
intact in four animals, but in three of these the eardrums were perforated. One animal in
the basement lean-to shelter sustained membrane rupture, but the eardrums of all other
animals were intact.

Miscellaneous changes were noted in the form of occasional petechiae in the omentum,

mesentery, and suha ' .f four dogs in the fast-fill chamber of the group shelter.
Acute tracheobronc.. 1i•w,tg dust inhalation, was noted in three animals in this chamber

(as an example, see Fig. 5.48). Hemorrhage into the frontal sinus was noted in six instances
in other shelters, and one animal sustained a small left extradural hemorrhage (C-2-0).

(c) Rabbits (See Table 5.3 for Tabular Summary). Only a few of these animals sustained
any appreciable injury, exteraally or internally. The fur of two (6-d and 23) was slightly
singed. Five of the 29 animals exhibited intrapulmonary hemorrhages (1-b, 3-b, 9-a, 14-d,
and 23) in the form of scattered petechiae and an occasional larger area of hemorrhage. In
only one of these (3-b) was this injury rated as moderately severe. The left eye of one (6-d)
showed a mfid conjunctivitis.

One or both of the eardrums and middle ears of 17 of the animals were readable, and 14
of these showe4 tympanic membrane rupture, nine cases of which were bilateral. Associated

fracture or displacement of the ossicles was noted in nine instances in animals. Focal hem-
orrhage on the eardrum or in the middle ear was frequently observed. In only two of the ears
was the artificial plug retained. Considerable difficulty was encountered in assessing injury
to the auditory apparatus since damage was frequently incurred during the process of re-
moval. However, among the 46 eardrums in the animals in the slow-fill chamber of the group

shelter, there were 18 perforations among 25 readable specimens or an incidence of 72 per
cent. In the fast-fill chamber there were four perforations of five readable specimens (80
per cent) among the total of eight eardrums. In the basement exit shelter, two of a total of
four eardrums were readable, and one of these was perforated.

From Table 5.3 and Figs. 3.34 and 3.35 it can be seen that the animals injured were

generally located in the approximate center and toward the left side of the slow-filU chamber,
on the ceiling and on the table.
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Table 5.3-SUMMARY PATHOLOGICAL FINDINGS: RABBITS, SERIES II

Pulmonary

Animal* hemorrhage Earst

Lozation No. Pingeing Right Left Right Left Other

Group shelter 1-a +,f +

slow -fill
chamber

On ceiling 1-b + + I
1-c +; f f
1-d +,h, f
:3-3
3-b +.+ +*+ 1
3-c I
3-d I I
6-a + +

6-bi t I Petechlae, gastrolatestinal
mucosa

6-c + Petechiae, gastrointestinal
Mucosa

6-d + I Left conjunctivitis, mald
0 a +

9-b + +

9 + +

9-6 h
10-a
10-b + +
10-c I
10-d I $ Right ear plug intact

On table 21 +
23 + +

31g

Group shelter 13-c I h
fast-fill 13-d *, h, f ,f

chamber 14-c t
14-d 4 , h, f +,f

Basement 15-a h *, f Right ear plug intact
exit 15-f 1
shelter (D)

* The exact position of small animals in the group shelter can be ascertained by reference to Figs.
3.34 and 3.35. The digits refer to the cage bars, and the accompanying letters refer to the positions of
the cages fastened to the bars reading from left to right. Animals in the fast-fill chamber were placed
under the benches as indicated in Fig. S.6. In the open basement exit shelkr (D) the small animal cages
were suspended from the ceiling by steel brackets.

t ,. perforation of tympanic membrane; h. focal hemorrhage In eardrum or in middle ear; f, fracture of
osaicles.

t No( readable.
I Examination delayed to assess radsation effects.
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Table 5.4-SUMMARY PATHOLOGICAL FINDINGS: GUINEA PICS, SERIES II

Pulmonary

Animal hemorrhage Ears*

Location No. Singeing Right Left Right Left Other

Group shelter
slow-fill
chamber

On ceiling 2-at
2-b h h, f
2-c h +h
2-d + + +, f Lobular pneumonitis

2-e
5-a +, h, f +, h, f Focal pneumonitis

5-b h, I
5-c , n, f +, h, f Right ..ar plug intact

5-d .++ +++ 4, h, f +,h, f
5-e +, h *, h, f Cerebral edema

8-a h +

8-bt + +4+ Right ear plug intact

8-c h
8-d ++, h, f + Focal pneumonitis; ear

plug intact
8-e + + Focal pneumonitis; ear

plug intact

12-a t
12-b ++ ++ I t Died before recovery
12-c + ++ ++ +, h, f +, h, f
12-d ,h, f +, h, f
12-e + + + ,h. f +,h, f

On table 22 + f, 4 4, h. f Right ear plug intact

32t ++ ++, h, f Pleuritis

Group she!ter 13-b 4 , h, f *, h, f Lobular pneumonitis
fast-fill 13-e + + 4, h, f +, h, f

chamber 14-b + , f 1
14-e $ Right ear plug intact

Basement exit 15-b ++ ++

shelter (D) 15-e + +, h, f *, h

"*., perforatimn of tympanic membrane; h, hemorrhage in eardrum or in middle ear; f, fracture of

ossicles.
tExamination delayed to assess radiation injury.
INot readable.

Two of the animals were located in a basement exit she*ter, where a moderate degree of
intrapulmonary damage was seen in are dogs. The lesions found in these animals, however.
were minimal.

Two animals (6-b and 31) were not immediately sacrificed; these subsequently died on
the 9th and I1th days as a result of radiation injury.

(d) Guinea Pigs (See Table 5.4 foo Tabular ,Wmmorv) In contrast to the rabbit group,
several of the 26 gulnea pigs sustained slight to moderate irjury, as noted in Table 5.4. One
animal (12-b) was dead upon recovery. Death was due to primary blast damage. Nine animals
showed fur singeing. All of these except one were located in the slow-fill chamber of the large
group shelter. In only one of these was the sin,&eing moderately severe (5-d). The ninth ant-
mad wsowing fur singeing was located in the open basement exit shelter (D).
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U' Table 5.5-SUMMARY PATHOLOGICAL FINDINGS: RATS, SERIES U

Pulmonary

L Animal hemorrhage Footj Location No. Singeing Right Left necrosis Other

Group shelter
slow-fill
chamber

On ceiling 4-a + +
4-b +

4-c + Burned ear tip
4-d
4-P,
4-f +

4-7 + *
7-a +
7-b + +

7-c
7-d + +

7-e + Petechiat, ovary
7-f + +
11-a + + Ear tip burned
1i-b + + Ear tip burned
11-c + + +

11-d + Nose burned
l1-e + + Ear tip burned
11-f + +.
11-f + +

On table 24
25
26 5

27 +
28 +
29 +

30 +

B-I
B-il + *

B-Ill +4

Group shelter 13-a +

fast-fill 13-f +
chamber 14-a

14-f + Mesenterlc petechlae

8astmert exit 15-c
shelier ID) i$-1 +

Fourteen animals exhibited intrapulmonary lesions, 10 in the slow-fill and two in the
fast-fill chambers of the groulp shelter and the remaining two in the open basement exit
shelter. Seven of the injuries were considered moderate to severe. Of these, live and two
were in animals located in the slow-fill chamber of t0e group shelter and in the basement exit
shelter, respectively. Ocular Injuries were not observed.

Twenty of the animals had tympanic membrane rupture, 16 cases of which were bilateral.
In the slow-fill compartment of the group shelter there were 29 instances (91 per cent) of
perforation occurring in $2 usable specimens obtained from a total of 44 ears. Among the
eight ears exposed in the fast-fill chamber of the group shelter, five perforations occurred
in five usable instances. In the basement exit shelter, two perforations occurred in two in-
stances satisfactory for firm evaluation. The artificial ear plugs were retained in only six
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of the animals, but this device did not seem to preserve the integrity of the eardrum. Three
of the group (two of which were located near the open escape hatch) were not intmediately
sacrificed. Subsequently two of them (8-b and 32) showed evidence of radiation injury.

(e) Rats (See Table 5.5 for Tabular Summary). There was some degree of fur singeAng
In nearly all the 36 rats. In some instances the tips of the ear and nose were also burned.
All but three of the animals were sacrificed immediately. Only five animals showed minimal

intrapulmonary lesions characterized by occurrence of scatterpti petechiae, three and two
animals in the fast- and slow-fill chambers of the group shelter, respectively. One of the
three animals not sacrificed immediately expired 5 days after the test. This animal, along

with the other two that were then examined, showed signs of acute radiation injury.
Otitis media was prevalent in many of these animals, an occurrence that all but obscured

studies of tympanic membrane integrity. No artificial ear plugs reuIained in ihe group. Only
eight specimens of the auditory apparatus were readable, and six of these showed membrane
rupture; the ossicles were fractured in one case.

A singular and rather interesting lesion was the frequency of apparent ischemic necrosis
of the front paws. In some instances this effect was only partial, but in others there was com-
plete amputation at the wrist, leaving the raw stumps of the radius and ulna protruding. This
phenomennn wai noted only in those animals kept in cylindrical wire cages, where activity was

markedly restu lcted. The lesion was not observed in any of the animals in Series I or in any

of the numerous preliminary dry runs. The phenomenon rras not seen in any other group of

animals. Histological studies of the tissues failed to reve*, any significant vascular disease.

Although no firm cause for the findtng can be stated, it seem,, likely that the animals gnawed

their own feet for reasons not clearly known, although thermal injury or noise presumably could

have been the iritiating agent.

(P Mice (See Table 5.6 for Tabular Summary). With the exception of six animals (i-h,

9-g, 9-h, 13-g, 14-g, and i4-h), all of 24 mice were dead upon recovery from the test region,
and examination of these showe,, 3evere, moderate, and minor pulmonary hemorrhage in 5,

10, and 2 animals, respectively. Also, one showed only pulmonary congestion, bilaterally. No
thermal burns of the skin were seen. Multiple small petechise were found in the meninges of

one mouse (00-g), and another showed periorbital hemorrhage bilaterally (13-h). Of the six
surviving animals, three were located on the ceiling of the slow-fill chamber of the group
shelter, and three were located under the wall benches in the fast-fill chamber, where the

fourth animal so exposed was fatally injured. Examination showed no evidence of internal in-

jury in any of the survivors except 13-g, in which there was minor lung hemorrhage.

5.2.4 Radiography*

Chest radiographs were obtained in the A-P view in duplicate for all dogs before and after

the detonation, usihg equipment set up at base camp. Results were of good quality, although

many of the postshot films showed small dark densities up to 4 mm in greatest length. These
were attributed to radioactive dust particles carried into the X-ray laboratory on the fur of

animals recovered from hot areas.
The positive X-ray findings were minimal. Those of significance, along with figure num-

bers, are listed in Table 5.7.
The left pneumoti•orax in dog Z-7 (Fig. 5.49) was of the simpe, nontension type. and,

since no puncture wound of the chest wall was found, the lesion probably resulted from trau-

matic rupture of the lung and subsequent sealing off of the "air leak" initially involved in

filling the left pleural space.

I The authors are Indebted to Dr. Jack W. Grosman, who not only read the radiographs
but also worked out a satisfactory technique, to be reported elsewhere, for obtaining tech-
nically excellent films of the dogs. Too, we wish to thank the X-ray technicians of the Love-
lace Clinic who promptly processed all films in Albuquerque in order that revults could be
available in Nevada with minimal delay.
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Table 5.6-SUMMARY PATHOLOGICAL FINDINGS: MICE, SERIES 11

ii;~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~u -- _________________________

Animalhemorrhage

Location No). Alive Rigtl¶ Left (Aber

Group shelter 1-e +* +

slow-fill 1-1 +

chamber 1-g + + Petechisi hemorrhages,
mediastinal fat

3-e +
.~- ..... .- I <ingestion,

bilaterally
3-g ++

3-h ++ One subcapsular hemor-
rhage of l iver

6-e +

6-f +

6-h + +

9-e +
9-f + +

9-g
9-h
10-e 4 4++

10-f .. +* Rib marks, left lung
10-g * + Multiple petechiaf.

meninlges
10-h +.* * Tongue tip burned

Group shelter 13-S
faMt-fill 13-h *+Periorbits.1 hemor-
chamber rhage, bilaterally; rib

marks, right lung;
singed vent rally

14-g
14-h~

Table 5.7 - PWITI VE X -RAY FINDINGS

Animal Z- I Abdminal gas (putrefaction?)- fluid in the left chest ob-
scuring all lung &Utal; displacement of the heart sand
mediautinum to tle right; fractures of the Rhi and 10th
ribs on the left posteriorly, gas in the soft tsipsues of tUm
abdmen and chest

Animal Z:- Left pneumothorax noit under prossare,. see Fig. 5.49
Antinal D-2-0 Consolidstlwi of the right hiller region extenidng laterally

into the parenchyma of the right midlwig field tee Fig.
3.30

Animal U -22-0 Signs of putrefaction with subeutanenus emphysema, the only
prrtions of the lungs visible are the cardloplirenlc "sIts;
the rvinaindee of the lung fields is obscu~red by a uniform
opacity. the natare of which io not Iideniflable by X-ray,
although this might be a martted~lydialed heart; see
Fig. 5.51
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rig. S.40-A-P "Ouhn Iadk~rafh of &rjmal Z-7.
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Fig. 5.5O---A-P postshot !Ji4iograph of animal D-2-.O
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Fig. 5,51-A-P postshot radiograph of animal U-22-I.
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The findings in animal D-2-0, shown in Fig. 5.50, of consolidation in the right hilar region
and radiodensity in the right midlung field were interesting in that the D-2-0 X-rays were the
only positive ones among the three animals (D-2-0, C-2, and C-2-0) in the basement exit
shelters showing significant lung hemorrhage by post-mortem examination. Figures 5.42
and 5.43 show posterior and anterior views of the damaged lungs in dog D-2-0, and Figs. 5.44
and 5.45 present the necropsy findings for animals C-2 and C-2-0, respectively. Apparently
the lesions in the latter two cases were of such a nature or location as to escape detection by
the radiographic approach used.

The thoracic radiodensity shown in Fig. 5.51, the postshot radiograph of animal U-22-B,
was found at necropsy to be due to cardiac dilatation.

5.2.5 Electrocardiography*

Electrocardiographic procedures were accomplished on all living dogs preshot and post-
shot in the laboratory at base camp. Tracings were attempted on four dogs who were exposed
in the underground group shelter. See Fig. 3.26 for location of the animals. As in the Series I
experiments, recordings were made on these four animals at button-up of the shelters the night
before the shot and for I hr continuously, beginning 5 min before the explosion. However, fur-
ther arrangements were made to take postshot recordings over an additional period of 6 hr.
Automatic equipment was set to record in a continuous sequence of I min out of each 6 min.
Thus tracings were obtained over a total of 7 hr postshot, continuously the first hour and in-
termittently the last 6 hr.

Satisfactory postshot tracings of good technical quality were obtained on all four animals
(Z-5, Z-8-A, Z-9-A, and Z-11-B). The first two of these dogs were located in the fast-fill,
and the last two in the slow-fill, chamber of the Series If group shelter.

The preshot and postshot electrocardiographic tracings obtained in the laboratory at base
camp on all living animals, along with the button-up and preshot records recorded in the group
shelters, allowed a fairly good assessment of the normal variations that occurred among the
group of animals as well as in a single animal.

Using all the data available, it is possible to say that the preshot sinus arrhythmia that
was usual in the group of animals studied was minimal or absent for a time in the postshot
tracings (note the 2-min postshot record on animal Z-5 in Fig. 5.52 and also the immediate
postshot record of animal Z-11-B in Fig. 5.53), but the rhythm gradually returned to the
preshot condition.

A careful comparison of the preshot and postshot records revealed no differences that
could be interpreted as clear-cut evidence of myocardial anoxia or ischemia. The record ob-
tained at I hr after the detonation on animal Z-5 (Fig. 5.52) is suggestive, but so would have
been the 1-hr postshot record for Z-11-B (Fig. 5.53) were it not for the almost identical rec-
ord noted on the same animal at button-up.

"The technical details relevant to the rather difficult task of obtaining electrocardio-
graphic data under field conditiuas have been reported by Sander and Birdsong in a Sandia
Corporation Technical Memorandum.- The authors are indebted to Dr. F. G. Hirsch. Sandia
Corporation, for his supervision of all the electrocardiographic work and to Dr. Richard B.
Streeper. Lovelace Clinic, who lent his experience as a cardiologist in interpreting the
tracings obtained.
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CHIAPTER 6

PRESSURE ENVIRONMENT AND RELATED PATHOLOGY

The purposes of this chapter are (1) to summarize the variatiohs in the pressure environ-
ment which were recorded inside the several above- and below-grrund shelters in relation to
the pathological findings noted for the exposed experimental animals, and (2) to mention some
of the more important physical factors that govern the pressure-time patterns inside shelters
and that are of some aid in understanding the biological problems involved.

6.1 TABULATED PRESSURE-TIME DATA* AND RELATED PATHOLOGY

Using data obtained from the pressure-time gauges mounted inside the shelters, along
with analytical work performed and furnished by the Sandia Corporatiou, Table 6.1 was pre-
pared. Both Series I and II results were utilized, and the table was arranged from top to
bottom in the order of increasing maximal overpressures that were metered inside the dif-
ferent structures as set forth in column 5. The first four columns give the experimental
series, the names of the structures utilized, the designations of the pressure-time gauges,
and the distance of each structure from Ground Zero for the more important Series 11 experi-
ments. Columns 6 and 7 state the tinkes to peak pressures and the durations of the overpres-
sures, and columns 8 and 9 show the maximal underpr !ssures and the times of their occur-
rence, respectively. In the last th: ee columns are noted the number and species of animals
employed, the animal designation, and the gross pathological findings.

The reader will note that the variations in the internal environment ranged from a maxi-
mal pressure of 1.3 psi enduring for 1346.4 msec for the closed bathroom shelter to a maxi-
mal pressure of 85.8 psi lasting 569.5 msec for the Series II open basement exit shelter lo-
cated nearest to Ground Zero (1270 ft). In spite of this rather wide change in the pressures
to which the animals *ere exposed, pathological findings were rather meager. These will
now be discussed.

6.1.1 Low Internal Pressures

In terms of increasing maximal internal pressures the first positive pathological finding
noted was the rupture of one of four eardrums of dgs exposed to a Pu,,x of 4.6 psi, which
occurred inside the basement lean-to shelter of the destroyed house located at 4700 ft from
Ground Zero in one of the Series 1I experiments.

*The pressure-time data were made available through the courtsy and cooperation of
personnel of CETG Programs 39 and 34, and the authors gratefulhy acknowlege the willing
and untiring help of the Sandia Corporation staff before, during, and after the field phase of
the program.
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Except for the animals exposed in the displaced Utility-22 shelter (U-22) for which pres-
sure-time data were unavailable, the next highest pressure which was associated with damage
was a Pmax of 6.7 psi, which was metered inside the slow-fill side of the Series I group

shelter. Ten dogs escaped injury, but petechial lung hemorrhages appeared in a few of the
rabbits, guinea pigs, rats, and mice (see Table 6.1). Eardrum failure at this pressure was
noted in 26, 46, and .98 per cent of the rabbits, guinea pigs, and rats, respectively.

Two dogs exposed in the Series I closed basement exit shelter escaped damage at a PmMax
averaging 12.5 psi, and the only pathology at a POAx of 18.5 psi (Series 11 closed basement
exit shelter) was rupture of two of four eardrums (50 per cent) 4n the tw) exposed dogs.

6.1.2 Intermediate Internal Pressures

The lowest maximal internal pressures with which thoracic and abdominal injuries to
dogs were associated averaged 22.0 pbi in the slow-fill chamber of the Series [1 group shelter;
the injuries included one minor lung hemorrhage in dog Z-It, one tear in the urinary bladder
mucosa of one animal, and two instano-s of subcapsular hemorrhage of the spleen. Eardrum
rupture io the dogs averaged 40 per cent.

In the same structure lung damage occurred in four rabbits, 10 guinea pigs, three rats,
and 17 mice. Mort.•,liy 4zas absent in the dogs, rabbits, and rats, but one of 22 (4.5 per cent)
of the guinea pigs and 17 of 20 (85 per cent) of *he mice died of primary blast injury. Ear-
drum ruptures totaled 72, 91, and 75 per cent for the rabbits, guinea pigs, and rats, respec-
tively.

In view of the findings in dogs at 22 psi it was somewhat surprising to note the results in
the fast-fill side of the Series I group shelter, a compartment in which the P... averaged
33.8 psi. Except for the dsplaced animal A-I -exposed to a maximal dynamic pressure in
excess of 12 psi (Q-A gauge)-the only positive findings among 10 dogs involved two instances
of subcapsular splenic hemorrhage :rnd rupture of 50 per cent of the eardrums. .Llkewtse, dogs
exposed to average peak internal overpressures ol 40.9 and 42.8 psi in the Series I open and
half -open basement exit shelters suffered no lung damage but did show frontal sinus and
splenic hemorrhages and rupture of 50 per cent of the eardrums. The apparently bothersome
fact is that threshold lung damage in dogs occurred at peak pressures of 22 psi, whereas no
lung pathoogy occurred in other animals of the same species at almost double these maximal
overpressures. These facts suggest either that the i.ndings are due to individual variation
among the large animals or perhaps that the maximal overpressure alone is not an adequate
criterion to use in predicting primary blast pathology, and this poii t will be discussed more
fully later.

It is unfortunate that owing to gauge failure no recorded pressure-Ume data are available
for the open Series nI b~semen', exit shelter located farthest from Ground Zero (1470 ft), in
which minor and rather severe lung hemorrhages were M ted in the two exposed dogs. Table
6.1 shows a value of 53.0 pi for the estimated peak internal overpressure. Although this
value is probably nirt far in error. it cannot be regarded as reliable. Even so, it is agaict
surprising that two rats and two rabbits exposed ia the same shelter escaped pulmonary dam-
age and only one of two guinea pigs suffered minor lung hemorrhages. Along with the authors.
the reader will, of course, wonder why the dogs suffered quite significant pulmonary injuries
whereas the smaller animals exposed in the same structure were for all practiai purposes

unharmed.

6.1.3 High Internal Pressures

It remains to mention the findings in animals exposed to maximal pressures averaging
66.6, 71,6. and 85,8 psi, which occurred in the fast-fill s&(4 of the Series U group shelter and
the ciased and open btsement exit shelters located closest to Ground Zero (1270 ft). See the
data associated with the last three structures mentioned in Table 6.1.

The directional or wind load on the fatally displaced animal (Z-1) was in excess of 12.7
psi as evidenced by the reading obtained from the dynamic pressure pgug (Q-Z) located abot
2 ft aft of the animal, which no doubt succumbed to injuries resulting from violent impact with
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the partition wall. Except for tht injuries recorded in this animal, other findinge in the 10
dogs exposed involved four minor lung hemorrhages, one pneiamothorax, one instance of sub-
endocardial petechiae, one mesenteric and two splenic injuries, one leg fracture, and rupture

of 83 per cent of the eardrums. As for the small animals, only one fatality occurred in four
mice. Pulmonary injuries were of a minor rAture, being seen in one of four rabbits, two of
four guinea pigs, two of four rats, and one of three surviving mice. Again .t is necessary to
mention the bothersome fact that, in spite of the high peak overpressures, there appears to be
an inconsisiency between the results seen in large and small animals, even though the num-
bers exposed were small.

Finally, the peak pressures recorded inside the closed and open Series II basement exit
shelters located closest to Ground Zero (1270 ft) were 71.6 and 85.8 psi, respectively. Two
dogs exposed to the P.ax of 71.6 psi suffered no pulmonary damage. One showed a mucosal
tear of the urinary bladder, and the other showed a left frontal sinus hemorrhage. In contrast,
the animals surviving a Pnax of 85.8 psi both suffered moderate pulmonary hemorrhage, sub-
endocardial petechiae, and frontal sinus hemorrhage. In addition, the one (C-2-0) nearest the
door exhibited a left extradural hemorrhage, whereas the other (C-2), pla:ed near the end of
the shelter, was found to have a region of splenic hemorrhage and a mucosal tear of the
urinary bladder. Here a situation existed in which the peak overpressures differed by about

14 psi. In one case two dogs escaped, and in the other case two dogs both suffered significant
pulmonary blast lesions, although eardrum rupture was 100 per cent in both cases. Thus it
would appear useful to summarize the pathology in terms of peak overpressure alone as well
as for other blast parameters, in an attempt to coordinate the environmental variations with
biological effects.

6.2 RELATION OF OTHER BLAST PARAMETERS TO PATHOLOGY IN DOGS

Table 6.1 presents a summary of pathology in large and small animals as associated with
peak overpressure, time to peak pressure (rise time), duration of overpressure, maximal
negative pressure, and time from arrival to maximal negative pressure. The results of fur-
ther analytical work are shown in Table 6.2, in which the pathological observations for indi-
vidual dogs (except those in the forward displaced U-22 shelter) are set forth as associated
with average rate of pressure rise, time from maximal to zero pressure, average rate of
pressure fall from maximal to zero pressure, total range of pressure fall, time from maxi-
mal overpressure to maximal underpressure, average rate of pressure fall from peak over-
pressure to maximal negative pressure, the fractional pressure differential, and the pressure
ratio. A word about the last two parameters is indicated.

The fractional pressure differential was obtained using the following expression:

Fractional pressure differential = (Pf- P-)/Pf

where P, = maximal or final internal overpressure, psia
Pi = initial or ambient pressure, psia

Thas the expression Pf - P, represents the pressure differential AP to which animals
were exposed, and the fractional pressure differential expresses the environmental pressure
variation to which the animal was subjected as a percentage of the final absolute prossure.

On the other hand, the pressure ratio was calculated as follows:

Pressure ratio (Pf- Pi)- i

4 Thus the pressure ratio defines the environmental pressure change as a percentage of the
initial or ambient absolute pressure. The reader will appreciate that the pressure ratio is
also similar to Pf (absolute)/P! (absolute) except that the latter expression is 100 pe.r cent
more than the former, i.e.,

[(Pf - Pi)/P1J + 100 = Pf/Pj
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Table 6.3 -SUMMARY OF LUNG LESIONS IN DOGS AS RELATED
TO MAXIMAL INTERNAL OVERPRESSURE

Max.
internal Animal

pressure, designation Lung patholoy*
psi or No. Wall side Room side Remarks

1.3 - 22.3 31
22.8 Z-11-A

Z-I!-B
26.6 A-I + Displaced, dynamic pressure

>12 psi
A-/i•
A-2

34.4-47 11
53.Ot D-2 + +

D-2-0 +.+ ++
63.6 Z-6 + +
63.9 Z-I +++ ++ Fatally displaced, dynamic

pressure > 12 psi
Z-/3+ Displaced. dymamic pressure

> 12 psi
64.9 Z-2
65.5 Z-5
66.5 Z-8-A

Z-8-B + Displaced, dynamic pressure
unknown

67.2 Z-4
68.0 Z-7 Pnsumothorax
71.6 C-I

C-i-0
73.2 Z-3 +
85.8 C-2 ++ ++

C-2-0 ++ ++

Total 64 8 9 U-22 A and B not included

"+. mild, ++, moderate; +++, severe.

t Estimated value.

6.2. I Pulmonary Pathology

Study of Tables 6.1 and 6.2 makes it apparent that pressure changes encountered Inside

the several shelters were not of the magnitude or character to produce severe pulmonary

damage in dogs. It is only possible to summarize the meager positive findings in relation to

the several parameters of the blast which are noted in the tables, with the hope that minimal

damaging conditions for dogs might be defined and that useful suggestions for future laboratory

and field work will be forthcoming.

(a) Feak Overpressures. Data in Table 6.2 for individual dogs, showing maximal internal

wall pressures in relation to pulmonary lesions noted, are summarized in Table 6.3. Of 64
animals, hemorrhagic lung lesions were seen in 1i, and a pneumothorax was seen in one.

Four of these animals were displaced- one fatally and it is not possible to assign a single

cause for the damage noted, i.e., whether due to pressure per ", dynamic ;wessure or wind-

age, accelerative or decelerative trauma associated with displacement, or mmane combination

of these factors.
The reader will appreciate that there is no consistent relation between pek overpresur•

and pulmonary lesions, although there is a tendency for damage to be associated with the

higher environmental pressures.
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Table 6.4-SUMMARY OF LUNG LESIONS IN DOGS AS RELATED
TO AVERAGE RATE OF PRESSURE RISE

Average
rate of Time

pressure to Peak Animal
rise, P max, pressure, designation Lung pathology'

psi /msec msec psi or No. Wall side Room side Remarks

0.003 - 0.161 25
0.188 121.2 22.8 Z-i1-A

Z-11
Z-11-B

0.191 - 0.237 4
0.313 85.0 26.6 A-i Displaced, dyna.nic

pressure > 12 psi
A-0/2
A-2

0.322 - 0.542 8
0.587 108.8 63.9 Z-1 ++ ++. Fatally displaced.

dynamic pressure
>12 psi

Z-% Displaced, dynamic
pressure >12 psi

0.604 - 0.656 4
0.657 101.2 65.5 Z-8-A

Z-8-B + Displaced, dynamic
pressure unknown

0.66,5 95.5 63.6 Z-6 + +

0.708 96.5 68.0 Z-7 Pneumothorax
0.713 91.9 65.5 Z-5
0.773 45.3 35.0 A-3
0.812 90.2 73.2 Z-3
1.05 36.6 38.6 B-2-A
1.09 35.5 38.6 B-3-A
2.19 21.5 47.0 B-2-B
7.84 5.5 43.1 B-3-B

10.6t 5.Ot 53.Ot D-2 + +
D-2-0 ..•

21,45 4.0 85.8 C-2 +4 + +

C-2-0 ++

Total 64 8 9 U-22 A and B not
included

"*. mild. '+. moderate; *.4. severe.
t Estimated value.

(b) Rate of Pressure Rise. Data from Tables 6.1 and 6.2 were tabulAted in the order of
increasing rates of pressure rise for each animal. The results are summarized in Table 6.4.
Inspection of the table shows that with the exception of the displaced animals the degree of

pulmonary damage seems to be associated with the more rapid rates of pressure rise, the
threshold being noted at an average rate of pressure rise of 0.188 psi misec, when associated
with an overpressure of 22.6 psi enduring for about 567.8 ec. However, damage was not
consistently seen until the rate of pressure rise was near and above 10.0 psi *mec. associated
with peak overpressures greater than approximately 50 psi enduring for between 500 and (00
mtec.

Thus the very few data available suggest that both the maximal overpressure and the rate

of rise of pressure deserve consideration as blast parameters of significance in defining the
presence or absence of primary pulmonary blast effects.
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Table 6.5-EUMMARY OF LUNG LESIONS IN DOGS AS RELATED
TO FRACTIONAL PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL

Fra-tional Time
pressure to Animal

differential Pnal, designation
(Pf- Pj)/Pf Pmax msec or No. Wall side Room side Remarks

0.093 - 0.639 31
0.644 22.8 121.2 Z-11-A

Z-11
Z-!I-B

0.678 26.6 85.0 A-I Displaced
A-/2
A-2

0.732 0.788 11
0.808 53.Ot 5.Ot D-2

D-2-0 . 4+

0.834 63.6 95.6 Z-6 + +
0.835 63.9 108.8 Z-1 +4 Displaced (fatally)

Z- 1/ Displaced
0.873 64.9 107.4 Z-2
0.838 65.5 91.9 Z-5
0.840 66.5 101.2 Z-8-A

Z-8-B Displaced
0.842 67.2 102.5 Z-4
0.843 68.0 96.1 Z-7 PneumothoraA
0.850 71.6 110.9 C-I

C-i-0
0.853 73.2 90.1 Z-3 +
0.872 85.8 4.0 C-2 ++

C-2-0 -*

Total 64 8 j U-2 A nd B not
incluaded

• mild; +,, moderate; *++, severe.
t Estimated value.

(c) Fractional Pressure Differeutial. For Table 6.5, data were compiled In the order of
increasing valuen for the fractional pressure differenUal. Although the order of animals is
similar to that for the Pmax data shown in Table 6.3, the fractional pressure differential value
provides a useful function because data are "compressed" and thus more suitable for handling
on a linear rather than a logarithmic basis.

(d) Aurragt .Ratle of Rise of Fractional Pressure DW!fretital. Table 6.6 is a summary of
data showing lung pathology an related to the average rate of rise of the fractional pressure
differential. As with the average rate of pressure rise, there is only a suggestive relation
apparent, although again the data are too meager to warrant any further commenL

(e) Pressure Ratio. Tabulation of the data according to Increasing pressure raUoe from
Table 6.2 gave an order similar to that for the fractional pressure differential shown In Table
6.5.

0) Total Rawge of Pressure Fall and Average Rate of Pressure Fall (Maximal to Zero
Pressure), Organization of data shown in Table 6.2 according to tots. range of presure fall
and the averaWe rate of pressure fall (maximal to zero pressure) gave results that show a
very crude association with lung pathology, but they are not shown here because time and zero
pressure data were unavailable on five animals, namely, B-3-A. 8-3-8. B-2-B, D-2, and
D-2-O.
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qble 6.6 -SUMMARY OF LUNG LESIONS IN DOGS AS REI.ATED TO
AVERAGE RATE OF RISE OF FRACTIONAL PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL

Average
rate of rise Time

ofl fractional to Animal
de onLung pathoiogy"Spreasurt PMAX, des ignation Lugptooy

differential Pm&x msec or No. Wall side Room side Remarks

0.222-489 25
5.31 22.8 121.2 Z-1i-A

Z-Ii
Z-1i-B

5.63-7.64 5
7.67 63.9 108.8 Z-1 +++ ++ Displaced

Z-1/2 + Displaced
7.79 64.9 407.4 Z-2

7.98 26.6 85.) A-i Displaced
A-'/2
A-2

8.21 67.2 102.5 Z-4
8.30 6.5 101.2 Z-8-A

Z-8-B + Displrced
6.72 63.5 95.6 Z-6 +
6.77 68.0 $6.1 Z-7 Pneumothorax
9.07 13.5 57.0 B-1-B
9.12 65.5 91.9 Z-5
9.47 90.1 73.2 Z-3

9.97 - 140.55 Ij
.61.6 5.0t 53.0t D-2

D-2-0
216.0 85.8 4.0 C-2 4*

C-2-0 0+

Tot•] 64 8 0

0, mlld, mo4derate; s.*, severe.
"t EstiFmated value.

( Combination of the Factov s of Peak Or1-rpyessurr rad T•u•e to Pnwx. Because of the
suggestive nature of the association betweer- lung lesions and overpresure, the fractional

pressure differential, pressure ratio, and the rate of pressure rise (which is a function of the

time to Pmax), It was of interest to explore these functions further. A sample of one such

analysis will be presented here. Figure 6.1 is a semilog plot showing the relation between the
pressure ratio and time to Pnax for each of the 64 cap (U-22-A and B were not included be-

cause of pug@ failure and inability to estimate the Internal maximal overpressure).
Little that Is definite cati be pined fror a study af the figure concerning the relation of

tung, pathology to the pressure ratio and the time to Fma" The data are only suggestive, but
It Is a some use to point out that in no case were pulmonary lesions seen in an animal exposed

to a pressure ratio of less than about 1.50 or to a pressure pulse rising to maximum in more

than approximately 150 masc. Furthermore. except for those animals for which displacement
was proved to occur, in no case was there more than grade I (H lung damage unless the time

to Pm was less than 10 ms•c an,4 the pressure ratio was greater than 4.0. Even these state-

ments must be regrded as tentative because of the sparsity of data.
There remains yet to be discussed the possible influence of the shape and character of

Internal pressure-tiae curves as they might be definitive for the production of pulmonary
pathology. Although such an analysis I, now under was)- work has progressed sufficiently to i
allow a somewhat more precise discussion than that appearing atove. Before presenting the
analytical approach found most useful, It will be instructive to document typical examples of
the data obtained from tte pressure games mounted in the walls of ech shelter.
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A., Pressure-Time Curves. (I) Bathroom, Basement Lean-to, and 8aserment Corner Room
14•ltcrs. Figure 6.2 shows reproductions of the pressure-time tracings obtaired inside the
Series II bathroom, basement corner room, and basement lean-to shelters, along with the
record of the incident pressure obtained from a ground baffle gauge located at the same dis-
tance from Ground Zero (4700 ft). Attention is called to the contrast between the pressure-
time curve obtained inside the bathroom shelter and the curves for the two basentent shelters.
In the latter case the curves were similar to the incident pressure record (botior.: of F~g. 6.2).
In the former instance, however, not only was the rising portion of the curve oldited but the
peak pressure was sharply decreased, being only 1.3 psi inside the bathroom and 5.1 pci out-
side the house at ground level- almost a fourfold attenuation in maximal pre-s1ore.

These facts illustrate the point that pressures inside a structure can be eitile. f,':* ,• t 'ir
much less than those existing outside, depending upon design.

(2) Utility Shelt'rs. In Fig. 6.3 are reproduced the pressure-time curves recorded inside
and outside the utility shelter at the 3750-ft range. Here again the reader will note the rels-
tively slow rate of rise of the inside, compared with the outside, tracing along with over a two-
fold attenuation of the Pmax inside compared to outside, i.e., a decrease from 7.8 to 2.6 psi.

(3) Basement Exit Shelters. Pressure-time phenomena inside the several basement exit

shelters were conipiicated by at least three factors: (1) the behavior of the outside doors,
which failed at unknown times but apparently during the existence of appreciable outside over-
pressures and winds; (2) the aerodynamic behavior of the open.Igs into the shelters as they
functioned as "metering" o- dices; and (3) reflections of pressure (sometimes multiple) off the
side walls and ends of the Etructures which primarily were functions of geometry of the struc-
tures and the magnitude of the pressure pulse entering at any given time.

These factors combined tended to depress or magnify internal maximal pressures com-
pared with those existing outside, as can be appreciated by ncting data in Table 6.1. For ex-
ample, peak pressures In the closed, half-open, and open shelters located at the same dia-
tance from Ground Zero were it.5, 38.6, and 38.6 psi for the gauges located near the entrance,
but 13.5, 47.0, and 43.1 psi for the gauges placed near the end wall, respectively. The hatches
produced about a three- to fourfold decrease in the peak overpressures. Also, for the open and
closed basement shelters closest to Ground Zero, the maximal inside pressures were 85.8 and
71.6 psi, respectively, the doors serving to attenuate the pressures somewhat. These over-
pressures were greater than those existing outside but were less than twice the latter.

Figure 6.4 shows examples of the internal pressure-Ume data recorded inside four base-
ment shelters. Tracings B-I-A, B-I-B, and B-D-1 represent the Itast severe conditions ex-
perienced by animals exposed in the closed basement shelters, whereas tracing B-C-2, a
drawing of one of the open basement shelter trace& after analyses from a film recorder, ex-
empUlfies the most severe environmental pressure-time phenomena to which animals were
exposed.

(4) Grou Shelters. The most outstanding fact relevant to the pressure phenomena that
occurred inside the divided group shelters concerned the differences in maximal overpres-
sures recorded inside the slow- and fast-fill sides of the structures. For exAmple, the Series
II fast-fill PO" was 73.2 psi, and the slow-fill P." was 22.8 psi (see Table 6.1). ,hese
overpressures were in both instances less than those occurring outside, and they reflect the
marked attenuation in pressure which may be achieved by using the entrance into an open
shelter as a metering orifice to choke the air flow Into the structure.

Examples of the contour and character of the pressure-time phenomena are presented in
Fig. 6.5. which shows typical tracings for the sl,)w-flll (top) and fast-fill (middle) pressure
gauges, along with data obtained from the dynamic pressure gauge Z-Q (bottom).

(i) Fractional or IncremenIal Anaiyvsa of the Pressure-Time Data. It was thought worth
while to further analyse the pressure-time curves, and a variety of approaches were explored.
Balc data in the form of expanded plots were made available through the cooperation of

Sandia Corporation personnel, as were analyses of selected curves, to show the area beneath
the pressure-time plots (U P 4t) and the rate of pr. "ure change as a functon of time (dp/dt).
Neither of these procedures seemed promising, altho4h at a time in the future when additional
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biological data are available, the opposite may be the case. However, one technique wao
thought to offer considerable promise and will be briefly described.

First, a study of the initial portions of the pressure-time curves revealed saw-tooth or
stepwise pressure variations, no doubt due to pressure surges associated with turbuletwe and
multiple reflections from the floors, ceilings, and walls of the structuies, including the entry-
ways. Regarding these as representing multiple blows or pressure loading of the biological
targets and Assuming that the targets "appreciated" or "saw" only those separate photiomena
that invol,-ed (1) a rise after a pressure fall of one-third or mtore of the previous pressure
rise (one-third of L'P) or (2) a 5-msec or more delay between individual pulses (provided
that the pressure leveled off ox !ell, evert though this fall migh be. less than one-third of the
previov,. peak), calculatioas -'ere undertaken as follow, for Pach pressure-time vurve.

1. The irit'Iai nressure Pj war• set down in absoilutz- r-ts.
2. The final pressure Pf of the firsi rise was tabulated trn absolute uniti,.
3. The pressure. dlfference &P was notei
4. The time t to the fli'st maximum was read from thE curvve.
5. The pressure ratio APiPi was calculated for the first i ise.
6. Similarly, the initial pressure PI, from which the second -ise began, was obtained, as

were Pi, AP', t', and aP'/Pj.
7. The process was continued until maximal overpressure ras reached. Thus each prea-

sure-time curve had at least one set of values for Pi, Pf, AP, and t, but usually more-.up to
six, in fact, for some curves.

8. All data were plotted to show the incremental pressure ratios &P/P,, AP'/Pj, ... ,
.• P"iP/i as a funct.n of the separate incremental times t, t' .... tn involved with each pres-
sure variation.

The top portion ot Fig. 6.6 represents a simplified pressure-time curve diagrammatically,
and Pý, Pf, AP. t, and &P/Pi are listed fof each of three segments of the curve. As an exam-
ple, the individual values are shown with arrows for the portion of the curve marked 3. The
reader will note that the second segment was included and analyzed not because there was a 5-
msec pause between the first pre-sure peak and the beginning of the second rise but because
the first fail in pressure was greater than 0.33 of the initial AP, i.e., the actual fall was 15
psi, which is greater than 6.6 psi or 0.33 times the AP of 20 psi.

The lower portion of the curve gives a sample plot of each of the three values for the in-
eremental presaure ratio aPF/P 1 as a function of the time of pressure rise for each segment
of the curve.

Figure 6.7, except for the use of log paper, similarly plots the incremental or segmental
pressure ratio values for the pressure-time traces obtained inside the group and basement
slelters as a function of the incremental times of pressure rise. The circled points represent
data obtained from eight pressure gauges that were located near the 10 animals exhibiting
pulmonary pathology; i.e., nine instances of lung hemorrhage and one case with a pneumothorax.
The points are numbered, and the table to the left of the figure "keys" in the gauge and animal
designatioti, along with the pathology in each case. Note that animals D-2 and D-2-0 could not
be included because pressure-time data were unavailable.

The uncircled points comprise data from pressure gauges located neir the 44 animals ex-
hibiting no pathology which were housed in the nine forward shelters. There are a few excep-
tions to this statement which can be appreciated by a study of the table in Fig. 6.7. For ex-
ample, at point 5, animals Z-8-A and Z-8-B were placed on either side Uf the gauge (see Fig.
3.26), and only one showed positive lung findings; a similar situation existed at points 8 (Z-it-
A and Z-ii-B) and Ii (A-i, A-1 /2 ). Only a few of the uncircled points are numbered, and the
reasolk for this will now be clarified.

The reader will note the dashed, bent line (in Fig. 6.7) which was drawn to tentatively de-
fine threshold conditions for lung lesions; that is, the eight pressure-time curves recorded
near each of the 10 animals exhibiting positive findings, when segmentally analyzed (with one
exception-, displaced animal A-i), had at least one point each to the right and above the live,
whereas, for the pressure-time curves recorded near the 44 animals showing no pathology,
there were only eight animals for which at least one point was to the right and above the line.
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To be more specific, the reader is referred to Table 6.7, which summarizes the relevant data.
From a perusal of the top portion of the table, it is clear that the analytical approach used pre-
dicted pathology in nine of the 10 animals actually showing pathology, and thus the procedure
was right in 90 per cent of the cases and wrong in 10 per cent.

For the 44 animals without pathology, the lower portion of the table shows that pathology
was predicted in eight cases but not in 36, i.e., 82 per cent accuracy and 18 per cent failure.
A chi-square test was applied to the differences set forth in Table 6.7, and the probability com-
puted was <0.001, a highly significant figure.

Further study of Fig. 6.7 is instructive since the equation of the sloping portion of the
dotted line is

&P X t = Cx P1

where AP = the incremental pressure differential
t = the time for the incremental pressure rise

C = a constant, 10 in this case
Pi = the initial pressure in absolute units existing for each incremental rise in pressure

Since the exprescion &P x t (force per unit area x time) is equal to the incremental momen-
tum, it is obvious that Fig. 6.7 suggests that incrementa, momentum is proportional to the
initial pressure Pi and that pulmonary biast damage referable to the present study is asso-
ciated with a critical magnitude of the product Pi x C, a somewhat meaningful physical concept.

Further, it is worth while to point out that, as the time to maximal incremental pressure
increases, the pressure ratios needed for danmage decrease progressively until the rise time
for incremental pressures approaches 20 msec, after which the slope of the curve changes.
The existing data suggest that beyond this time the curve at least beconses horizontal, but in-
sufficient data are available to support the belief that the curve reverses its slope and rises
again. It is po:ssible, however, to believe that this is highly probable because it is known that
high pressure ratios applied slowly are tolerated by divers. A pearl diver, for instance, with-
out accessory equipment often descends to depths involving pressures of 4 atm or about 60 psi,
a value corresponding to a pressure ratio of 4.0, applied in a matter of minutes.

The association of minimal incremental pressure ratios required for pulmonary damage
with a 20-msec rise time strongly suggests that resonance phenomena are a factor in biologi-
cal blast damage. In fact, it can be assumed that the natural period is approximately 80 msec
for large dogs, corresponding to 12 to 13 cycles/s,c for the critical frequency. Should such a
supposition prove correct, damage would be expected at relatively low overpressures in case
the pressure-time curve involved significant pressure fluctuations spikes or stepwise varia-
tions -occurring near the rate of 12 to 13 cycles/sec (20 msec for the quarter cycle), which is
indeed consistent with available experimental dqta.

A p.aper by Brody es' al.21 has recently come to the authors' attention. Working with cats
and applying measured pulsing pressures into V. e trachea and obser'*lng the response of the
abdominal and chest walls, Brody et al. concludted t.Aat the natural frequency of response was
9.6 * 0.6 cyclesisec. This corresponds to about 26 msec for tht quarter cycle.

6.2.2 Tympanic Membrane Findings

(a) All Animals. Data relating the observed uercentage of tympanic membranes ruptured
in experimental animals to the average maximal overpressures as shown in Table 6.1 have been
summarized in linear graphic form in Fig. 6.8 for dogs, rabbits, and guiroa pigs and In com-
bined form for all animals, inc'uding rats. The circled points no~ed on the curves for indi-
vidual species represent those instances in which more than two or four animals comprised
each group.

In spite of the meagerness of the data a trend is apparent, namely, that a crude relation
exists between percentage of eardrums ruptured and average maximal internal overpressure.
Also, the data suggest that the smaller the animal the less tolerant is the tympanic membrane
to overpresebre, i.e., the PS0 (the pressure required to rupture 50 per cent of the eardrums)
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Table 6.7 -SUMMARY OF PULMONARY PATHOLOGY IN DOG" AS ASSOCIATED WITH
INCREMENTAL ANALYSIS OF PRESSURE-TIME CURVES RECORDED INSIDE

GROUP AND BASEMENT EXIT SHELTERS
(See Text and Fig. 6.7)

Animal One or more
Animal designation points above No points Point Gaug-
group or No. line above line No. designation Remarks

Pulmonary Z-I +I Z-1 Falally displaced
pathology Z-1/1  + Displaced

Z-1 + 2 Z-3
Z-6 4 3 Z-6
Z-7 * 4 Z-7 Pneumothorax
Z-8-B + 5 Z-8 Displaced
C-2 + 6 B-C-2
C-2-0 +
Z-Il + 8 Z-11
A-1 None + 11 A-I Displaced

Total 10 9# 1 8 8

No pulmo- Z-8-A + 5 Z-8
nary path- C-i 7 B-C-I
ology C-I-0

Z-II-A + 8 Z-11
Z-!I-B +

B-2-B + 9 B-2-B
B-3-B + i'l B-3-B
A-'/, 11 A-I Displaced
36 None 36 Unnmn- All

bered others

Total 44 8? 361

• 90% accurate.
t 10% wrong.
* 18% wrong.
1 82% accurate.

for dogs, rabbits, and guinea pigs may be estimated at about 28, 15, and 8 psi, respectively.
Figure 6.9 shows the data for dogs and for all animals, using a semilog plot to define the

relation between average maximal internal overpressure and percentage of eardrums ruptured.

Although the number of canine cases was small, regression analysis was done, and the stand-
ard error of the estimate proved to be 10.9 per cent. Thus above 68 per cent of the individual
measurements fell within t11 per cent of the solid line of best fit shown in Fig. 6.9, and it can
be seen that the percentage of eardrums ruptured within this range turned out to be a fairly
reasonable linear function of the log of the maximal pressure. Although the apparent variation
may represent a deviation because of the small sample or because it is "normal" for the dog,
it is instructive to examine the pressure-time data further, using records related to dogs, the
species with which most experience was gained.

(b) Dogs -Average Data. To aid further in the analysis. Table 6.8 was prepared for 16
structures in whicn pressure-time data were available, except for one in which a reasonably
close estimate could ' e made. The table was arranged from top to bottom in the order of in-
creasing percentages of eardrums ruptured for dogs and shows a variety of blast data com-
puted from information obtained from an analysis of the pressure-time curves. Average data
were used where results from more than ont gauge were available in each structure.
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(1) Frac,'ional Pressure Differential. Using average data from Table 6.8, Fig. 6.10 was
plotted showing the percentage of tympanic membranes ruptured as a function of the average
fractional pressure differential. The straight line fits the points for 10 dogs, but the curved
line more closely approximates a fit for all the data.

(2) Pressure Ratio. Figure 6.11 presents data taken from Table 6.8 and sets forth the
relation between average pressure ratio and percentage eardrum failure. Since the plot is
linear, the variation from the curve is not very great, but in this instance, as in those from
Figs. 6.8 to 6.10, deviations are apparent, and it is useful to examine the circumstances of
greatest deviation more closely. A study of Table 6.1 shows a number of interesting facts.
First, the animals deviating most from the mean curves were in the basement exit or the lean-
to shelters. Second, the time of pressure rise was comparatively short in the basement
shelters. Third, overpressures and rates of pressure rise tended to be higher near the closed
end compared with the stairway end of the basement shelters, and thus the use of average data
might be misleading.

These facts suggest that attention should be paid to the two parameters: rate of pressure
rise and time to peak pressure. Also, it is obvious that the data on each dog should not be
ignored, nor should segmental analysis of the individual pressure-time curves be neglected.

(3) Rate of Pressure Rise. Accordingly, Fig. 6.12 was prepared to show percentage fail-

ure of canine eardrums as related to rate of pressure rise. The spread about the line is suffi-
ciently discouraging to prompt further examination of possible relation between eardrum fail-
ure, peak overpressure, and time to maximal pressure.

(4) Time of Pressure Rise Combined with Pressure Data. Using the average data from
Table 6.3, relations betw, n tympanic membrane failure, the time to reach peak pressure and

maximal overpressure, the fractional pressure differential, and the pressure ratio were ex-
plored. The results were somewhat surprising and difficu to interpret, and two examples will
be mentioned here.

Figure 6.13 shows the average data from Table 6.8 plotted to show the association of per-
centage of eardrums ruptured (the figures beside each point indicate membrane failure in per
cent) and two blast parameters, the average pressure ratio and the average times to reach
maximal pressures. Figure 6.14 is similar except that the fractional pressure differential in-
stead of the pressure ratio was utilized.

A study of both Figs. 6.13 and 6.14 suggests that (1) on the average the dog's eardrum in
sensitive to the rate of application of the pressure, (2) when the time to peak pressure is be-
tween 90 to 100 msec, minimal overpressures will cause failure, and (3) higher pressures will
be associated with rupture if the time to peak pressure is longer or shorter than the time
stated above. Although the data are far from definitive, it Is well to point out here that the
problem is far from simple.

For instance, it is not known whether the eardrum was moving ii -ard or outward wth ?n
rupture occurred. !f rupture occurred in the former case, there can be little doubt that the
drum would be "time sensitive," i.e., short-durktior pulses associated with failure wou!d of
necessity have to be relatively high-pressure phenomena to overcome the Inertia of the ear-
drum and ossicles. Slower developing pressur," loads may well simply stretch a young,
normally elastic eardrum until it bAlges inward to reach the inner wall of the middle ear with-
out rupture, a circumstance known to happen in many humans exWosed to slowly increasing
pressures in low-pressure chambers.

If rupture occurred when the eardrum was moving outward, it is ietessary to consider (1)
a membrane weakened by inward stretching. (2) the gas volume of the middle ear plus that of
the communicattig mastoid air cells. (3) the possilility of Eustachian tube ventilation of the
middle-ear cavity, and (4) the time anO mea nitude of -.tw- falh.ig pressure, including the nega-
tive component associated with blast phenomena. In the human case Armstrong" has stated
that a relative pressure inside the ear of 100 to 200 mm Hg (1.9 to 3.8 psi) is usually suffi-
cient to rupture the tympanic membrane. whereas Frenzel" placed the figure at 160 mm Hg
t3.1 psi). In this regard the authu, c are unaware of any data applleable to the dog.
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Whatever the true meaning and interpretation of Figs. 6.3 and 6.14 may be, it will be well,
first, to look at the underpressure data in the present studies as associated with eardrum rup-
ture and, second, to analyze the pressure-time information in terms of individual animals
rather than for the average case.

(5) Underpressure and Rate of Fall of Pressure. Using the average data from Table 6.8,
along with information from Tables 6.1 and 6.2, plots were made relating the percentage fail-
ure of the eardrums to the maximal underpressure, total range of pressure fall, and average
rate of pressure fall from Pmax to both ambient and maximal underpressure. The curves are
not presented here, but it can be said that data are insufficient to confirm or deny the possible
significance of these parameters, with the possible except ion of the maximal underpressure,
Hiowever, here the reliability of the pressure gauges to measure negative pressure under field
conditions is most questionable, and even though the association of tympanic membrane failure
with the metered underpressure seemed completely spurious, it is not possible to make a lirm
statement either way.

(c) Dogs -- Individual Data. Time of Pressure Rise Combined with Pressure Data. Atten-
tion will now be, directed to exploratory analyses relevant to the individual animals and blast
parameters.

Study of Table 6.2 indicated that, of the 66 large animals used in the study, usable and coin-
firmed eardrum data were available on 60 animals. There were 119 usable eardrums, of which
45 were ruptured, and 74 were intact. Plots were made relating the time of pressure rise for
the gauge nearest each animal to the maximal overpressure, the fractional pressure differen-
tial, and the pressure ratio, The results were qualitatively similar, and only one figure in
which the fractional pressure differential was used is shown as a sample (see Fig. 6.15).

The reader should feel free to interpret the figure as he chooses. The authors simply
wish to point out that the bizarre dotted curve is entirely arbitrary. Empirically, however, 42
unruptured eardrums lie below the curve, and 45 ruptured and 32 intact membranes lie above
it.

6.3 DISCUSSION

6.3.1 General

In assessing biological blast damage it is useful to recognize that observed pathology may
be caused by or associated with one or more of the following categories:

i. Primary effects, those associated with variations in the pressure environment which
are due to overpressure per se, to dynamic pressure or "windage," or to a combination of
t) ese.

2. Secondary effects, those involving damage due to penetrating or nonpenetrating mis-
siles that are produced secondarily by the blast.

3. Tertiary effects, those associated with spatial displacement of the biological target.
For the most part, the first two categories may be regarded as accelerative experiences,

whereas the last one encompasses the entire time-history of displacement and may therefore
involve significant accelerative as well as abrupt decelerative components.

In general, the present field study has made available data that are applicable mostly to
primpry effects, although the tertiary problem of displacement was a significant factor in
some animals. Missile, or secondary, effects were minimal with the exception (1) of damage
to the eyes of an occasional animal by rapidly moving particulate material and (2) the indirect
effects that very hot dust might have contributed to the thermal damage previously described.

In attempting to assess the biologic meaning of the data at hand, It is worth while to re-
view a few facts from the literature which are essential to the formulation of a sound perspec-
tive, and attention will now be focused in this direction.
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6.3.2 Sihgle-pulse Phenomena

(a) "Instantaneously" Rising Overpressures. (1) Overpressure -Time Relation. From the
early work of Hooker,' it is suspected that the magnitude and duration of the overpressure to
which an animal is exposed are both of significance in producing biological blast damage. That

such a belief must be correct for single-pulse overpressures produced by HE was later sup-
ported by the work of Desaga,3 who documented just fatal conditions for dogs as follows:

Static peak Overpressure
overpressure, duration,

psi msec

216 1.6
219 1.6
125 4.1
85 8.6
79 10.3
76 11.8

The above data have been plotted in Fig. 6.16 on linear (top) and semilog (bottom) bases.

It is well to emphasize, first, that the German work was carefully done using hemispherically
molded charges detonated at ground level to expose animals also placed on the grnund to
minimize reflections and to assure that the animals experienced loading by a single pulse.
Second, the data apply only to overpressure phenomena rising almost instantaneously to maxi-
mal pressures, i.e., the rise times are measured in microseconds. Third, no single-pulse
data for dogs or any other animai, including man, having overpressure durations much longcer

than about 12 msec are known to the authors -- hence the solid and dotted ext,. .poLtted portions

of the curves in Fig. 6.16. It is likely that the just fatal overpressure-time curves level off at
near 20 to 25 msec and that for overpressure phenomena of longer duration which are kaso-
ciated with clean, sharp shock fronts, primary biological blast damage w1ll prove to be corre-
lated with overpressure alone. However, it is well to recognize that no relevant data exist to
prove or disprove this statement, i.e., whether the curves level off, rise, or continue to fall
cannot be supported by experiment at the present time.

Because of the importance of the pressure-time relation, it is helpful to point out that
similar results in mice have been reported recently by Celander et al.,24 who used a s5,ali
shock tube described in reference 25. Animals apparently experienced exposure to single,
sharp rising pulses which were "square wave" in initial form but which "tailed off" in the
later phases. The datau are shown in Table 6.9.

From the tabulated data on mice (as was the case with dogs), it is seen that both over-
pressure and duration of instantaneously rising, single-pulse phenomena must be implicated
as factors in blast damage. For example, an author might correctly report mortality in mice

exposed to near 23 psi as 10, 50, or 100 per cent. which, in the absence of time data, cu, lo be
quite confusing indeed.

One last point concerning the biologial response in dogs to instantaneously rising, single-
pulse, HE-produced overpressures involves the association of relatively low fatal overpres-

sures with overpressure duration of about 12 msec. Such a circumstance, which is griaphi-
cally shown in Fig. 6.10, suggests that resonaoce phenomena may be of biological significance
and that there is something important concerning overpressures of this type which endure f:r
10 to 25 msec, i.e., the flat portions of the curves in Fig. 6.16. This fact at least produces
awareness of the possible critical nature of biological structures that might resonate at 10 to
25 msec for the quarter cycle, at 40 to 100 msec for the full cycle, or with natural frequencies

of 10 to 25 cycles/sec. The reader will recall values of similar magnitude noted in Sec. 6.2.1(1),
which deals with incremental analysis of the individual pressure-time curves.

(2) Impulse or Momenium. Wakely,b Clemedson,2 and Schardin,21 recognized the signifi-

cance of the pressure-time relation noted above because they all pointed out that neither the
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Table 6.9-PRESSURE-TIME DATA FOR MICE

Static peak Overpressure
overpressure, duration,

psi msec Mortality,

14.2 4.4 33
1.9 20
0.15 * 20% 0

18-5 4.6 100
1.9 5,)
0.15 * 20% 10

22.8 4.7 100
2.0 87
0.15 * 20% 73

28.45 5.0 100
2.1 93
0.25 * 20% fo

Piax nor the impulse alone determined the degree of damage. To use the words of Clemedaon:
"The genesis of deadly injuries to rabbits is proportional neither to maximum pressure nor to
impulse. Both of these facLors may cooperate."

To make the point perfectly clear, two observations will be made. First, impulse is de-
termined by both overpressure and overpressure duration sinct. its magnitude is the time in-
tegral of overpressure ( = f P dt). Second, in the view of Schardin,z? momentum is definitive
for biological damage for animals placed close to small HE charges (the overpressure dura-
tion is relatively short, and t'.e Pmax is high), whereas pressure is definitive for animals
placed farther away from iarger cha.gea (the overpressure duration is relatively long, and
the Pmax is minimal).

Figure 6.17, modified frcai Schardin," shows characteristic lines of destruction for physi-
cal objects and two species of animals, all exposed to HE blast. The reader will note that the
left portions of the curves for guinea pigs and dogs are nearly parallel with the isomomentum
lines and that the right portions of the curves are close to parallel with the isopressure lines.

Since the diagram only involves maximal overpressure durations ranging from 10 to 15
msec, it is obvious that biological data are needed for the overpressure-time relation beyond
those covered by the Schardin data.

(3) Initial Pressure Problem. The initial pressure, or that wiLh which an animal is in

equilibrium at the time the organism is loaded with a pressure pulse, is very likely to be a
significant factor in biological damage. The question involves underwater detonations, or ex-
plosions in air, in a caisson, or at high altitudes in relation to those at ground level, circum-
stances in which the initial pressures may range from several atmospheres to fractions Uf an
atmosphere. The authors are unaware of any reliable data on this point, although it is known
that tolerance to underwater explosions varies with depth," but how much of this variation ts
associated with a difference in the initial pressure P1 and how nuch with impulse, which is a

function of water depth,a1-' is not clear.
However this may be, it seems unlikely that an overpressure AP of x psi would have the

same biological effect at sea level, where the initial pressure Pi = 14.7 psia, as it would have
at, for example, 40,000 ft, where Pi 1  2.7 psia.

(4) Fallin&g Phase of the liE Blast Pulse and the Underpressure. Associated witt, single-
pulse HE-produced shock phenomena is an underpressure as well as an overpressur. It is the
opinion of the writers that no definitive data exist to prove or disprove the possible biological

significance of the magnitude of the underpressure as well as the magnitude and rate of the
total pressure fall from maximal overpressure to maximal underpressure. There Is no point
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in reviewing the matter here, bWt it is important to state the problem, point out the existence

of differences in opinion (references t to 3, 6, 8, 9, and 17), and make it clear that both the

aeromedical literature orn ralid decompression and pressure breathing and the diving litera-

ture relevant to submarine escape, although not decisive, are certainly relevant. This 1,-int

will be referred to later.

(b) "Sot,-risi•g" Otrerpr',ssures. The present study points out a problem in blast biology

which is somewhat unconventional if not new, namely, the biological effects of slow-rising
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overpressures in contrast to the almost instantaneous rises in pressure which occur in HE ex-
plosions and in shock tubes used conventionally. As f tr as single-pulse phenomena are con-
cerned, the problem is illustrated simply by reference to the four diagrams below:

A (fatal) B (fatal?)

C (damage- nonfatal?) D (no damage)

Time

For the moment, assume an animal is exposed to an instantaneously rising overpressure
of magnitude AP, enduring for a very long time, and that this experience was invariably fatal.
Let curve A diagrammatically reoresent the situation. Now consider that curve D represents
an exposure to the same overpressure AP, which, however, developed so slowly that the ani-
mal was unharmed, i.e., for a given Pmax the rise time was quite tolerable, being, in fact,
nondamaging. Between the instantaneous and slow ribe times, represented by curves A and D,
there can be a variety of rise times, one of which might be nonfatal but damaging for the same
overpressure AP (curve C) and one of which might be fatal even though the overpressure AP'
were less than AP (curve B) for the case in which the rise time was instantaneous (cLrve A).

The last possibility, of course, was suggested by the data in Fig. 6.7, which came from the
incremental analysis of pressure-time curves of the present study and, as far as single-pulse
data are concerned, suggests that, for a given impulse or overpressure duration, there is an
optimal rate of pressure rise for producing biological damage. Diagrammatically the point
can be illustrated as follows: Consider two pressure-time curves A and B. both involving the

A 8

... t - - t -

same pressure rise AP and the same duration of overpressure t, but one (A) having an in-
stantaneous rise to P... meabured in microseconds and the other (B) having a slower rise to
Pl,, measured in milliseconds. In both cases the areas beneath the curves are equal and
represent momentum or Impulse (f P dt). However, the time t also represents rise time for
curve B. Thus the rate at which the biological target is asked to accept energy is quite differ-
ent in the two cases. The available data suggest that for the biological case there is an opti-
mum rate of energy application and hence an optimum time t for maxiial damage; i.e., if t Is
optimum, curve B is a more effictert means of transferring energy to the target than is curve
A. Two factors are probably of importance in this regard; first, the visco-elastic properties
of the target and, second, the relation of time t to the time of resonance or response of at
least one critical biological system.

It is essential at this point to emphasize that the data at hand and reported here mostly
involve multiple-pulse phenomena having average rise timea. no shorter than 4 meec and that
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the agument above is colored by this fact. Thus the discussion is not meant to preclude the
existence of a much faster means of energy transfer to the target which may effect a different
group of structures or influence the same group of structures in a different way.

In fact, if known data are interpreted rigidly, one must conclude that a faster environment-
target relation does exist. For example, the work of Desaga states that an instantaneously
rising single pulse of 76 psi, enduring for 12 msec, is fatal for dogs. Apparently to the con-
trary, the present study reports two d.amaged, but surviving, animals (C-2 and C-2-0) that
were inside the open forward basement exit shelter in which a ]Pmax of 85.8 psi was metered.
The over-all rise time was 4 msec, and the overpressure duration was 570 msec. However,
the 4-msec rising phase of the curve occurred in two steps. The first involved about one-third
of the peak pressure in 3 msec and the remaining two-thirds in I msec. Admittedly, this is
"close" reasoning, but the authors are of the opinion that the difference is real and that there
is a reason for the survival of the two dogs mentioned. At present, however, there are no
definitive e.periments, and the statement must remain only an opinion.

The two-step rise in the pressure-time curve (B-C-2) just mentioned brings up the next
problem, that of multiple loading.

6.3.3 Double- or Multiple-pulse Phenomena

(a) General. Double or multiple pressure loading of a biological target can and does
occur by (1) fast-rising and (2) slow-rising pressure-time phenomena, which may be separate
and distinct segments of the curve-there is a return to ambient pressure between pulses-
or which may involve saw-tooth or generally continuous rises in pressure-there is no return
to ambient pressure between pulses. Also, there may be multiple pressure fluctuations in-
volving rising and falling phases of the pressure-time curve.

Little is known about interpreting the biological effects of such phenomena. They no doubt
account for much of the apparent conflict in quantitative blast data. Realization of the problem
is important since it must be obvious to all that (1) the administration of two or more blows to
an animal will be different from only one blow, (2) the magnitude of each blow must be con-
sidered, (3) the time between blows deseres attention, (4) an initial pressure rise of x psi will
not produce the same effect as will a second rise of x psi if the second hits an already "pres-
surized" animal, and (5) all environmental blast phenomena, including reflections and the pres-
sure of the wind, must be taken into account if a thorough understanding of blast biology is to
be forthcoming.

A few examples of multiple loading will now be cited.

(b) Estimates of Man's Tolerance to HE Blast. Benzinger t and Desaga3 have published
data referable to man's tolerance to HE blast. Desaga's description of the exposure of eight in-
dividuals whose Dozltions in an *r,6!rcrrl emplaco"ment we-' --.,jwn is worthy of comm, it.
Two 2000-lb bombs exploded 23.q Aiiký 2.2 meters from the structure, but the blast from oa-y
the nearer was considered significant.

Two men were killed, and the other six surv'lved. Of the survivors two were hurt very
little, but four had considerable lung damage, documented by X-ray, and three of 12 eardrums
were ruptured. The two fatally injured men were farthest from the blast near a corner of the
emplacement. Both died in 45 min with bloody froth at the mouth, both showed marked lung
hemorrhage, and four of four eardrums were ruptured. One had a skull fracture.

Desagas was of the opinion that the men were subjected to multiple pressure pulses in-
volving the initial front and complicated pressure reflections. Computations led to an estima-
tion of maximal pressures as follows: local static Pmax pressure (that existing for the
damaged but surviving men), approximately 3.9 atm (57 psi); maximal overpressure involving
reflections, about 18 atm (235 psi).

Desagas pointed out that the condition for fatality in humans just described, involving a
reflected maximal pressure of 235 psi, was in terms of reflected overpressure equivalent to
fatal conditions for dogs, the HE experiments on which were described above. Of course, it is
unfortunate that the duration of the overpressure existing for the human cases was not and is
still not known. Even so, it is encouraging that Desaga3 believed that dog data could be uned
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with some confidence in assessing human blast tolerance and thrAt Benzingert bothered to es-
jimate man's tolerance as somewhere between those of the dog and steer.

(c) "Fast-rising" Phenomew,. The most common source of multiple loading which occurs
in HE experiments in the open Involves the use of charges-in-column placed on poles to expose
animals also located a finite distance above the gTound. The reader is referred to the diagrams
on pages 24 and 25 of Clemedson's excellent review2 for a typical example.

To show the multiple-pulse phenomena, the pressure-time curves in Figs. 6.18 and 6.19,
with slighL modifications, are reproduced from Clemedson's paper. 2 They were recorded
using the scheme mentioned above for exposure during HE experiments with rabbits. The '.est
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Fig. 6.i8 -Shock wave from a detonating charge of TNT. Weight of
charge, 0.10 kg; distance from charge, 1.16 meters. Upper curve: shock
diagram recorded with the "Corona" microphone. Lower curve: calibrated
diagram of the same shock wave. One kgf/cm' = 0.968 atm. (From
Clemedson.2)

spike or pulse was due to the direct air transmission of the shock pressure. The second pu'se
involved a reflection from the ground.

For a given overnressure, agiven overpressure duration, and the relatc,: I.npulp,, it
w -A:d i 4-d ',e surp~is,;,b if the biological effects were quantitatively the same as those for a
single, clean HE-produced spike. This is another way of stating that quantitative correspond-
ence should be expected in results described in the literature only if the exposure conditions
were identical.

Another example of multiple-pulse phenomena is drawn from the work of Bebb.2 Figure
6.20 shows a piezoelectric gauge response following detonation of an underwater charge. The
tracing shows the primary pulse, the cutoff due to reflection of a rarefaction wave from the
surface, and a secondary pressure pulse due to reflection from the bottom. The latter was
strong enough to overcome the negative wave but was not long enough to prevent a negative
spike after the secondary rise. The latter was due to the still existing surface rarefaction
wave.

Figure 6.21 is a diagram, also from Bebb," Illustrating how the geometry involved in
underwater explosions may influence the pressure-time phenomena experienced by a target.

It is instructive to point out here that Bebb2 is of the opinion that biological injury may
be associated with any or all of the significant phenomena that dissipate energy of an under-
water explosion, i.e., (i) the initial shock wave, (2) the velocity imparted to the water, (3) the
pulses produced by successive collapse of the bubble, and (4) the turbulence and thrusting
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action of mass motion of the surrounding water. To these he adds the influence of reflections
from the bottom and surface or any other object nearby the target. The writers would add the
time factor in the form of the frequency of separate pulses in relation to the natural frequency
of the biological target and the time duration rd the several pulses in relation to the natural
period of biological media. Also, there are reasons for noting the rise time (rate of pre 'ure
rise) along with underpressures of both short and long duration.

Distance
from

charge

IM A

,.5m B --

2 m C _ -

3m D

Fig. 6.19-Shock wave at different distances from a charge of TNT.
Weight of charge. 0.05 kg; distance from charge in A a I meter, in B =
1.5 meters. in C - 2 meters, and in D = 3 meters. (From Clemedson.2)

(d) Slow-rising Pressure-Time Curves. Figure 6.22, also from the work of Bebb,n illus-

trates two successive bubble waves following the initial shock wave produced by an underwater
explosion. The bubble waves were said to correspond in time to the occurrence of successive
minima in the sizc of the gas bubble generated by the detonation. It is Instructive to note that
the peasc pressures of the bubble pulses were about 0.20 of the peak pressure of the primary
shock wave but that the impulses for the bubble pulses were approximately the same as the im-
pulse for the shock wave.

The experience of Clemedson2 will be drawn on again to illustrate the occurrence of
multiple slow-rising pressure pulses. Figure 6.23 is a reproduction of pressure-time data
obtained using a detonation chamber designed for the purposes of studying the effects of im-
pulse (Ionger duration) phenomena of greater magnitude than those available with HE in the
open. Note the multiple reflections and the rhythmic oscillations in press,.re, particularly in
the lower curve. Of course, It would be helpful to know what pressure-time phenomena are
"appreciated" by the biological target, i.e., the large rhythmic variations, the small oscilla-
tions, or both. This Is at present one of the biophysical unknowns.

i5.
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Some of the present authors* participated previously at the Nevada Test Site in blast
biology experiments relevant to the present discussion. Wall pressure-time datat were re-
corded near animals placed in undergrotini shelters, the inner chamber of which was 50 ft
long and of circular cross section, 7 ft in diameter. Sample V3urA-t.rz coi yes recorded
after detonation of nuclear devices are shown in Fig. 6.24, They Illustrate beautifully the
multiple-pulse stepwise pressure rises that occur in tubular structures when the blast wave
enter, one end. For the four curves , thie g~ugea '•t ,,. case were located near the en-
try' door, and the second rkse was caused by a reflection of the initial wave from the far
end :he structure, 47 ft from the gauge.

9

Fig. 6.20-Underwater shock wave at 45 ft from a '/4-Ib TNT demolition
charge. Maximum pressure = 230 psi; time scale = I kc/sec; depth of
charge and gauge 10 ft; depth of bottom = 9 ft below charge and gauge,
(Froan Bebb.'s)
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Fig. 6.21 - Effect of geometry on pressure-time pheniomona in underwater
explosion@. (From Bebb.10)

*The work referred to was accomplished by a Lovelace Foundation team, consisting of
J. E. Roberts, C. S. White, T. L. Chiffelle, W. H. Lockyear, J. P. Henry, M. A. Palmer, J.
Clark, and W. A. Russell, working within the AEC Civil Effects Test Group, which is directed
by Robert L. Corabie.

tPressure-time data were recorded by and made available through the courtesy of the
Vitro Corporation of America.
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Fig. 6.22- Underwater shock and successive bubble wav..,; at L5 ft from
the center of a i-lb HE. Time for bubble waves from the onset of the
shock wave, 185 and 340 msec; shock-wave maximum pressure =2940
pai; time scale - I kc/sec; depth of charge and gauge 12 ft in water
36 ft deep. (From Bebb.2 )

0 10 2030 4050 6070 8090

C. ~ ~ Tm __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 0f-

Fig. 6.23 -The shock wave in a deto.itation chamber. A, the recorded shock
diagram, B. the calibrated diagram of the same shock wave. C, details olf
the first part of the shock wave showing oscillations andi reflections from
the walls of the chamber; this diagram is not recorded in the same bleasting
experiment &a diagram A. (From Clemedson.)

The curves marked 3i and 38 were recorded in one structure on two occasions. The A I
and A' portions of Fig. 6.24 present the same pressure-time phenomena and differ in that the
rising phases of tracings 31 and 36 are shown on an expanded scale In A'.

There were 7 and 12 dogs exposed inside the strluctureu in which curves 31 and 38, re-
spectively, were recorded. No fatalities occurred. Examination of the animals after the detona-
tion revealed positive findings, among which were the lung hemorrhages given In Table 6. 10.
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Table 6.10-LUNG HEVORRHAGE DATA FORI DOGS IN UNDERGROUND SHELTERS

No. of dogs and degree of
Structure lung bemorrhae*

31 4()
2 (+÷)
I (+•)

Total 7

38 9 (none)

3 (+. tiny petechiae)

Total 12

*, minimal hemorrhage; ++. moderate hemorrhage; +++, mArked hemorrhage.

Table 6.11-LUNG HEMORRHAGE DATA FOR DOGS IN UNDERGROUND EHELTERS

No. ol dogs and degree of
Strufture lung hemorrhage*

111 3 ¼)

4 (*4-)

Total 8

I18 15 (non)
2 (+, tiny yea.hlse)

Total 17

"., minimal hemorrhage; **. modertte hemorrhage; +-. marked hemorrhage.

Table 6.12- EXAMPLE OF HYDROSTATIC COMPRICtION ET A PEARL MVER

LiA~g ttohAin.
Depth P, 4p cc

Surface Is pot 60-w
33 ft 30 pai 15 am00

60t lpot .30 1500

23tA ISO pel s0 750
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(PI ambient; (2) the secood p~ulse, w'hich starts at a Pf. not ambient, but the pressure existing
at tne time of the second rise; and so on for ttrtiary, quaternary, and addition.-4 pressure
rises if any. For the rising port.ons of the pressure pulse there P e ' 7t ye 1.13tf i ally
significant factors: the magnitlide of each pressure rise, the -'se tirr., .id &ratilun of each
segmental rise, the initial pressures (PI, P1, Pf , . .. , Pi") existing when zs'ch pulse occurs. and
the time between the occurrencv. of wiccessive rises in pressure. In addition, the duriraton of
the total overpressure and the falling phase of the pulse must be considered.

(1) Initial Pressure, Pi. The literature contained two hints concerning an analytic.il

approach to the problem of multiple or stepwise loading'. The first Involved hA paper by Luft
and Bancroft,14 who pointed out the biolo':tcal utility of the fractional pressure differential, a
ratio which Habor and Clar'ann'1 fcund helpful In analyzin% the physics of raptd decompres-
sion. The second involved brief remarks by Behnke32 relevant to hydromtatic compresbion of
pezri divers and the relevant oyndrome known as the "squeeze," the effect of whlca inI "to
force blood and tissue fluid into the respiratory passages where the residlual pulrionar) air lv
undler less pressure thin he )uimnonary rner.nbrhnea due to the iiiaaalLaion causedi by the ribs
and contractcd diaphragm."

To make the quoutaton from Behnke more under standable, IMt the reader visu.alize a nw:ive
pearl diver havirng 6000 cc of gat in his chest before entering the water, at * :lch titae the
initial pressure would be about 15.0 psipa. At 33 ft the man woiulc be ýt a pressure of ý atmt or
30.0 pat, and the gas in his chest would be roughly one-half that at .he rur.Ace or 3000 cc be-
cause the chest wall would have beer pushed inward and the diaphragim would have risen into
the chest cavity. The AP involved during the first portion of the descent would have been I
atm or about. 15.0 psi. The diver must descend to a pressure of 4 atm to again a.'Proximately
halve the volume of gas In his cheat (3300 to 1500 cc). Here the absolute pressurt. ýtould be 60
p'it, but the differential :nvolved would bke 3C psi, doi.Wje the previous figure. Similarly, to
again halve the residual air volume, the diver would have to descend to the dmigerous pres-
sure of 120 psi (an associated differential of 60 psi, douoie the previovs figure), and the air
volume in the chest would hrtv- become 75~0 cc if the chest wall and diaphragm moved suffi-
ciently far into the thoracic cavity to ct-mpensate for the pressure change. Usually compensa-
tioi1 by this mechanism almost ceases when the pulmonary volume approximates that. of the
residual air (ab~out 15010 cc) and the sueeze is under way. Chest pain occurs aaid pulmonary
edema and hemnorrhag~e ensue because the flid~s of the body still seek the remsainng compres-
sible poroons of the body, which are the alr-cantuiwiing oraris, the most critical of which is
the lung. A similar eyndro)me is seen In divers using pressurized helmets in case the helmet
pressure fails, which circu~mstance deprives the individual of the irtrapulmonsor counter
pressure essential to allow ehsiuiration ana to prevent the migration of blood and other fluids
Into 1he air-contAining s1)aces of the lung.

In 38)mmarv, Table 6.12 contains data referable to the pearl diver mer l oned above.
The reader will be aware of the fact that, as far as haaj% volww.e io co~c&!rned. fte same

fractional change would be p~roduced by a preusure differential 4P of 115, 30, ur 60 psi. A
crude way of making the point is to sxý that r AP of 15 poi aplI~ed 'on top` of an inItial pres-
sere P8 of 15 psi Is front one rkoint of view "phys~icgicall'y equivalenit" it a AP of 30 oiz 6A
psi app!1#0 rcn top of aI of 30 or a Pf of 6(i psi, , espect.3voly, Ie., the response of the chest
anid d14Apragm and later the fluid components3 of the body is prcportional to what in this pris-
ent study has been ca.'Ied the pressure ratio 4P Pt.

82$) Time Factors. It now the tmplicatione of the squeeze syndrome are considered for
blast biology wt~ere the loa.dingj ag~iit is air pressur* rather thaAi hydroutailc pressure, the
time factor is immediately met. For example. If It e diver used diving equipmetnt and infuiled
air at ambient aressures during doe.cont. there W'ja.d have "oner ro significant pressure differ-
ertial aý.roas the chest. In the cast co Wias: overpr *.ssure, such would be the situation after
the lungs have had time to fill. which circcmstane', is, of course. conct-rted with (1) the mag-
nltu& 0f the pressure differential applied. (2) the durstiron of the rise time and overprsosure
in relation ',o the fil! time of the pulmonary tree. (3) the air density as It Influeinces flow in
small tubes, (4) the pressure -compensating effects of Inward movement of the chest wall MAn
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diaphragm in decreasing the volume of air in the chest, and (5) the possible deformity of the
chest and diaphragm structures which might obstruct some of the major or minor airways, in
which case it is necessary to consider the segmental fill time of the alveoli themselves. This
last po!nt is a very real poasibility because Cassens and Clemedson2 have photographically
documented marked deformity of animals exposed to blast, and Clemedsontl has shown in
rabbits that air is often expelled from the chest presumably because of the inward thrust im-
parted to the chest wall and the abdominodiaphragm system.

The writers know of no data either in humans or animals which document the fill time of
the lungs under blast conditions, but, in preumotachographic work in humans during normal
breathing, it is common to note recordings for the inspiratory phase which are in the range of
I to 1.5 sec in duration, although, under "forcing" ."onditions existing from blast overpressures,
the times may be much shorter.

It is here, of course, that the reader may well wonder, along with the authors, whether or
not the cr'Aeria adopted in the present study for use in the incremental analysis of the pressure-
time curves were adequate, particularly the requirement for at least a 5-msec pause between
segmental pressure rises. It seems clear that any decision on this point must be entirely
arbitrary at the present time. For example. two pressure pulses, 5 msec apart, have been
treated as two separate loadings, whereas, if the pause had been 4.9 msec, the pressure
pulses would have been handled as a single pressure rise. It is nonsense, of course, to believe
that the response of the animal might be so fortuitous. All that can be said L' present is that
the procedure of segmental analysis was exploratory but appeared to fit the available data
fairly well. No doubt the future will require changes, modifications, and refinements of the
criteria adopted as a guide to analysis. This statement is certainly justified if Fig. 6.7 is
studied, since four of the eight dogs for which the analytical procedure was in error in pre-
dicting no pathology were animals exposed in basement exit shelters. We have no explanation
for this and must believe either that, by chance, biological variation accounts for the facts or
that we do not yet understand the real relation between pressure-time phenomena and biologi-
cal response, a very likely circumstance indeed.

Be this as it may, it must be noted here that the time between periodic variations in pres-
sure could very well be most important for biological damage should any biological structure
exhibit critical resonance phenomena, a possibility which has been mentioned previously. Un-
fortunately, the literature relevant to resonance in the response of human. and animals to
pulsing pressures is very meager indeed. However, three papers are worth mentioning.

Carlton et al." demonstrated air embolism and lung damage in dogs with single "blasts"
of intratracheal air enduring for 2 to 3 sec at from 70 to 240 mm Hg (1.4 to 4.6 psi). However,
repeated inflations at pressures of 35 to 40 mm Hg (0.68 to 0.77 psi) at the rate of 28 cycles/

min for 0.5 sec to 15 min also produced lung damage. The shortest enduring pressure, applied
at 28 cycles/min and reported to produce pneumothorax, emphysema, hemorrhage, and
coronary air emboli, was for 15 sec. Thus there is evidence that the factors of peak pressure,
time of exposure, and repetitive nature of the exposure are all important in the pr-"6-ctlon of
lung damage and arterial kir emboli by application of intratrache-al or intrabronchial pres-
sures.

DuBois et al.$$ has stated that mouth pressure is in phase with chest movement when
sinueoldai pulses of air are applied to a mask fitted to the face of anesthetized human subjects
at a rate of between 7 to ii cycles/sec (period, 143 to 91 msec).

Attention is called to a recent paper by Brody et al.? which notes that the natural fre-
qtiency of the abdominal and thoracic walls of cats is 9.6 * 0.6 cycles/sec and that the airways
above the trachea are not factors in the results. The stimuli used in the study to energize the
body walls were pulsing air pressures applied to the trachea.

In contrast to the value 9.6 cycles/sec just quoted, Cemedson and PetterssonN have noted
oscillations in the intrathoracic pressures in rabbits iollowing exposure to blast which occur
at a frequency of 250 cycles/sec (period, 4 msec). Thus it would appear that, as far as the
respiratory system is concerned, (1) there is more than one structure or component of the

system which is "energized" by pressure loading and (2) the components respond at differ-
ent frequencies. 19
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Stapp3T has observed rhythmic variations in the chent accelei ometer records o!Ained on
human vo unteers participating in deceleration experiments. During and after the deceleration,
oscillations at the rate of 30 to 35 cycles/sec (period, 33 to 29 msec) have been seen repeatedly.
These are presumed to reflect periodic deformation of the subject as he is restrained by the
shoulder straps and the seat belt.

It is obvious that any expression of the natural frequency of the human or animal chest
will be a variable affair. Muscle tone; resiliency of the spine, ribs, and costal cartilages;
variations in the gas content of the abdomen and chest; and differences in the diaphragm, lung,
and size of the larynx and large airways all will enter ar variable factors. Whatever the time
values prove to be eventually, to date it is only possible to say that periodic environmental

pressure loads occurring within the ranges of 6 to 60 and 10 to 25 cycles/sec for the human
and dog, respectively, should be most careftily assessed by those dealing with biological blast
phenomena.

(3) Falling Phase of Pressure and Underpressure. It must be pointed out here that if a

significant overpressure endures long enovgh for equillbrium between the a)veoli and the am-
bient atmosphere to take place, then a problem similar to rapid decompression may occur,
depending on the time and total range of pressurs fall, including the underpressure. This is
not a questionable matter, as may be the case with short-duration HE-produced pulses, but
will be a problem with certainty if the rates and magnitudes of pressure fall are within the
pathology-produc ng range.

In this regard there is very useful literature which w"I not be reviewed here, but suffice
it to say that one of the most informative recent stuA',., , 4t of Luft and BancroftM who re-
corded transthoracic pressures in humans durir. -apid decom-)resion. From their work it is
possible to say that the "emptying" time, oi the humna.; lung 'Wilrcwing decreases in the en-
vironmental pressures occurring in 0.2 sec wer,, in Lhe order o. o.4 to 0.6 sec, depending on
the pressure differential involved.

Also, it is possible to assesc some what the human haz. rd to rapid decompression by
noting (1) the fastest, most severe conditioris for eqpei'imntal human decompression without
damage known to the writers, namely, Irom 6375 to 33,000 ft, a pressure diferential of 7.8 psi
occurring in 0.2 sec (referen, ± 38', aid (2) a huiman fatality in decompression indixtrInation
in altitude chambers which occurred in a h mni•, compressed over 1.25 see from about 8000 to
30,000 ft, a pressure differential of 8.35 psi. Theoretically, pressure differentiaLs much

lower than this (1 to 3 psi, m~ight well be Afs! iY the airway were closed during decompression.
Dr. Ulrich Luft has called the Ettention of the writers to recent experiments by Dr. H.

Kolder in Vienna. Using small animals, rapid decompressions have been carried out over the
range 1.4 to 12.8 pqi in from I to 15 mser. When the decompression was from 760 to 380 mm

Hg (a differential of 7.4 ps)... ti-alit wa- noted for decompression between I and 10 msec.3

6.3.4 Dynamic Pressure or "Windage"

Associated with high-overpressure blast phenomena, of course, are high positive winds

whose rates of development and durations bear a reiaiion to the rate of pressure rise and the

duration .ýi tiie overpressure. Winds associated with underpresure-negtive winds-are

always much ieer, in magnitude and consequently of less relative significance. Biologically

speking, the blst winds are of importance for at least two, perhaps three, reasons: they con-

tribute to pxeasure loading, they can rause displacement, and, through the creation of turbu-

lence, they .ny add to the nroblems associated with pulsing or multiple pressure loading.

(a) Pre ssure Reflecticns. A fast-moving column of air suddenly brought partly or com-

pletely to rest dissipate#, some of its kinetic energy through a local rise in pressure. Ad-
van. •v qhock fronts be.!'ave similarly, and it is common knowledge that the magnitude of the
peas, r-:flected pressure bears a relation to the Pmax of the advancing front. Desaga' has
graphed this fact, and from his data it can be seen that in reflections the peak pressures may

increase up to more than fivefold those in the advancing shock fronL The authors are not
qualified to discuss the physics of this fact or the relative contributions made by the static and

dynamic pressures to pressure loading. Neither are we in a position to discuss a question of
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equal importance, namely, what are the net alterations prGduced in the internal environment
of a btological target by the loading due to static and dynamic pressures? However, it is ob-
vious that the higher the pressure in the advancing -.ý=L front the higher will be the• Pm• I -
flected from, and hence experienced by, the animal. Thus the dynamic pressure may very well
be a more important physical index to certain biological effects than is the local static pres-

sure. The approach to this problem being taken locally involves the empirical measurement
of internal pressure-time phenomena in animals exposed to various padternm of ovcrpressure,
and the reader will appreciate the potential of this approach, if indeed it can be successfully
achieved. when the literature relevant to lung damage and thoracic pressure differentials is
briefly reviewed below.

(b) Displacement. The experience described in the fast-fill side of the Series II blast

biology shelter, in which one death due to violent displacement was noted among 10 restrained
dogs., suggests that blast winds may be more important than blast overpressure per se in pre-
dicting, in closed regions rather than open areas at least, the occurrence of biological damage.
Since blast pathology in the other 10 animals was absent or minimal, it might well be sus-

pected that, had the wind been acceptable to unrestrained animals, the associated pressure
changes certainly would have been t3lerable. This problem is far from settled, and plans are
under way to study the relative importance of primary and tertiary blast effects.

Anzlytically the displacement problem encompasses a physical aerodynamic problem
which concerns the complete definition of the time-displacement history of a biological target
of given weight and cross-sectional area exposed to a given wind pattern. The magnitude of

the wind as a function of time and the appropriate drag coefficients must be known or deter-
mined.

The main biologicai problems concern tolerance to (1) the accelerative phase of displace-
inent and (2) the decelerative phase. As one apprcaches limiting conditions by exposing ani-
mals to winds of increasing magnitude and arranges conditions to bring about abrupt decelera-
tion (as was the case with dog Z-1), it is likely that, when lethal impact velocides are
reached, the associated acceleraý'ive phwse of displacement will oe relatively gentle and of no
consequence in blast damage. Likewise, it may be that the primary effects, those due to
variations in pressure per se, will be of no significance. Experimental evidence does not exist
to prove this, but the data at hand do not contradict the above statements.

For many years it has been known that trauma to the chest wail of animals was associated
with unilateral and bilateral damage to the lung whi-h oflen involved circular, well-defined
sip:ts of hemorrhage similar to those noted in mni:aals exp,)sed to b'ait of threshold severity.
Intermediate and severe blast conditions may show minimal lung hemorrhage or marked

bleeding;, the former perhaps Lacauce the animal dies beiore hemorrhage can occur and the
latter because severe hemorrhage cont'nue: fror- the damagd vessels. So far as the authors

are aware, Kalbsa4 in 1909, working with dogs, was the first to descrble bilateral lung
hemorrhage following a blow to the lateral thoracic wall administered with a wooden hammer.

Ot course, it is the occurrence of bllaterAl raLiter tnan unilateral pathology that is etiologically

puzzling, and one is stimulated to look into experimental data concerning the production of

lung hemorrhage.

6.3.5 Other Biological Data

8)me relevant iifformation is available in the literature basic to diving, aviation medicine,

and ballietics, &nd a few of the more important quantitative facts will nov/ be reviewed.

ta) Static lnatatracheal Pressures. As early as 1883 Ewald and Kobert4 1 reported that a
pr'essure of 35 mm Hg (0.68 psi) applied statically to the trachea of removed lungs was N-',fi-

cdent to cause the escape of air from the alveoli into the pulmonary capillaries, Tt ese
authors stated that, in living animals, 50 to 90 mm Hg (0.97 to L.7 pal) was required for

damage.
Polmk and Adams" noted three fatalities among 10 accidents experienced by naval per-

sonnel using the Monsen lung in submarine escape training. One of the fatalities involved as-
cent from a depth of 30 ft, a pressure change equivalent to 0.886 atm (13.0 pali), and anether
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from a depth of 15 ft, equivalent to 0.443 atm (6.5 psi). These cases at autopsy showed lung
damage. Expanding gas in the lungs was suspected as the ctuse of the sudden collapse due to
air bubbles being pushed into the tributaries of the pulmonary vein, from which they migrated
to the circulation of the heart and brain. Polak and Adams' 2 reported research done at the
Harvard School of Public Health in an attempt to clarify the problem.

Employing heavily morphinized dogs, these authors definitely proved that 80 mm Hg (1.55
psi) applied statically to the trachea of the living animal would cause lung hemorrhage,
emphysema, and rupture of the lung. These findings were accompanied by the appearance of
gas in a carotid-artery air trap after the intratracheal pressure was released. Binding the
chest and abdomen prevented this. Therefore the authors concluded that pressure and dis-
tention were the critical factors for producing lung damage and air emboli. They further
showed, as have other authors, that the route taken by arterial air was influenced by gravity
(body position), that gas in the arteries of the brain or heart could be rapidly fatal, and that
recompression to near .1 atm (45 psi) was often successful in saving animals.

It is well here to point out that gaseous emboli have been cited as at least one prominent
cause of death in animals exposed to HE blast (references 1, 3, 6, and 13) and that compres-
sion after exposure has been successful in saving animals otherwise fatally injured.'-1"

The work of Polak and Adams supported the findings of previous workers, ,ne of which
was Lilienthal,' who reported the production of emphysema in a patient under anesthesia by
Liflation using 60 mm Hg (1.2 psi), the figure usually regarded as critical for humans without
an extrathoracic support.

With regard to support of the pressurized chest, Henryk has cited experiments and refer-
ences which gave rupture pressures for the lungs of various mammals (mouse to steer) of
about 50, 80, and 160 mm Hg (0.97, 1.L'i, and 3.1 psi) for the open, closed, and bandaged chest,
respectively. Thus measures that minimize distention of the lung about double the tolerance to
a static rise in intratracheal pressure.

Joannides 4 and Joannides and Tsoulos'" placed the intrabronchial pressure at from 60 to
100 mm Hg (1.2 to 1.9 psi) for the production of arterial air embolism and lung damage in
dogs. Furthermor- '', ý: stated that they demonstrated that air could pass the

alveolar-capillary , Ah altout detectable damage, gross or microscopic, to the alveolar
wall. This implication that air can pass into the blood without detectable local damage, In-
cluding hemorrhage, is an interesting and Important observation in view of the deaths noted in
some blasted animals in witich significant lung findings are minimal or absent.

(b) Dynamic Transthora.ic Pressures. A number of interesting experiments involving
the association of nonstatic transthoracic pressures with pathophysiological damage are of
interest. These will now be bi:iefly noted.

(1) Ballistics Studies. A few measurements of internal pressure variations during and
after the impact of high-velocity penetrating missiles have been made by Harvey4" and Harvey
et al." during studies of the mechanism of wounding by such missiles. Apparently, tissue

damage outside the path of the balistic body can be quite warked and widespread. The
pathology is associated with the great radial velocity imparted to body fluids and tissues and
with the appearance of often large cavities that may pulsate and create sharp variations in
pressure. These variations in pressure may be transmitted to gas-containing organs of the
body and thus cause damage far removed from the track of the missile.

Harvey et al.,'4 using high-speed photography and tourmaline crystals to measure pres-
sure, showed that air-containing balloons placed in a cylinder of water oscillated in size with
variations in hydrostatic pressure during and after the passage of a high-velocity missile
through the cylinder of water. Crystals placed in the stomach of a cat showed similar, but
damped, oscillations in pressure when the animal was shot through the lower abdomen. A

spike on one of the records was noted as the shock wave passed. This was in excess of 65 psi.
The overpresure was followed by a negative pressure of near 20 psi enduring for about 2 to
3 msec. The negative pressure corresponded in time to the expansion of the temporary cavity.
After the negative pressure phase, a positive spike occurred 3.5 msec after the initial shock

front had arrived. The second spike revealed a pressure of 45.9 psi but showed a total pres-

sure change of about 65 psi (from -30 to + 45 psi). The rise time of the second spike was be-
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tween i and 2 meec. After the second spike, pressure oscillated for 5 to 10 msec about the
ambient. These oscillations were thought to be due to pulsation of gas pockets in the intestines.

Harvey et al.51 itter mounted frog hearts and loops of intestines !u a cylinder of water
through which high-vealocity missiles were passed. The workers established that:

i. The t!ssues studied were not damaged by shock waves of 1''n-dreds of atmrospheres of
pressure.

2. Damage to tissues from the particle velocity of the water was marked but did not
occur If organs were mounted at a distance from the cavity.

I 3. Air-containing tiscues (intestinal ioops and !,rr(. heartr b which air wa3 introduced
with a needle) could be markedly damaged by stretching d&.e to the •, batmospheric pressure
associated with cavitation, i.e., damage was due to ::e relativ-? ix, long- .ting negative

pressure causing expansioal of tissue gas pockets (measure-d in williseconds) rather than to
the relatively short high pressure of the shock wave (measured in mirrcp.,ýniid,4.

Thus the ballistics work of the Princeton gro'p has pointed out .ne mechanism whereby
damage can occur to the air-containing tissues of the body when tt,' latte are 10cated at a
distance from the original trauma. These facts deserve serious considcration by those who
would understAnd the etiology of blast damage, a situation that also involves marked damage
to alir-containing tissue.

Other data .,a point are those of Daniel,wi who showed that bilateral lung hemorrhage could
be caused by a high-velocity missile wound of the soft tissue of the dog's 0,3ulder, condlions
being such that the missile did not enter the chest cavity or tear the pleura. Also, the wcrk of
Klubse and of Henry et al.62 showed that bilateral hemorrhagic lung damage could be cavs,.:d
by local unilateral trauma to the chest will.

Whether or not a blast wave and high-velocity winds can dynamically load an animal to the

extent that cavitation will occur (separation of the parietal and visceral pleurae, for instance)
is an open question. However, that some mechanism may be of etiological importance is a
possibility worth investigating intensively.

A recent excellent study by Clemedson" is most applicable. Using a barium titanate
transducer, pressure-time phenomena that occurred inside the body of a rabbit exposed to
blast were recorded. Curves for the brain, abdomen, thorax, and muscle were shown. The
most noteworthy finding was the proof that intrathoracic pressures are composed of both
positive and negative components. The data do not allow a statement as to whether it is the
positive or the negative waves that 'damage the lungs, but the existence of the negative wave
certainly opens up the possibility of damage by a cavitation-like mechanism similar to that
described by Harvey in his ballistic studies.

Whatever the mechanism is, it is well to refer the reader to the very informative recent
paper of Armstrong et al."8 in which the pathology produced by blast, rapid decompression,
and impact deceleration was briefly reviewed. One of the very interesting statements to be
found in the paper (also mentioned by Clemedson") concerns figures attributed to Penney and
Bickley," who, after analyzing unpublished blast data provided by Zuckerman, proposed that
the lungs of a man or animal would be severely damaged if the "chest walls were flung in-
ward with such acceleration that they acquire a velocity of 20 moters/sec (65.6 it/sec) in
half a millisecond or less."

We have found the 20 weter/sec figure intriguirng because of unpublished experience with
nonpenetrating missiles impacted against the thoracic walls of anesthetized dogs. Figure 6.25
shows an analysis of photographic data on one such experiment. A 33.5-lb anesthetized dog was
struck on the right mid-lateral cheat with a 0.453-Ib cylindrical missile 2.75 in. in diameter.

Impact velocity was about 055 ft/sec, and 0.5 msec after impact the missile, and presumably

the chest wall, was moving at a velocity near 88 ft/sec (25.9 meters/sec). The lungs of the
animal were severely damaged bilaterally when sacrificed 0.5 hr after injury.

Thus it would appear obvious that sooner or later someone will succeed in quantatively
"ImarryingD• data describing blast impact with values defining other forms of trauma whether

these Involve nenpenetrating missiles or decelerative contact with the ground or a water sur-

face.
Data of some relevance in animals were noted by Stewart, Spells, and Armstrong," who
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reported that guinea pigs impacted at 75 LL/WUL agis water surface were killed, the lungs
showing localized hemorrhagic lesions. Whether or ntthis isthe minimal velocity for
lAethality was not atated, but some of us* have participated in experiments to determine the
height of drop and impact velocities ne isary to faitally injurz guinea pigs (within 1 hr after
impact) when the animal in allowed to~ -., ventral surface down, onto a concrete surface. The
velocities for 50 and 100 per cent I y w9re ne~ar 32 and 35 ft/sec, respectively.

(2i? Resuscitation Studie, c xiYzrd' and Goddard et al.*' have reported the use of man-
* ually operated, mask-equipped resuscitators in clinical and laboratory studies involving new-

born infante. both full-term and premature. The reasucitator delivered a nearly square-wave
pressure pulse (rise time, about 0. 1 sec; time at peak pressure, 0. 1 to 0.2 sec) endurlrlg for
from 0.3 to 0.4 sec. Pre-sures (measured at the mask) at a maximum~ of 2l2 to 44 min Hg (0.43
to 0.85 psi) have been employed clinically in resuscitation without damaging th.2 lungs. How-.
ever, at pressures above 59 mm Hg (1. 14 psi), ap~plied in frebh Infant cadavcrs, interstitial
emphysema was noted, and rupture of Vie lungs occurred at pressures above about 70 mm Hg
(1.35 pei). The work of the Albuquerque group is one of the few instances in which quantitA.-
tlve pressurr-time data. have been reported for e.'onditions Iznvolving repeaft-d pulsing pres-
sures applied through the trachea of human infants, al1though Day et al.'s have published ex-
peritnents 'with human as well as animal 1ung~s,

(3 Aeromedical Data. Some aeromedical publications, irkaddltlnn to those of Luft,51 Luft
and Bancroft," and S~tapp" previously alluded to, are worth brief comment.

The first cosicerns a report by StunmAnt which deacribes the exposure of a chimpanzee to
wind blast on the rocket sled at Edwards Air Force Base. Mach I velocity 'was reached. Ram
pressures calculated as stagnation pressue (NACA Standard Atmosuphere) amounted to 13.
psi (compresatbie adiabatic). The animal survived. but suffered traumatic eniphysema as
evidenc~d by postrun chzet signs and the presence of palpable crepitat'on In the neck above the

* clavicle.
* Recently Hegenwald and Slockleyt" discussed a near fatal accident !nvolving supersonic

ejection (Mach 1.05 at between 5000 ".d '7000 ft). Ram pressures survlý ed by the test pilot
were in tie order of 9 psi Incompressible or It pst compressible adiabatic. Although most of
the pathology noted was attributed to g loading, the study does indicate the survival oI a hunmsa
exposed12 to fairly high prestures, the duratinns and oscillations of which unfortunately are not
known.

Stapp$'not work on decleration of humans is of value because lkh* d-Ata establish the biologi-
cal Importance (,' rate of loading. The force withiptood by volunteers riding a rocket sled was
that of decleration when the body~ was supported with shoulder howness and lap belts. Between
35 and 40 maximuAt g was tolerated. However, the occurrenc~e of no difficulty, mild shock, and
definite shock (with sYOcopo) WAS associated with rates of application of force of 281, 1170,
and 1370 g/se,,, respectively. N'ear 50 g appliead at the rate oa 331 g/sec, on the other hand,
produced conjunctival and rethial hemorrhage and mild signs of concussion.

Similar experiments in animal* have documented the preatene of lung lesions that in all
probsbility ari related to a rise. in pressure inslde the lung due to the flattening and deforma-
tior of the chest produced by the choulder straps. %wnce a deformity due to overpressurt knd
windage may occur In blast exposure, one Lan eVPect simnulirities to develop between the en-
vironniental loa.6 factors In blast aid in local trauwa as research develop*. What is needed
among other things Is thme measuremirt of Irstiathoracic or trarrthoracit; pressures in anzi -
mals subjected to thoracic trauma -from impact -with solid objects And from alr-bor-ae blast
phenomena.

The vUtlity ofa.i'eriments, invoiviug trfmftheracic piressr:res associated with rapid do-
compression hit we~n alluded to previously, Because the fa~llg phAse and the underpressure

*Donald R, Richmond, 1. G~srald Bowen, Clayton iV. White, and Faith Sherping.
tin. authors are indebted to W. V. Blockley tor kindly supplying a preprint of the paper

presented at the anniual Inseeting ci the A~~:o Kedica! AssoIatlon on 07 April 1056.



of blast-produced pressure variations may well be critical biologically, particula'iy .,-' lnng-
duration pulses (0.5 to 2 sec), a few additional quantitative figures will be cited.

Ddringi 2 in 1941 subjected himself to rapid decompression from 10,000 ft (523 mm Hg or
10.1 psi) to 40,000 ft (141 mm Hg or 2.7 psi) in 0.2 sec while holding his chest In the maximal
inspiratory position without closing the airway. Severe substernal pain was the first noted
sensation, followed by numbness and inability to use the right arm. BlurrL.g of vision was also
noted. Several minutes after recompression the cerebral symptoms abated, leaving a feeling
of nausea and extreme weakness.

Other cases showing signs of cerebral air emboli and lung damage have been described'-4

under conditions shown in Table C.13. The table also shows data from Ddring,u conditions

existing for a human fatality,' 8 and the most rapid experimental decompression of a surviving
human known to the writer.3

Table 6.13-AEROMEDICAL DECOMPREUSION DATA FOR HUMANS

Initial Final Initial pressure Final pressure
No. of altitude, altitude, Differential. Decompression
cases ft ft Mm Hg Psi Mm Hg Psi psi time, sec

1 10,000 33,000 523 1C.1 194 3.80 6.3 0.2
2 8.000 31,000 564 10.9 214.4 4.2 6.7 0.5
1 8,000 30,000 5"4 10.9 226 4.4 6.5 0.5
1 10,000 40,000 523 10.1 141 2.7 7.4 0.2
1 .8,000t 30,000t 5640 10.9t 226t 4.41 6.35t 1.25t
1i 6,3751 33,0001 6001 11.64 1961 3.801 7.81 0.21

* Fatal.
t Approximate.

t Measured.
I Experimental.

At autopsy the fatal case mentioned above showed the presence of gas in the heart chambers
and in abundance throughout the circulatory system. Air embolism of the coronary circulation
was considered the cause of death. The rise in pulmonary pressure w-s thought to be asso-
ciated with breath holding or some other maneuver which occluded the airway.

On the other hand, Luft" has experimentally exposed himself to rapid decompression
through about an 8-psi differential in 0.2 sec and measured the esophageal pressures with an
indwelling pressure transducer (Gauer). The chest was voluntarily splinted-to minimize
alveolar distention -and recordings were made of the decreasing pressure in the chamber
and the pressure changes in the chest as reflected by the esophageal pressure reading. The
latter maximally showed ; transthoracic pressure of 100 mm Hg (1.9 psi).

Whatever the future may show in the way of relation between the biology of decompres-
@ion and blast, the common finding of coronary air emboli In both instances, along with the
rapidly fatal consequences of air in the coronary vessels recenti' studied by Geoghegan and
Lain, 1 are potent arguments for an etiologically similar mechanism.

(c) The Ear and Blast. It is probably accurate to say that the parameters of blast-pro-
duced phenomena which are critical for rupture of the human and animal eardrums are not
known. Neither is the mechanism In play completely understood. Meade and EckenrodeW have
reviewed the literatre recently; therefore only a few additional remarks are justified here,
and these, for the most part. cite additional reference material.

The 1906 paper of Zalewskl' is probably the classic work on the resistance of the human
eardrum to pressure. Working with fresh cadavers, the author applied pressure through a
tube sealed in the external auditory meatus. Because the data are not widely known, Table 6.14,
a-ummaraizng Zalewski's data, has been compiled and is presented here. For N males and 62
females (I1t cues) there was little difference noted between the sexes. Combinint data for
both males and females, the mean value for tympanic membrane rupture was 120.9 cm Hg
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Table 6.14--PRESSURES APPLIED TO EXTERNAL AUDITORY MEATUS
REQUIRED TC RUPTURE TYMPANIC MEMBRANES OF FRESH CADAVERS

(Tabulated from the Data of Zalewside)

Pressures required to rupture tympanic
membranes of cadavers

Type of No. of Age, Minimum Maximum Mean

cadavers cases years Cm Hg Psi Cm Hg Psi Cm Hg Psi

Human male 10 1-10 108 20.9 223 43.2 172.3 33.3

8 11-20 43 8.3 163 31.5 1.21.2 23.4
6 21-30 92 17.8 135 26.1 111.3 21.5

12 31-40 33 6.4 153 29.6 99.0 19.1

5 41-50 93 18.0 113 21.9 100.4 19.4

6 51-60 85 16.4 198 38.3 123.3 23.8 t

7 61-70 55 10.6 163 31.5 90.9 17.6

5 >70 98 19.0 137 26.5 113.8 22.0

Total 59 Average 118.8 23.0

Human female 9 1-10 125 24.2 212 41.0 ,170.2 32.9
7 11-20 31 6.0 228 44.1 142.4 27.5
9 21 -. 0 79 15.3 123 23.8 101.0 19.5
5 31-40 100 19.3 183 35.4 140.6 27.2

6 41-50 87 16.8 163 31.5 113.3 21.9
6 51 -60 70 13.5 118 22.8 93.6 18.1
7 61-70 28 5.4 133 25.7 103.3 20.0
3 370 84 16.2 118 22.6 99.6 19.3

Total 52 Average 123.1 23.8

Human male 19 1-10 108 20.9 223 43.2 171.2 33.1

MW female Is 11-20 31 6.0 228 44.1 131.3 25.4
15 21-30 79 15.3 153 29.6 105.2 20.3
17 31-40 33 6.4 183 35.4 111.1 21.5
It 41 -50 87 16.8 163 31.5 107.5 20.8

12 51-60 70 13.5 198 36.3 110.2 21.3
14 61-70 26 5.4 163 31.5 67.1 18.8

8 >70 84 16.2 137 26.5 108.5 21.0

Total 111 Average 120.9 23.4

IDwg 10 47 9.1 Iti 22.8 77.2 14.9

fI
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(23.4 psi) with a range from 28 to 228 cm Hg (5.4 to 44.1 psi). There was, however, evidence
that aging was a factor in eardrum failure suggested by the fact that the average pressures

for failure for the age groups I to 10, 11 to 20, 21 to 50, and 51 to 75 years were 171.2, 131.3,
112.8, and 104.4 cm Hg (33.1, 25.4, 21.8, and 20.2 psi), respectively.

Perlman" in an interesting study states that human eardrum failure can be expected be-
twe.- 200 and 400 mm Hg (3.9 to 7.7 psi), but Dziemian et al.n cites 10 to 22 psi as the pres-
sure required for failure, although Coreyll suggests that pressures in excess of 7 psi are re-
quired. On the other hand, Schubert," using normal membranes of cadavers, found rupture be-
tween 532 and 1292 mm Hg (10.3 to 25.0 psi). Membranes with atrophic scars ruptured be-
tween 304 and 380 mm Hg (5.9 to 7.4 psi), and Schubert placed 160 mm Hg (3.1 psi) as the safe
pressure.

Zalewski also cited data obtained on 10 dogs using the same method employed for the
cadaver Investigation. The mean pressure for eardrum rupture was 77.2 cm Hg (14.9 psi) with
a range from 47 to 118 cm H& (9.1 to 22.8 psi). These values are lower than those found in the
present study, which perhaps is not surprising since the latter were blast-produced pressures

and those of Zalewski were applied relatively statically.
For a recent review of work dealing with the tolerance of eardrums to pressure and de-

compression, the reader is referred to the excellent work of Hoff and Greenbaum.?l

(d) Blast Pathology and Environmental Factors as Relate.' to the Etiology of Blast Injury.

Although blast pathology has been well reviewed by Clemedson, ,28 Desaga,3 Benzinger,'

Ressle,' Schardin,ZT Armstrong, et al.,6 Meade and Eckenrode," Fulton,T3 and Draeger et al.4
and in a paper by the National Research Council,6 it is well here to aummarize a few facts that
are of considerable aid in formulating a "feel" for the etiology of blast pathology. Initially, it
is well to state that the causes of death from blast are varied and that the etiological mech-

anisms in play are not well understood, particularly in those instances in which the mammal
succumbs quickly with little in the way of positive pathological findings to clarify the situation.
The critical reader will appreciate the difficulties as the discussion proceeds.

(,) Pathology. For many years it has been known that animals and humans exposed to

blut may die wathin a few minutes and show no sign of external damage except, perhaps, a
blood-stained frothy fluid at the nose and mouth. Others will live several minutes to hours
with signs of increasing respiratory distress. Still others may succumb after hours or days
during which signs of focal damage to the nervous system exist (references I to 6, 8 to 10,
17, 27, 28, 53, 70, and 73). Post-mortem examination of the animals dying from exposure to
blast have revealed that for a general rule the tissues most susceptible are those containing
air, the lurngs and gut in particular, and those areas in which there is a sharp difference in
tissue density, such as muscle and bone, the heart, and the overlying lung. In more detail,
attention is directed to the following major findings:

1. Contused hearts of severe enough nature to have caused heart failure in some cases
the commotio cordis of Schlomka (quoted by Bensinger,' Desafp, and RNeale.e

2. Arterial air embolism involving at least the coronary and cerebral arteries of a high
percentage of animals exposed to lethal HE blast both in air and in water-•tezanger., Desags,&

RIesle,' Schafer (quoted by Bensinger'), and Clemed.ou."J' In four Imman bla fatalities air
emboli were found as follows: (1) coronary and meningeal arteries in one case and the heart
of another - Benzinger t ; (2) cerebral vessels in one case and of the coronary and real arter-
ies In another-Kloos quoted by Denzinger.5

3. Fat embolism - Hooker 4 and Robb-Smith.T'
4. Various degrees of laryngeal, tracheal, and pulmonary hemorrhages, which ir the last

instance vary from small focal areas to lobes and entire lungs with major bronchi full of fluid
and clotted blood (references I to 6, 8, 9, 17, U, and others).

5. Varying degrees of pulmonary edema (references I to 6, 8, 9, 17, 28, 73, 76, 77, and
others).

6. Rupture of the lungs involving emphysematous lesions, subpleural blebs, and produc-

tion of pneumothorau (references 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 17).
7. Perforation and rupture of laceration of abdominal organs, particularly those con-

taining air (references 1, 2, 5, and 6).
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8. Sinus and middle-ear erythema and hemorrhages.
9. Ruptured eardrums and disruption of the ossicles of the middle ear.'Y" 73

10. Inconsistent reports of hemorrhage and softening of the intracranial nervous tissue as
well as hemorrhages and contusion of the spinal meninges and spinal nerve roots (references
1, 2, 5, 6, and 55).

(2) Causes of Death. Primary causes of blast death, other than total disintegration of the

body, thus far described have included heart failure, suffocation, and failure of nervous func-
tion. Secondary causes, which will not be considered further here, have involved pouttraumatic
contusion pneumonia, perforation peritonitis, trauma from missiles, and injury subsequent to
displacement.

Heart Failure. The primary factors mentioned aoove deserve further discussion.
Practically all experimentalists working with blast biology have reported a fall in blood pres-
sure often associated with slowing of the heart, which has been distinguished from the terminal
fall of blood pressure associated with circulatory or respirator) failure. As far as blast is
concerned, there can be at least four possible causes of a fall in arterial pressure:

1. Commotlo cordis, which may reduce cardiac activity or cause frank arrest (references
1, 3, 6, and 28).

2. Coronary air embolisw, which may give the picture of right or left heart failure and
may be temporary in nature or produce rapid failure (references 1, 3, 6, 13, and 28).

3. Blast reflex of the vagus, which frequent'y causes reduced coronary activity secondary
to hypotension, and bradycardia, which can be minimized by bilateral vagotomy'l- and avoided
by also anesthetizing the carotid sinus region.'s The effector turgan of this reflex is the heart,
but the sensing level of the reflex is obscure. It could arise centrally because of damage to
the yagPl center from concussion or air emboli, from the heart itself due to anoxia from what-
ever cause, from a rise in the pressure of the pulmonary artery, or from pressure receptors
in the lungs and pleurae. Schaefer in 1944, quoted by Benxinger,' measured the right heart
pressures in bast and found inconsistent rises and did not think that heart failure could be
associated with this factor. For further details the reader is referred to the recent review of
Clemedson.88

4. Mechanical blocking of the pulmonary circulation fr3m hemorrhage and edema.
Many investigators have documented electrocardiographic evidence of coronary anoxia,

heart block, and fibrillation in blasted animals and humans. No doubt some animals die of
direct trauma to the heart, commotio cordis. These die almost immediately and perhaps be-
fore coronary air embolism has Ute to develop.' EKG evidence and failure to find air emboli
in some animals (although this does not prove the nonexistence of the latter) help support this
conclusion.% Benainpgr,. however, believes commotlo cordis as a cause of death ie relatively
rare in blast - five of 35 fatalities in one series of animal experiments.

It is known that a caresul search done fairly soon after blast with a suitable technique must
be made if arterial emboli are to be visualized. If they do exist in the coronary circulation as
a significant cause of death and heart failure, a large percentage of positive poet-mortem find-
ings would be expected., ndeed, the literature contains such evidence as shown in Table 6.15,
compiled from BDnasnger,% RMWSl, and Desaga.v

Animals that die quickly have a higher incidence of coronary embolism than is shown, in
Table 6.15, which Includes all animals dying. Mesle,l for instance, quotes the data of
Benuingerl to show air embohi In It of 12 animals dying quickly in underwater blast in one
series and five of five animals expiring rapidly in an-other series.

Animals given experimental coronary air embolism have been saved by subsequently
preswiriinr4 the adlmals.1"4t If coronary air emboltmn were a significant cause of deaeh.
postdstonation pressurization could be expected to rvoid fatality in animals exposed to other-
wise lethal blast. Denztngert saved a dog exposed to fatal underwater blast by such a proce-
dure. He also demonstrated the appearance of anoxIc 3KG findings which disappeared with
pressure as the rnimals recovered. Clevasbon,1t using rabbits subjected to fatal air blast.
has recently confirmed the findings of the German workers by demonstrating the therapeutic
effectiveness of preseurlt •iton to 4 atm and by vtsmlising air emboh' during post-mortem
examinations.



Table 6.15-ARTERIAL EMBOLI IN ANIMALS AS A RESULT OF BLAST

Type
No. of coronary No. of cerebral oa

Author No. of animals air amboll air emboli blast

D&-zhngrS It dead It 6 Air
7 sacrificed for autopsy 0 3 Air

24 dead 19 8 Water
13 sacrificed for autopsy 0 0 Water

Desaga (quoted by Rleilel) 23 dead 17 Air

Thus it seems necessary to conclude as others have (references I to 3, 6, and 13) that

coronary air emboli are the cause of the majority of blast deaths attributed to rapid failure of

the heart. Animals that either do not have coronary air embolism or recover from it live to

face the hazards of pulmonary edema and hemorrhage and damage to the central nervcus sys-

tem, as well as the immediate and late effects of injury to the abdominal o"Par.s.

Suffocation. No doubt some blasted animals succumb to suffocation due to pulmonary
edema and continuing lung hemorrhage. However, a tremendous amount of lung hemorrhage

alone can exist without jeopardizing the function of the rdlatively small amount of lung tissue

needed to survive (references I to 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 17). Cassen et al." cite evidence obtained
in mice that hemorrhage from torn pulmonary vessels is limited to about 15 or 20 mrn by a

protective vasoconstriction. They show, too, that protection of the head of the animals with a

metal shield reduced lung welght, compared to those determined on animald whose chests
were protected with a similar metal shield. The authors suggested that the added effect of

head trauma may prevent reflex vasoconstriction initiated by a central mechanism and thus

favor the continuation of pulmonary bleeding and edema formation.
Another finding of the California group" is the reappearance of postexposure lung

hemorrhage (minimized throughout the duration of pulmonary vasoconstriction) in heparinizoed

mice, which they feel is due to the prevent!. n of clot formation during the postblast period of
vasoconstriction. These facts added together aelp explain why blast cases do not do well if

they move about much after exposure, i.e., increased circulation and elevation of blood pres-

sure would not favor clot formation or might well dislodge clots already formed if the exer-

tion were sufficiently severe.
Whatever may prove to be the true incidence of death by suffocation, it can be said that It

will be i, relatively delayed fatality except in those instances where there is faliure of a major

large vessel with very rapid filling of the pulmonary airways or a rapidly oeveloping pulmon-

ary edema secondary to left heart failure. For the sake of completeness it should be men-

tioned that fat emboli locked In the pulmonary capillary bed might contribute to edema forma-

tion by obstructing the circulation, a quite plausible circumstance, although there is little evi-

dence to Indicate what might be the incidence of such findings.

Failure of N-',,ovu Faict•on. The cliniral picture of blast death in many animals and
man leaves no doubt but that damage to the brain has occurred. This could be from arterial

air embolism or from head trauma (commotio cerebri). Also, there Is the possib4lity that the

sharp rise in venous pressure occurring with rapid squeezing of the animal's trunk m.ay be
transmitted to the intrauranlal tissues via the grect veins of the head and neck, a mechanism

suggested by Young."

It is doubtful that a primary effect of overpressure on the head causes damage for reaa.na

which will appear below. It appears that striking the head (msslltes or displacement) may be a
significant cause of death in some cases, but that. other than this, central nervous system
pathology must arise from embolism. Certainly, all types of biarre symptoms do occur, and,

if a vital center is Involved in the embolic process, death may quickly ensue.
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(3) Significance of Variation in the Experimental Enironment. One older theory con-
cernLg the cause of blast death assumed that a wave of overpressure passed down the trachea
and henct overdistended the lungs. To test this and gain additional useful information, the

German anr., Enpgish workers performed a number of illuminating experimcnts. These, a;ong
with findtngs of American scientists, are gresented below.

Animala piaced Inside stee' boxea, except for their heads, survived an otherwise fatW
detonation (references 1, 8, 9, and 17). Head and neck injury did not occur if the neck "vas

padded and thur prevented L om being banged against the end of the steel box (references 8, 9,
and 17).

Animals placed Inside steel boxes but with a tracheotomy tube protruding and pointing
directly toward tha origin of Alose-b-; detonation were not damaged significantly.' Also,
animals exposed widzn fat.,l conditions with a tracheotomy tube containing a filter to damp the
blast wave were killed as readily as those with no such tracheal obstruction.'

Animals immeroed head down in water to cover only the chest and then ,xposed to an
underwater ,xpica.on showed dama•e only to the chest but 'Md ý&xhbit signs of central ner-wous
system origin. Those inmmersed ta._ dowr wit- t nead and chest out of the water revealed

only abdominal pathology.
Animals bound w!"., rn..; piaster of Paris bandages to prevent any gross overd.istention of

the ch,:t and abdominal walls were still fatally Injured' However, if the cover o,' the body
were rigid enough or suitably constructed, some protection was definitely obtained (references
1, 3, 8, 9, and 17).

Central nervous focal signs appeared in animals blasted when the head was not exposed,
e.g., an animal immersed to the neck near an underwater detonation.t

Pneumothorax (Desaga, quoted by Benzinger') gave considerable protection to the lu gs.
A metal disk taped to the side of the thoracic wall of an animal exposed to blast in a shock

tube resulted in a hemorrhagic image of the disk on the lungs."
Animals exposed close to small charges of HE showed more damage to the lung on the

side closest to the explosion. At greater distances damage was independent of o, lentation of
the animal, i.e., windage, effects were seen only close to HE charges (references 8, 9, and 17).

The lethal d' ,tance or an animal from a 100-kg charge was decreased from 7 to 4.5
meters (23 to 14.8 ft! by shWelding the animal from the wind of the explosion by an earthwork.1

The ditL.:,ce from a charge, detonated in air, which marked a lethal region for dogs in
which all the dogs lied was reported to be a very closely defined area.3 Just outside the lethal
region w as a circular ring no wider than 0.5 meter (1.6 ft); this ring delineated a "critical
zone" in which about 50 per cent of the animals died. Yet outside of this zone a circular re-
gion 0bout 3 to 4 meters (9.8 to 13.1 ft) wide marked an "injury zone'" in which animols seemed
njrmal in appearance znd behavior but, when sacrificed and examined, often had rather severe
internal ir',uries.2

Biological darnage can occur in relatively closed places when overpressures and under..
pressureu are not associated with the presence of a demonstrable shock front preceding or
associated with the vriatilons In pressure (field experience of the authors).

In closed places very low ove.,oressures may be damaging to &nimals; for the rabbit,
small punctiform lesions of the lungs havc ý*en noted with HE in the open when the pe.'k over-

pressure was about 7 psi but have occurred at one-tenth this pressure in cornined places.3

A tunnel effect noted in subways that were used as blast shelters during World War U
apparently war associated with the lethal transm,ssion of blast waves at relatively great dim-
tances from explosions, i.e., the blast wave was confined and able to prop.gate Its energy in

only one direction and the-'foe was dissipated more slowly with distance.s

Evidence is available which suggests that the rate and magnitude of pressure rise and the

occurrence of stepwise rises in pressure or progressively oscillating pressures (mulUtple
presure pulses) may all be critical (reference 29; also, the present study and the previous
field experience c! the authors),

From the above information it can be concluded, as did Hooker? (in 1919) and others
(references I to 3, •0, a, and 17), that exposure of U e trunk of the animal is critical to primary
blast damage and that for HE blast (air or water) it is the Impact of the pressure wave against
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the cheat and abdomen t.'at is essential to internal damage. in addition, it can be said that the
particle velocity (wind) associat-d with a blast wave can add a great deal to the load on the
animal. Also, It is obvious .hat a careiu! analysis of variations of the several physical paraw-
eters of blast phenomena in relation to biologtca! events is indicated. This is especially true
for (1) relatively slow-rising pressure fronts, ptrticulai~! when multiple-pulse and oscilla-
ting pressure variations arc involved, and (2) long-duration preagre phenomena for which the
falling phase of the pressure, including the underpreosure, is likely to be &f biological sig-
nificance.

(4) Physical ;_csvrs. Enough has been said in previous sections about blast phenomena
in 're•laion to biological damage to justif, a few concise statements in the way of a summary.
It is clhar that:

1. Th.e duration of a singlh HE pulse can markedly influence the magnitude of the maxi-

mal static overpressure associated with fatality.
2. The peak HE-produced local static overpressure needed for biological damage de-

creases ar the deur.!ion of the single pulse increases up to about 12 msec. No data of precise
quantitative nature are available beyond this duration.

3. PeLk pressure, momentum, 9qnd impulse, associated with the primary pulses of air and
underwater bl.s" wares, cannot now be regarded as reliable indications of expected pathology
if multiple pressure loading occurs and if the overpressure cara "on is relatively long.

4. Wind loading is of considerable importance.
5. The occurrence of stepwise pressure rises, associated with repetitive or oscillating

pulses, may N-. responsible for biological damage under circumstances in which the pressure,
momentum, and energy of the primary or initial oressure load ajpear to be of minor !M-
portance.

6. Very little is known about the biological effects of relatively slow-rising pressure
phenomena, particularly those associated with multiple itcreases in pressure associated with
overpressures measured in hundreds of milliseconds or secondn rather than in a few milli-
seconds.

7. Such pressure-time phenomena are the rule in reasonably well-designed but open blast-
protective shelters.

8. E•'perience to date indicates that the rate at which the pro.ssure load develops is of
biological significance.

9. The time characteristics and magnitude of primary and secondary pulses in relation to
the natural period of critical bto'ogical systems may be 4uite docisive and deserve* further
study.

10. The internal geomei.ry of a blast-protective shelter is critical, I.g-, in lorn tubular
geometry, significant lung damage in dogs has been ssc2tated with maximal wall ••ta•ic
ovarpressuras as low as 12.5 psi, whereas, in "square" geometry, maximal wall overpre"ures
over fivefold have been tolerated by dogs showing little or no lung pathology.

11. A method for correlating environmental varlatio•s produced by large-scale explosions
with biological effects is not available evcn for the animal target, not to mention the human
case.

Such facts are quite puzzling, at least to the authors, and any attempt to understand the
problem requires close scrutiny of data dealing with the physical characteristics of shock
phenomena. In the light of the preceding material a publication by Schardin"T his considerable
meaning, and somne of his thinking has been referred to earlier in discussions of pressure and
momentum as they apply to "destruction" curves for physical and biological targets.

At this point the writers wish again to draw upon the knowledge of Schardin t and point out
in the discussion below the eff octs of inertia, spalling, and implosion phenomena as they may
influence the interpretation oi biological blast effects.

Effects of Inertio. If two interconnected masses of different denailty lying side by side are

struck by a shock front and by the following overpressuro and wind, each mass impelled by a
force related to the magnitude of the reflected pressure begins to move. The lighter mass will
gain velocity faster than the heavier, and sheairing forces will develop which way tear or rup-
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ture the union between the masses. An example is the often seen hemorrhages along the line
of the union of the ribs and the intercostal muscles of an experimental animal exposed to blast.
Static loading to pressures much greater than those associated with blast waves does not pro-
duce this effect. Thus a static load is not Inertia sensitive. Dynamic blast loading is, and
such of tUe internal damage can be attributed to this kinetic factor.

S•alling Zifect. Schardin" has written of another effect of the "discontinuous front of the

shock wave," namely, the spalling effect. Apparently, if a shock wave is transmitted from one
medium to another, the densities of which vary, a reflection wave that travels back into the
first medium occurs at the interface. This wave is a suction or negative wave and will cause

considerable intermil stresses if the shock front travels from a more dense to a less dense

medium, as pointed out also by McMillen and Harvey." Schardln" cites the example of prc.-
ducing a shock wave in the center of a glass plate with a small explosive charge. At detona-
tion a shock wave moves toward the rim of glass faster than the fragmentation cracks propa-
gate outward from the detonation. As the shock wave reaches the rim and attempts to move
from the glass to air, a negative or tension wave is reflected back into the glass, and the en-
tire rim is shattered.

A 3imi••r phenomenon is seen in the reflection of underwater shock waves from the sur-
face as tension waves. Also, dust often spalls with considerable velocity from the interior of
unpainted conci -te bunkers foDllowing a bomb explosion.

Imploaio, Phetwmena. Schardin:7 hks, with spark cinematography, visualized events when
a shock wave traveling into a fluid meets bubbie.- of air allowed to trickle through the fluid
from a hose. Each bubble becomes a source of a new dckination wave with intense shock waves
emanating from each. It is said that the bubbles are implodesi (_. bursting inward in contrast to
exploded) and internal pressures as high as 100,000 atm can occur.37 Apparently, since the air
bubble is more compressible than the water, there results a marked acceleration of the fluid
near the surface of the bubble, and water particles spall or are thrown into the gas. The
bubble undergoes a sharp decrease in volume and is therefore highly compressed, and pres-
sures ensue which are far in excess of those of the initial shock front traveling through the
liquid.

8chardins? suggests that the implosion effect may be quite damaging to the air-containing
lung tissues and may be a factor in the production o. hemorrhage and air emboll. Benzinger t

attributes the production of pulmonary damage by blast to "the local effects of inertia, spalling,
and perhaps to implosion which tear the delicate tissues," Sind "produce breaks in the inter-
face between the air spaces and the pulmonary veins." He further states that, after the lung
tissue is damaged, any cause ws positive pressure in the lung will suffice to push air into the
blood stream, e.g., "even the pressure of oiie laborioux expiration Is sufficient."

The consequences of implosion and spalling cannot be ignored for (1) an animal after all
is composed of a fluid medium in which gas and tissues of iffteripg densities are suspended,
and (2) Clemedson' 1 has demonstrated the occurrence of pressurp waves Inside intact ani-
mals and in muscle tissue following exposure to shock waves produced by explosives. Thus it
is known that the impact o! instautaneously rising pressure pulses with the surface of a biolog,-
cal target causes internal pressure phenomena and that the transmission of these pressure
waves into air-containting tissues is likely to be quite damaging indeed. An example from the
authors' own experience can be cited. Animals exposed to blast phenomena in shelters often

show spotty, but multiple, bruising of the heart muscle which is apparent on gross inspection.
The surface involved is limited to those areas in contact with the overlying lung.

These facts, along with those of Harvey's ballistic studies mentioned earlier, sutggest

that one means of biological blast damage involves a very fast mechanism associated with the
kind of an external pressure ioad which will cause significant pressure pulses to be formed in
ant transmitted through the organism. The most sensitive rogions will be those conltalning air,
and damage will occur through spalling and implosion phenomena.

Less dynamic pressure loading, those phenomena in which the rise in !ressuj'e is meas-
ured in milliseconds rather than mnicroseconds, may damage predominantly by a mechanism
which is Intermediate in cpeed and which involves inertia effects and body-wall deformation
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in the absence of significant pressure-pulse transmission through the organism.
A yet slower mechanism may be visualized as involving the pooling of blood and other

fluids in the air-containing regions. Such a slow mechanism could well be associated with
fairly slow but steadily rising pressures of considerable magnitude and duration which might
well drive fluid into the chest in a manner somewhat analogous to that involved in the squeeze
syndrome described in pearl divers.

The writers wish to make it very clear that the previous three paragraphs represent
speculation only. There is no intent to imply that fast, intermediate, and slow mechanisms are
either sharply delineated or mutually exclusive. Rather, the intent is to present a hypothesis
to guide future local research and to stimulate the thinking of others investigating biological
blast effects.
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CHAPTER 7

GENERAL DISCUSSION

7.1 GENERAL

The most dramatic and perhaps the most important finding of the field program described
in the preceding chapters concerns the fact that the blast phenomena produced by nuclear deto-
nations need not be a serious cause of immediate casualties even at relatively close range.

The recovery of living animals from the ground flcoi- and basements of totally destroyed
houses demonstrates the utility of simple, inexpensive structures as a means of protection
against primary, secondary, and tertiary blast effects. Yet at the same time it is necessary
to point out that this investigation made no study of the possible radiation effects on animals

6 located in the houses.
More meaningful was the recovery of living animals from open shelters at much closer

range, as close, in fact, as 1050 ft from a tower-detonated nuclear device with a yield approxi-
mately 50 per cent greater than nominal. The significance of this, in relation to the nominal
yields employed at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, cannot be overemphasized since the overpres-
sures at ground level near the forward shelters in the present study were in the order of two-
to threefold those existing near the epicenters of the two devices detonated over Japan. Thus
the provision of blast-protective shelters and arrangements to assure their occupancy by a
maximum number of people in case of an Impending explosion (minimal warning time and

drill) will serve to sharply curtail casualties resulting from blast. What this could mean to
the health and safety of citizens of a city, county, and state needs no further scientific em-
phasis, although emphasis for other reasons is no doubt desperately needed. A question in
i ant, of course, is: How many adequate blast-protective shelters exist in populated areas of

the world ?
Among other things, this question implies that shelters should be adequate. Broad inter-

pretation of this thought concerns problems outside the present study which, strictly speaking,
involved the biological effects of blast-produced variations in the environment. However, it is
useful and essential to develop and maintain a sound perspective for the total problem, and
environmental factors in general will be briefly discussed below. Also, some observations
made in the field which bear on radiation and thermal effects will be mentioned briefly again.

7.2 SHELTER PROBLEM

Any structure to be used for protection against the effects of high-yiell explosions should
be structurally and functionally adequate, keeping in mind the necessity of providing a total
environment that is safe and acceptable for human occupancy. In this regard It is helpful to
consider the possible environmental variations and problems in the light of at least tOe
following:
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I. Environmental variations dependent upon the source of the explosion.
a. Large-scale detonations.

(1) Immediate effects.
(2) Delayed effects.

b. Other devices.
2. Environmental problems independent of explosives.

7.2.1 Large-scale Detonations

(a) Immediate Effects. Immediately following a large-scale explosion environmental
variations of considerable magnitude ensue. These may encompass radiation, thermal and
blast effects, electromagnetic radiation, dust production, ground shock, and destruction of
commonly used utilities for providing power, light, water, sewage disposal, etc.

It is obvious that appropriate specifications for use in shelter design, defining allowable
environmental limits for humans, need to be set forth. Certainly this requires tht cooperation
of knowledgeable individuals and information far beyond the competence of the writers. Even
so, we wish to point out a few relevant facts from the present study.

First, animals suffered thermal injury in the forward shelters even though theJ were not
in the line of sight of the explosion, and, therefore, conventional thermal radiation cannot bo
regarded as the cause of Injuries. Frankly, we do not know why the animals were burned any
more than we know the magnitude and time variation of the temperatures that existed at the
surface of each animal. It is clear, however, that those which were singed the most were in
positions where they were most exposed to high winds. This suggests that hot gases and per-
haps hot dust, carried along with the entering gases during the fill phase of shelter pressuri-
zation, were the phenomena responsible for the immediate thermal damage. If this proves to
be the true explanation, a shelter design to delay the fill time and minimize the internal Pmax
and wind flow inside the shelter will all tend to minimize the observed thermal effect.

Second, some animals definitely exhibited radiation damage in the forward shelters.
Although this could possibly in part have been associated with radiation exposure accumulated
during the 8- to 10-hr recovery delay, it seems highly probable that the significant exposure
occurred as a consequence of prompt gamma and neutron radiation. We do not propose to
answer this question- indeed we are not qualified to- but we certainly wish to give con-
siderable emphasis to one point, namely, that the prompt radiation levels which may have
occurred inside the shelters were a consequence of scatter into opeci~ls, the "diffusion" of
thermalized neutrons through openings, and the amount and character of the material between
the animals and the exploding device (roof and earth cover calculated on a line-of-sight basis)
as they attenuated and altered the gamma and neutron spectra. It perhaps is not possible to
say that radiation effects need not have occurred, but it is certainly possible to believe that
they could have been sharply curtailed had the shelters been placed deep enough underground
to provide a more adequate cover a;d hence more attenuation of the prompt radiation.

Third, the present study demonstrated that (1) the geometry and design of a shelter may
intensify or minimize internal pressure-time phenomena compared with those occurring out-
side a structure and (2) for large restrained animals in the geometry employed, tertiary rather
than primary blast effects produced the only casualty observed. Thus it will be necessary in
the future to investigate the relative importance of the consequences of displacement compared
with pressure effects, particularly In structures involving long tubular geometry mentioned in
the review presented in Chap. 6. It Is important that large animals exposed inside such shelters
have exhibited significant lung damage at the lowest overpressures yet noted in full-scale
shelter work.

A feurth consequence of the field investigations in blast biology to date concerns the
nature of the pressure-time curves that occur inside blast-protective shelters and the bio-
logical response to such phenomena. Thus the problem is not Just the biological effects of
single or multiple overpressure-time phenomena which involve almost instantaneous, 11K-like
pressure pupsesi. but rather the biological implications of slower rising, multiple-pulse over-
pressures of relatively long duration. Unfortunately, the literature ts of little help in assesIng
the latter. Animal tolerance is not known, and therefore there are few data on which to base
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even an "educated guess" relevant to human tolerance.
Finally, some of the animals showed signs of acute irritation of the respiratory mem-

branes apparently initiated by dust inhalation. The .rigin of the dust noted inside the forward
shelters apparently was primariiy from out-aide the structures, although some may have
spalled from the walls, even in the case of the large group shelters, the walls of which were
painted to minimize this effect. That nonradioactive dust can be a serious problem in shelters
was documented by experience during World War II.

Desaga" has reviewed the problem and described instancee of asphyxia from dust evi-
denced by post-mortem examination of the bodies of individuals removed from undestroyed
shelters and other structures. In one instance, 25 children were dead, but three others were
known to have survived. The latter were sheltered under the gown of a nun. The nun died
from dust suffocation, but the children remained unharmed.

Desaga" also reviewed the classic data of Findeisen1' and reported experiments with dogs
exposed to high concentrations of dust. Many other relevant studies are applicable to the
problem, and the reader is referred to a few of those known to the writers."' 1 t

(b) Delayed Effects. Perhaps the most significant delayed effects of nuclear devices con-
cern (I) the induced radiation in soil and structures at relatively close range and (2) fall-out
in close and at distances of even hundreds of miles. The safest place for personnel in a region
of high-level radiation is underground, and, assur.ing that evacuation would be difficult or iw
possible, it is sensible to suggest that the occupation of shelters might well have to be pro-
longed, for weeks rather than days, in fact.

Another delayed effect of a high-yield explosion in heavily populated areas is often fire
or fire storm. Underground shelters might serve to protect occupants against the immediate
consequences of a large-scale explosion, but they might later serve only as a trap in which
suffocation from carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and lack of oxygen could occur unless plans
were made for emergency ventilation in case of fire storm.

7.2.2 Other Devices

Those who design shelters no doubt wish to keep in mind that (1) an explosive device
might be used to force people to seek adequate cover, and, in effect, to "pin them down" to
shelters and (2) other devices employing biological and chemical warfare agents might well
be used to advantage under such circumstances. Obviously, such possibilities need to be
recognized and appropriate plans made.

7.2.3 Environmental Problems Independent, of Explosives

Occupatlo, o! a8. underground shelter for any significant period, even during peacetime,
poses problems, many of which would be magnified in time of war. Again, an exhauistive
discussion is out of place here, but it is nonetheles useful to mention a few of the simpler
problems, namely, provisioning (food, water, first-aid kits, and medication), waste disposal,
light, communication and radiation equipment, heat (if needed), sleeping space, ventilation
(routine and emergency), emergency exits, etc. These problems are solvable with simple or
minimal procedures, but anticipation, planning, and appropriate action and follow-through are
obviously prerequisites to any sensible solution.

7.3 CURRENT PROBLFIS

A critical assessment of the actual experimental data, relevant to the present study and
reported in the preceding chaptsrs, is In some respects encouraging, and In others quite dis-
couraging. The encouraging facets of the findings have already been pointed out. These con-

corn (1) the demonstrated efficacy of a shelter to protect living animals from the bLast-
produced environmental alterations associated with the rapid release of tremendous energy,

(2) the marked reduction tn casualties which urdoubtedly can be achieved through a planned
and senible use of protective shelters, and (3) the clearer definition of the character of
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pressure-ti.me phenomena occurring inside protective shelters and the importance of under-
standing the relatiwv biological significance of similar dynamic patterns of overpressure.

The discouraging aspects of the data are several. Two important ones will be mentioned.
First, the reader will appreciate that positive pathological findings were mirimal; the findings
for the most part concerned threshold conditions for biological blast damage, and the empiri-
cal findings were, therefore, weak when the attempt was made to use them for the purpose of
developing analytical procedures to be applied to the general situation. The writers recog-
nized this, but, because no other data were available, it seemed necessary to explore the
possibilities fully. This has been done in part. The work is continuing, and what has been
presented here must be regarded as tentative only.

Second, the findings point out the necessity of knowing many facts not now understood
and not now in the literature. For inseLnce, speaking biologically, what is the limiting rate of
a single, steadily rising pressure pulse ? What is the consequence of multiple-pulse, rela-
tively long-duration overpressure and underpressure phenomena in terms of rate and magni-
tude of segmental pressure rise and fall, the number of pulses, and the time between each?
What is the true mechanism Involved in damage to the air-containing organs? What are the
differences In strizulus and response when very fast, intermediate, and relatively slow pres-
sure loads are applied to the animal?

There is no point in following this thought further. A little reflection on the part of the
reader will demonstrate that the problems are not one- or two-parameter problems but rather
that some involve four, six, or eight parameters. Also, it must be obvious to all that even a
reasonable understanding of just the important mechandlsms respon.sible for the more serious
aspects of biological blast damage will not come quickly.
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